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❛❝#✐✈❡ #%❛♥/♣♦%#❡%/ ❛/ ✇❡❧❧ ❛/ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠/✳ ❚❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡% ♦❢ ❞✐/❝♦✈❡%❡❞ ♣%♦#❡✐♥ /❡❝%❡✲
#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠/ ✐/ /#✐❧❧ ❡①♣❛♥❞✐♥❣ ❛♥❞ ❢%♦♠ ✷✵✵✻ #♦ ✷✵✶✼✱ ❢♦✉% ♥❡✇ ♣%♦#❡✐♥ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠/
❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ ❞✐/❝♦✈❡%❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❛✇❛✐# ❝❤❛%❛❝#❡%✐③❛#✐♦♥✳
❙❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♣%♦#❡✐♥/ ❛❝%♦// ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡/ ✐/ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ❜② /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠/✳ ■♥ #❤❡ /✐♠✲
♣❧❡/# ❝❛/❡✱ ❛ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠ ♦♥❧② ❝♦♥/✐/#/ ♦❢ ♦♥❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ /♣❛♥♥✐♥❣ ♣%♦#❡✐♥ ✇❤♦/❡
♣%✐♠❛%② ♣✉%♣♦/❡ ✐/ #❤❡ #%❛♥/♣♦%# ♦❢ ❛ ❝♦❣♥❛#❡ ❝❛%❣♦ ♣%♦#❡✐♥✳ ❚%❛♥/♣♦%#❡❞ ♣%♦#❡✐♥/ ❛%❡
✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ♠❛♥② ❞✐✛❡%❡♥# ♣%♦❝❡//❡/ ❛♥❞ #❤✉/ ❛❧/♦ ❤❛✈❡ ❞✐✛❡%❡♥# ❢❛#❡/✳ ❙♦♠❡ ❛%❡ /❡❝%❡#❡❞
✐♥#♦ #❤❡ ❡①#%❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛% ♠✐❧✐❡✉✱ ♦#❤❡%/ %❡/✐❞❡ ♦♥ #❤❡ ♦✉#❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ♦% %❡❛❝❤ #❤❡✐% #❛%❣❡#
✐♥ ❛♥♦#❤❡% ❝❡❧❧✳ ❙♦♠❡ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠/ ❛%❡ ✇✐❞❡/♣%❡❛❞ ❜❡#✇❡❡♥ /♣❡❝✐❡/ ❛♥❞ #%❛♥/❧♦❝❛#❡ ❛
✇✐❞❡ ✈❛%✐❡#② ♦❢ #❛%❣❡# ♣%♦#❡✐♥/ ✇❤❡%❡❛/ ♦#❤❡%/ ❛%❡ ❝♦♥✜♥❡❞ #♦ ❢❡✇❡% /♣❡❝✐❡/ ♦% #%❛♥/❧♦❝❛#❡
❛ ♥❛%%♦✇❡% /♣❡❝#%✉♠ ♦❢ ♣%♦#❡✐♥/✳ ■♥ #❤❡ ♠♦/# ❡①#%❡♠❡ ❝❛/❡✱ ♦♥❡ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠ #%❛♥/❧♦✲
❝❛#❡/ ♦♥❡ ♣%♦#❡✐♥✳ ❆❞❞✐#✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ /❡✈❡%❛❧ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ /②/#❡♠/ ♦❢ ♣❛#❤♦❣❡♥✐❝ ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛ ❛%❡ ♦❢#❡♥
%❡H✉✐%❡❞ ❢♦% ♣❛#❤♦❣❡♥❡/✐/ ❛♥❞ ♣❧❛② ❝%✉❝✐❛❧ %♦❧❡/ ✐♥ ♠❛♥✐♣✉❧❛#✐♥❣ #❤❡ ❤♦/# ❝❡❧❧ ✐♥ ❢❛✈♦% ♦❢
#❤❡ ✐♥✈❛❞✐♥❣ ❜❛❝#❡%✐✉♠✳
❍✐/#♦%✐❝❛❧❧②✱ ●%❛♠✲/#❛✐♥✐♥❣ ✇❛/ ✉/❡❞ #♦ ❞✐✈✐❞❡ ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛ ✐♥#♦ ❣%❛♠✲♥❡❣❛#✐✈❡ ❛♥❞ ❣%❛♠✲
♣♦/✐#✐✈❡✱ ❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣ ♦♥ ✐❢ #❤❡② ❛%❡ ❛❜❧❡ #♦ ❜❡ /#❛✐♥❡❞ ✭❣%❛♠✲♣♦/✐#✐✈❡✮ ♦% ♥♦# ✭❣%❛♠✲
♥❡❣❛#✐✈❡✮ ❬✶❪✳ ●%❛♠✲/#❛✐♥✐♥❣ %❡❧✐❡/ ♦♥ ❝%②/#❛❧ ✈✐♦❧❡# #❤❛# /#❛✐♥/ ♣❡♣#✐❞♦❣❧②❝❛♥ ❛♥❞ ❢♦%
♠❛♥② ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛ #❤✐/ ✐/ /✉✣❝✐❡♥# ❛♥❞ ❡♥❛❜❧❡/ ❡❛/② ❝❧❛//✐✜❝❛#✐♦♥✱ ❤♦✇❡✈❡%✱ /♦♠❡ ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛✱
♥♦#❛❜❧② ▼②❝♦❜❛❝&❡(✐❛✱ ❝❛♥♥♦# ❜❡ ❝❧❛//✐✜❡❞ ✉/✐♥❣ ●%❛♠✲/#❛✐♥✐♥❣✳ ❋♦% #❤❡ /❝♦♣❡ ♦❢ #❤✐/
#❤❡/✐/✱ #❤❡ #❡%♠ ♠♦♥♦❞❡%♠ ♦% ❞✐❞❡%♠ ✇✐❧❧ ❜❡ ✉/❡❞ ✐♥/#❡❛❞ #♦ ✐♥❞✐❝❛#❡ ✐❢ #❤❡ ❜❛❝#❡%✐✉♠
❞✐/❝✉//❡❞ ❤❛/ ♦♥❡ ♦% #✇♦ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡/✱ %❡/♣❡❝#✐✈❡❧② ❬✷✱ ✸❪✳
Q%♦#❡✐♥ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ ✐♥ ♠♦♥♦❞❡%♠ ❛♥❞ ❞✐❞❡%♠ ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛ ✇♦%❦/ ❢✉♥❞❛♠❡♥#❛❧❧② ❞✐✛❡%❡♥#✱
❛/ ✐♥ ♠♦♥♦❞❡%♠ ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛✱ ♣%♦#❡✐♥/ ❤❛✈❡ #♦ ❜❡ #%❛♥/♣♦%#❡❞ #❤%♦✉❣❤ ♦♥❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❛♥❞
♣❛// ❛ #❤✐❝❦ ♣❡♣#✐❞♦❣❧②❝❛♥ ❧❛②❡% ✇❤❡%❡❛/ ✐♥ ❞✐❞❡%♠ ❜❛❝#❡%✐❛✱ ❛ /❡❝♦♥❞ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❢✉%#❤❡%
❝♦♠♣❧✐❝❛#❡/ ♣%♦#❡✐♥ #%❛♥/♣♦%#✳
■✳✶ #$♦&❡✐♥ ❙❡❝$❡&✐♦♥ ❛❝$♦-- &❤❡ ❈②&♦♣❧❛-♠✐❝ ▼❡♠❜$❛♥❡
Q%♦#❡✐♥ /❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ ❛❝%♦// #❤❡ ❝②#♦♣❧❛/♠✐❝ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ✐/ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ❜② #❤❡ ❙❡❝%❡#✐♦♥ ✭❙❡❝✲✮
❛♥❞ ❚✇✐♥ ❛%❣✐♥✐♥❡ #%❛♥/❧♦❝❛#✐♦♥ ✭❚❛#✲✮ ♣❛#❤✇❛②/ ❬✹✱✺❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❙❡❝✲♣❛#❤✇❛② ✐/ %❡/♣♦♥/✐❜❧❡ ❢♦%
✲✹✲
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 !❛♥$♣♦! ♦❢ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥$ ❛❝!♦$$  ❤❡ ♠❡♠❜!❛♥❡ ✐♥ ❛♥ ✉♥❢♦❧❞❡❞ $ ❛ ❡✱ ✇❤❡!❡❛$  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲♣❛ ❤✇❛②
 !❛♥$♣♦! $ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥$ ✐♥ ❛ ❢♦❧❞❡❞ ❝♦♥❢♦!♠❛ ✐♦♥✳ ❇♦ ❤ ♣❛ ❤✇❛②$ !❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡ ❛ $✐❣♥❛❧ $❡:✉❡♥❝❡
✐♥  ❤❡ $❡❝!❡ ♦!② ♣!♦ ❡✐♥✳ ❋♦!  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲♣❛ ❤✇❛②✱  ❤✐$ ✐$  ❤❡ ♣!❡$❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ ❛ ✸✵ ❛♠✐♥♦ ❛❝✐❞ ❧♦♥❣
◆✲ ❡!♠✐♥❛❧ ♣❡♣ ✐❞❡ ❝♦♥ ❛✐♥✐♥❣ ❛  ✇✐♥ ❛!❣✐♥✐♥❡ ♠♦ ✐❢ ❛♥❞ ❢♦! ❙❡❝ ❛ ✷✵ ❛♠✐♥♦ ❛❝✐❞ ❧♦♥❣ ◆✲
 ❡!♠✐♥❛❧ $ !❡ ❝❤ ✇✐ ❤♦✉ $✐❣♥✐✜❝❛♥ ❝♦♥$❡!✈❛ ✐♦♥✱ ❤♦✇❡✈❡!✱ ❝♦♠♠♦♥ ❝❤❛!❛❝ ❡!✐$ ✐❝$ ❝❛♥
❜❡ ❞❡❞✉❝❡❞ ❬✻❪✳ ❇♦ ❤ $✐❣♥❛❧ $❡:✉❡♥❝❡$ ❤❛✈❡ ❛♥ ♥✲!❡❣✐♦♥ ✇✐ ❤ ❛ ♣♦$✐ ✐✈❡ ♥❡ ❝❤❛!❣❡✱ ❛♥
❤✲!❡❣✐♦♥  ❤❛ ✐$ ❤②❞!♦♣❤♦❜✐❝ ❛♥❞ ❤❛$ ❛ ❝❡! ❛✐♥ ♣!♦♣❡♥$✐ ②  ♦ ❢♦!♠ ❛♥ α✲❤❡❧✐① ❛♥❞ ❛ $❤♦! 
♣♦❧❛! ❝✲!❡❣✐♦♥✱ ♦❢ ❡♥ ❢♦❧❧♦✇❡❞ ❜② ❛ ♣❡♣ ✐❞❛$❡ ❝❧❡❛✈❛❣❡ $✐ ❡✳ ❇❛$❡❞ ♦♥  ❤❡ $✐❣♥❛❧ $❡:✉❡♥❝❡✱
$✉❜$ !❛ ❡$ ♦❢ ❜♦ ❤ ♣❛ ❤✇❛②$ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ♣!❡❞✐❝ ❡❞ ❜② ♦♥❧✐♥❡  ♦♦❧$ ❬✼❪✳
■✳✶✳✶ ❚❤❡ ❙❡❝✲)❛+❤✇❛②
❚❤❡ ❙❡❝✲♣❛ ❤✇❛② ✐$ ❛♥ ❡$$❡♥ ✐❛❧ ❛♥❞ ✉♥✐✈❡!$❛❧❧② ❝♦♥$❡!✈❡❞ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥  !❛♥$❧♦❝❛ ✐♦♥ ♣❛ ❤✇❛②
♦❢  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡! ♠❡♠❜!❛♥❡ ❬✽✕✶✵❪✳ K!♦ ❡✐♥  ❛!❣❡ ✐♥❣  ♦✇❛!❞$  ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲♣❛ ❤✇❛② ❛❧!❡❛❞② $ ❛! $
❝♦✲ !❛♥$❧❛ ✐♦♥❛❧❧② ❛♥❞ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ❜②  ✇♦ ❞✐✛❡!❡♥ ❛♥❞ ✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐$♠$✳
❊✐ ❤❡! ❙❡❝❇ ❜✐♥❞$  ♦  ❤❡ ♥❛$❝❡♥ ♣♦❧②♣❡♣ ✐❞❡ ❝❤❛✐♥ ❛♥❞ $ ❛❜✐❧✐③❡$ ✐ ✐♥ ❛♥ ✉♥❢♦❧❞❡❞ ❝♦♥✲
❢♦!♠❛ ✐♦♥ ♦!  ❛!❣❡ ✐♥❣ ✐$ ♠❡❞✐❛ ❡❞ ❜②  ❤❡ $✐❣♥❛❧ !❡❝♦❣♥✐ ✐♦♥ ♣❛! ✐❝❧❡ ✭❙❘K✮✳ ■ ❛♣♣❡❛!$
 ❤❛  ❤❡ ✜♥❛❧ ❞❡$ ✐♥❛ ✐♦♥ ♦❢  ❤❡ $✉❜$ !❛ ❡ ❞✐❝ ❛ ❡$  ❤❡ ♣❛ ❤✇❛② ❜② ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐ ✐$  ❛!❣❡ ❡❞  ♦
 ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲ !❛♥$❧♦❝♦♥ ❬✶✶❪✳ ❲❤❡!❡❛$ ✐♥♥❡!✲♠❡♠❜!❛♥❡ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥$ ❛!❡  ❛!❣❡ ❡❞ ✈✐❛ ❙❘K✱ ♣❡!✐♣❧❛$✲
♠✐❝ ❛♥❞ ♦✉ ❡!✲♠❡♠❜!❛♥❡ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥$ !❡❧② ♦♥ ❙❡❝❇ ❬✶✷✕✶✺❪✳
❙❘K ✐$ ❛ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥✲❘◆❆ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①  ❤❛ ❜✐♥❞$ ♥❛$❝❡♥ ♣❡♣ ✐❞❡ ❝❤❛✐♥$ ❛  ❤❡ ❡①✐  ✉♥♥❡❧
♦❢  ❤❡ !✐❜♦$♦♠❡ ❛♥❞  ❛!❣❡ $ ✐  ♦ ❋ $❨✱ ❛♥ ✐♥♥❡! ♠❡♠❜!❛♥❡✲❜♦✉♥❞ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥ ❬✶✸✱ ✶✻✕✷✵❪✳
❋ $❨ $❡!✈❡$ ❛$ $✐❣♥❛❧ !❡❝♦❣♥✐ ✐♦♥ ♣❛! ✐❝❧❡ !❡❝❡♣ ♦! ✭❙❘K✲❘✮✱ !❡❝♦❣♥✐③✐♥❣ ❙❘K ❛♥❞ ❞❡❧✐✈❡!$
 ❤❡ ♥❛$❝❡♥ ❝❤❛✐♥  ♦  ❤❡ ❙❡❝❨❊● ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✇❤❡!❡  ❤❡  ❛!❣❡ ♣!♦ ❡✐♥ ✐$ ✐♥$❡! ❡❞ ✐♥ ♦  ❤❡
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&♣❡❝✐✜❝ ❝❤❛♣❡)♦♥❡& ❢♦) ,❤❡✐) ❝♦))❡❝, ❢♦❧❞✐♥❣ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❢♦❧❞❡❞ ✐♥ ,❤❡ ❝②,♦♣❧❛&♠ ♦) ,❤❛, ❤❡,❡)♦✲
♦❧✐❣♦♠❡)& ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ ♦♥❧② ♦♥❡ ♣)♦,♦♠❡) ❝♦♥,❛✐♥& ❛ &✐❣♥❛❧ &❡O✉❡♥❝❡ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ,)❛♥&❧♦❝❛,❡❞
✲✻✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
 ♦❣❡ ❤❡% ❬✹✻❪✳ ❆❞❞✐ ✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥4  ❤❛ ♥❡❡❞ ❝♦✲❢❛❝ ♦%4 ❧✐❦❡ ✐%♦♥✲4✉❧❢✉% ❝❧✉4 ❡%4 ♦% ❝❡% ❛✐♥
✐♦♥4 ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❛44❡♠❜❧❡❞ ❝♦%%❡❝ ❧② ❛♥❞ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ 4❤✐❡❧❞❡❞ ❢%♦♠ ❝♦♠♣❡ ✐♥❣ ✐♦♥4 ✐♥  ❤❡ ♣❡%✐♣❧❛4♠
❬✹✼✱✹✽❪✳
❆❢ ❡% ❡♠❡%❣❡♥❝❡ ❢%♦♠  ❤❡ %✐❜♦4♦♠❛❧ ❡①✐  ✉♥♥❡❧✱ ♥❛4❝❡♥ ♣❡♣ ✐❞❡ ❝❤❛✐♥4 ❛%❡ ✜%4  ❛%✲
❣❡ ❡❞ ❜②  %✐❣❣❡% ❢❛❝ ♦%✱ ❛ ❣❡♥❡%❛❧ ❜❛❝ ❡%✐❛❧ %✐❜♦4♦♠❛❧❧② ❛44♦❝✐❛ ❡❞ ❝❤❛♣❡%♦♥❡ ❬✹✾✱ ✺✵❪✳
❋♦% 4♦♠❡ ❚❛ ✲4❡❝%❡ ♦%② ♣%♦ ❡✐♥4✱  %✐❣❣❡% ❢❛❝ ♦% ✐4 ❝%✉❝✐❛❧ ❢♦% 4 ❛❜✐❧✐③❛ ✐♦♥ ❜② ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣  ♦
 ❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡ ♦❢  ❤❡ 4✉❜4 %❛ ❡ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥✱ ♣%♦❜❛❜❧②  ♦ ♣%❡✈❡♥ ♣%❡♠❛ ✉%❡ ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ♦❢
 ❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡  ♦  ❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡✲❜♦✉♥❞  %❛♥4❧♦❝♦♥ ❬✹✾❪✳ ❋♦❧❞✐♥❣ ✐4 ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ❜② ❚❛ ✲
4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡ 4♣❡❝✐✜❝ ❝❤❛♣❡%♦♥❡4 ❛4 ✇❡❧❧ ❛4 ❣❡♥❡%❛❧ ❝② ♦4♦❧✐❝ ❝❤❛♣❡%♦♥❡4 ❧✐❦❡ ❙❧②❉ ❛♥❞
❉♥❛❑ ❬✺✶✕✺✸❪✳
❖♥❝❡ ❢♦❧❞❡❞✱ 4✉❜4 %❛ ❡ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥4 ♦❢  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲♣❛ ❤✇❛② ❛44♦❝✐❛ ❡ ✇✐ ❤  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡
❞✉❡  ♦  ❤❡ ✐♥ %✐♥4✐❝ ❛✣♥✐ ② ♦❢  ❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡  ♦  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❬✺✹❪✳ ❇❡❢♦%❡ 4✉❜✲
4 %❛ ❡ %❡❝♦❣♥✐ ✐♦♥✱ ❚❛ ❆ ♦❢  ❤❡  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✐4  ❤♦✉❣❤  ♦ ❜❡ ♣%❡4❡♥ ✐♥  ❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡
✐♥ ❛ ♠♦♥♦♠❡%✐❝ ❢♦%♠✱ ✇❤❡%❡❛4 ❚❛ ❇ ❛♥❞ ❚❛ ❈ ❢♦%♠ ♦❧✐❣♦♠❡%4 ❬✺✺✱✺✻❪✳ ❚❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡
♦❢  ❤❡ 4❡❝%❡ ♦%② ♣%♦ ❡✐♥ ✐4 %❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡❞ ❜② ❚❛ ❈ ❛♥❞ ❛❧ ❤♦✉❣❤ 4❡✈❡%❛❧ ❝♦♣✐❡4 ♦❢ ❚❛ ❈ ❛%❡
♣%❡4❡♥ ✐♥ ❛ ❤❡ ❡%♦✲♦❧✐❣♦♠❡%✱ ♦♥❧② ♦♥❡ ❚❛ ❈ ✐4 ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ %❡❝♦❣♥✐ ✐♦♥ ♦❢  ❤❡ 4❡❝%❡ ♦%②
♣%♦ ❡✐♥ ❬✺✻✱✺✼❪✳ ❯♣♦♥ 4✉❜4 %❛ ❡ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥ ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣  ♦ ❚❛ ❈✱ ♣%♦ ♦♠❡%4 ♦❢ ❚❛ ❆ ❛%❡ %❡❝%✉✐ ❡❞
✐♥ ♦  ❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛♥❞ ❢♦%♠  ❤❡ ❛❝ ✉❛❧ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥  %❛♥4❧♦❝❛ ✐♦♥ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❬✺✽✱ ✺✾❪✳ ■♥ ❊✳ ❝♦❧✐✱
❚❛ ❆ ❢♦%♠4 ❛ ❤♦♠♦✲♦❧✐❣♦♠❡%✐❝ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧  ❤❛ ❛❧❧♦✇4 ♣❛44❛❣❡ ♦❢  ❛%❣❡ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥4
✐♥ ✇❤✐❝❤ ♦♥❡ ❤❡❧✐① ♦❢ ❛ ♣%♦ ♦♠❡% ✐4 ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ❢♦%♠❛ ✐♦♥ ♦❢  ❤❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❛♥❞ ❛♥♦ ❤❡% ❛♠✲
♣❤✐♣❛ ❤✐❝ ❤❡❧✐① ✐4 ❛44♦❝✐❛ ❡❞ ✇✐ ❤  ❤❡ ❝② ♦♣❧❛4♠✐❝ 4✐❞❡ ♦❢  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❬✺✽❪✳ ❚❤❡
4✉❜4 %❛ ❡ ✐4  %❛♥4❧♦❝❛ ❡❞  ❤%♦✉❣❤  ❤❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❢♦♠❡❞ ❜② ❚❛ ❆✱ ♠❡❞✐❛ ❡❞ ❜② ❚❛ ❈ ❛♥❞ %❡❣✲
✉❧❛ ❡❞ ❜② ❚❛ ❇✱ ❤♦✇❡✈❡%✱  ❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡ 4 ❛②4 ❛  ❛❝❤❡❞  ♦  ❤❡ ❚❛ ❇❈✲❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✉♥ ✐❧
 ❤❡  ❛%❣❡ ✐4 ❝♦♠♣❧❡ ❡❧②  %❛♥4❧♦❝❛ ❡❞ ❛♥❞  ❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ 4❡F✉❡♥❝❡ ✐4 ❝❧❡❛✈❡❞ ❜② ❛ ♣❡%✐♣❧❛4♠✐❝
4✐❣♥❛❧ ♣❡♣ ✐❞❛4❡ ❬✻✵✕✻✸❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❢❛ ❡ ♦❢  ❤❡ 4✐❣♥❛❧ ♣❡♣ ✐❞❡ %❡♠❛✐♥4 ✉♥❝❧❡❛% ❬✸✽❪✳ ■♥ ❝♦♥ %❛4 
 ♦  ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲ %❛♥4❧♦❝❛4❡✱  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲♠❛❝❤✐♥❡%② ✐4 ♣♦✇❡%❡❞ ♥♦ ❞✐%❡❝ ❧② ❜② ❆❚U✲❤②❞%♦❧②4✐4 ❜✉ 
%❛ ❤❡% ❜②  ❤❡ ♣%♦ ♦♥ ♠♦ ✐✈❡ ❢♦%❝❡ ❛♥❞ ✐4 ♥♦ ❡F✉✐♣♣❡❞ ✇✐ ❤ ❛ ♣❧✉❣ ❜✉ ❞✐4❛44❡♠❜❧❡4
✐♥ ♦ ♠♦♥♦♠❡%4 ❛❢ ❡%  ❤❡  %❛♥4❧♦❝❛ ✐♦♥ ♣%♦❝❡44 ❬✻✷✱ ✻✹✱ ✻✺❪✳ ❚❤❡ ♠♦❞❡❧ ♦❢ ❛♥ ♦❧✐❣♦♠❡%✐❝
♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❛❧4♦ ✐♠♣❧✐❡4  ❤❛ 4✉❜4 %❛ ❡4 ✇✐ ❤ ❞✐✛❡%❡♥ 4✐③❡4 ❝❛♥ ❜❡  %❛♥4♣♦% ❡❞ ❜②
✈❛%✐❛ ✐♦♥ ♦❢  ❤❡ ♥✉♠❜❡%4 ♦❢ ♣%♦ ♦♠❡%4  ❤❛ ❢♦%♠  ❤❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❬✻✷❪✳
■✳✷ ❙❡❝&❡'✐♦♥ ❙②,'❡♠, ♦❢ ❉✐❞❡&♠ ❇❛❝'❡&✐❛
❇❛❝ ❡%✐❛ ✇✐ ❤ ❛♥ ✐♥♥❡%✱ ❝② ♦♣❧❛4♠✐❝ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ ❛❞❞✐ ✐♦♥❛❧❧② ❛♥ ♦✉ ❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❢❛❝❡
♦♥❡ ♠♦%❡ ❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡✳ ❚❤❡② ♥❡❡❞  ♦  %❛♥4♣♦% ❛ 4✉❜4❡ ♦❢ ♣%♦ ❡✐♥4 ❛❝%♦44  ✇♦ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡4✳
❚❤✐4 ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ✐♥ ❛ ♦♥❡✲4 ❡♣ ✭❚②♣❡ ■✱ ■■■✱ ■❱✱ ❱■ ❛♥❞ ❱■■ ❙❡❝%❡ ✐♦♥ ❙②4 ❡♠4✮ ♦% ✐♥
❛  ✇♦✲4 ❡♣ ♣%♦❝❡44 ✭❚②♣❡ ■■✱ ■❱✱ ❱ ❛♥❞ ■❳ ❙❡❝%❡ ✐♦♥ ❙②4 ❡♠✮✳ ❆❧❧ ♦❢  ❤❡ 4❡❝%❡ ✐♦♥ 4②4✲
✲✼✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
 ❡♠#  ❤❛  &❛♥#♣♦& ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ✈✐❛ ❛  ✇♦✲# ❡♣ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐#♠ &❡❧② ♦♥ ❡✐ ❤❡&  ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲ ♦&  ❤❡ ❚❛ 
♣❛ ❤✇❛② ❜② ✇❤✐❝❤  ❤❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ❛&❡ ✜&#  &❛♥#♣♦& ❡❞ ✐♥ ♦  ❤❡ ♣❡&✐♣❧❛#♠ ✇❤❡&❡  ❤❡② ❛&❡
 ❤❡♥ &❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡❞ ❜②  ❤❡ &❡#♣❡❝ ✐✈❡ #❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥ ❛♣♣❛&❛ ✉#✳ :&♦ ❡✐♥#  ❤❛ ❛&❡  &❛♥#♣♦& ❡❞ ✐♥ ❛
 ✇♦✲# ❡♣ ♣&♦❝❡## ❛♥❞ ❙❡❝✲❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❛&❡ ❝❤❛❧❧❡♥❣❡❞ ❜② ❛ ❢✉& ❤❡& &❡<✉✐&❡♠❡♥ ✿ ❚❤❡② ♥❡❡❞
 ♦ ❜❡ ♠❛✐♥ ❛✐♥❡❞ ✐♥ ❛♥ ✉♥❢♦❧❞❡❞ ❜✉ ❢♦❧❞✐♥❣✲ ❛♥❞ #❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥✲❝♦♠♣❡ ❡♥ # ❛ ❡✱ ②❡ ❤❛✈❡  ♦
❜❡ &❡#✐# ❛♥  ♦ ❞❡❣&❛❞❛ ✐♦♥✳ ❋♦& #♦♠❡ #❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥ #②# ❡♠#✱ ♣❛& # ♦❢  ❤❡  &❛♥#♣♦& #✉❜# &❛ ❡
❤♦✇❡✈❡&✱ ❤❛✈❡  ♦ ❢♦❧❞  ♦ ❛❧❧♦✇ ❡✣❝✐❡♥  &❛♥#♣♦& ❛♥❞✴♦& &❡❝♦❣♥✐ ✐♦♥ ❜②  ❤❡ ❝♦❣♥❛ ❡ #❡✲
❝&❡ ✐♦♥ #②# ❡♠✳ ❚❤✐# ✐# ❡#♣❡❝✐❛❧❧②  ❤❡ ❝❛#❡ ❢♦& ❚②♣❡ ❱ ❙❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥ ❙②# ❡♠ ❛✉ ♦ &❛♥#♣♦& ❡&#
 ❤❛ &❡❧② ♦♥ ♣❡&✐♣❧❛#♠✐❝ ❝❤❛♣❡&♦♥❡# ❧✐❦❡ ❙✉&❆✱ ❙❦♣ ♦& ❋❦♣❆ ❬✻✻✕✼✶❪✳ ❆❞❞✐ ✐♦♥❛❧  ♦ #❡❝&❡✲
 ✐♦♥ #②# ❡♠ #✉❜# &❛ ❡#  ❤❛ ❝❛♥ ❞❡♣❡♥❞ ♦♥  ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲ ♦&  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲:❛ ❤✇❛②✱ ❛❧#♦  ❤❡ ❛##❡♠❜❧②
♦❢  ❤❡ #❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥ ❛♣♣❛&❛ ✉# ✐ #❡❧❢ ❝❛♥ ❞❡♣❡♥❞ ♦♥ ❡✐ ❤❡& ❙❡❝✲ ♦& ❚❛ ✲:❛ ❤✇❛② ❛# ❛❧#♦ #♦♠❡
♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ♦❢  ❤❡ ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡&② ❤❛✈❡  ♦ ❜❡  &❛♥#❧♦❝❛ ❡❞ ✐♥ ♦  ❤❡ ♣❡&✐♣❧❛#♠✳
■✳✷✳✶ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ■ ❙❡❝+❡,✐♦♥ ❙②0,❡♠
❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ■ ❙❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥ ❙②# ❡♠ ✭❚✶❙❙✮ ❝♦♥#✐# # ♦❢  ❤&❡❡ ❞✐✛❡&❡♥ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥#✱ ❛❧❧ ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❛&❡
❡##❡♥ ✐❛❧ ❢♦& ✐ # ❢✉♥❝ ✐♦♥ ❬✼✷❪✳ ❚✇♦ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ❛&❡ ❧♦❝❛ ❡❞ ❛  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡✱ ❛ ❤♦♠♦❞✲
✐♠❡&✐❝ ❆❚:✲❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ❝❛##❡  ❡ ✭❆❇❈✲✮ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥ ✇✐ ❤ ❛  &❛♥#♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ❞♦♠❛✐♥ ✭❚▼❉✮ ❛♥❞
❛ ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ❢✉#✐♦♥ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥ ✭▼❋:✮✳ ❚❤❡ ✐♥♥❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ❛&❡ ✉#✉❛❧❧② #♣❡❝✐✜❝ ❢♦&
 ❤❡✐& #✉❜# &❛ ❡✱ ✇❤❡&❡❛# ❛♥ ❛❞❞✐ ✐♦♥❛❧ ♦✉ ❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥✱ ❚♦❧❈ ✐# ❛ ♠✉❧ ✐✲♣✉&♣♦#❡
♣&♦ ❡✐♥  ❤❛ ✐# ✈❡&② ❝♦♠♠♦♥ ✐♥ ❜❛❝ ❡&✐❛❧ ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡# ❛♥❞ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ♠❛♥② ❞✐✛❡&❡♥ ♣&♦✲
❝❡##❡# ❬✼✸❪✳ ■♥ ❡&❡# ✐♥❣❧②✱  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ❛♥❞  ❤❡ ❝❛&❣♦ ❛&❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ✐♥  ❤❡
#❛♠❡ ♦♣❡&♦♥ ❛♥❞ &❡❣✉❧❛ ❡❞  ♦❣❡ ❤❡&✱ ✇❤❡&❡❛#  ❤❡ ♦✉ ❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥ ✐# ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞
❡❧#❡✇❤❡&❡ ❛♥❞ &❡❣✉❧❛ ❡❞ ✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❧② ❬✼✸❪✳
❙❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥ ✈✐❛ ❚✶❙❙# ✐# ❙❡❝✲ ❛♥❞ ❚❛ ✲✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥ ❛♥❞  ❤✉# ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ❛&❡  &❛♥#♣♦& ❡❞
❛❝&♦## ❜♦ ❤ ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡# ✐♥ ♦♥❡ # ❡♣✳ ❙✉❜# &❛ ❡# ♦❢ ❚✶❙❙ ❤❛&❜♦& ❛ ❈✲ ❡&♠✐♥❛❧ #✐❣♥❛❧ #❡✲
<✉❡♥❝❡  ❤❛ ✐# ♥♦ ❝❧❡❛✈❡❞ ❛♥❞ ♥❡✐ ❤❡& ✐ # #❡<✉❡♥❝❡ ✐# ❝♦♥#❡&✈❡❞ ♥♦& ❝❧❡❛& ❝♦♠♠♦♥ # &✉❝✲
 ✉&❛❧ ❢❡❛ ✉&❡# ✇❡&❡ ✐❞❡♥ ✐✜❡❞ ❬✼✹✕✼✻❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❊✳ ❝♦❧✐ ❍❡♠♦❧②#✐♥ ❆ ✭❍❧②❆✮ ❚②♣❡ ■ ❙❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥
✇❛#  ❤❡ ✜&# ❞❡#❝&✐❜❡❞ ❛♥❞ ✐#  ❤❡ ❜❡# ❝❤❛&❛❝ ❡&✐③❡❞ ❚✶❙❙  ♦ ❞❛ ❡ ❛♥❞  ❤✉# ♥♦♠❡♥❝❧❛ ✉&❡
♦❢  ❤✐# ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡&② ✇✐❧❧ ❜❡ ✉#❡❞ ❤❡&❡ ❬✼✷❪✳ ❆❧❧ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ♦❢  ❤❡ ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡&② ✇❡&❡ ❢♦✉♥❞  ♦ ❜❡
❡##❡♥ ✐❛❧ ❢♦& ❡①♣♦& ♦❢ ❍❧②❆✱ ❛ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥ &❡#♣♦♥#✐❜❧❡ ❢♦& ❧②#✐# ♦❢ ✐♠♠✉♥❡ ❝❡❧❧# ❛♥❞  ❤✉# ✐♥✲
✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ✐♠♠✉♥❡ ❡✈❛#✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ✐♥ ✈✐&✉❧❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ ✉&♦♣❛ ❤♦❣❡♥✐❝ ❊✳ ❝♦❧✐ ✭❯:❊❈✮ # &❛✐♥# ❬✼✼❪✳
❇❡❢♦&❡ #❡❝&❡ ✐♦♥✱ ❍❧②❆ ✐# ❛❝②❧❛ ❡❞ ❜② ❍❧②❈ ❛  ✇♦ ❞✐✛❡&❡♥ ♣♦#✐ ✐♦♥# ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❜♦ ❤ ❛&❡
♥❡❝❡##❛&② ❢♦& ✐ # ❤❡♠♦❧② ✐❝ ❛❝ ✐✈✐ ② ❬✼✽✱✼✾❪✳
❆##❡♠❜❧② ♦❢  ❤❡ ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡&② # ❛& # ✇✐ ❤  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥# ❍❧②❇ ✭❆❇❈✲
♣&♦ ❡✐♥✮ ❛♥❞ ❍❧②❉ ✭▼❋:✮  ❤❛ ❢♦&♠ ❛ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛♥❞ &❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡  ❤❡ #✉❜# &❛ ❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥ ❍❧②❆
❬✽✵✱✽✶❪✳ ❯♣♦♥ #✉❜# &❛ ❡ &❡❝♦❣♥✐ ✐♦♥✱  ❤❡ ♦✉ ❡& ♠❡♠❜&❛♥❡ ♣&♦ ❡✐♥ ❚♦❧❈ ✐# &❡❝&✉✐ ❡❞✱  ❤✉#✱
✲✽✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
 ❤❡  #❛♥&❧♦❝❛ ✐♦♥ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ✐& ❡& ❛❜❧✐&❤❡❞ ❛♥❞ &✉❜& #❛ ❡  #❛♥&❢❡# & ❛# & ❬✽✷✕✽✹❪✳ ❚#❛♥&❧♦❝❛✲
 ✐♦♥ ✐& ♣♦✇❡#❡❞ ❜② ❆❚<✲❤②❞#♦❧②&✐& ❜② ❍❧②❇ ❬✽✵❪✳
❍❧②❇ ✐& ❛ ♠❡♠❜❡# ♦❢  ❤❡ ❢❛♠✐❧② ♦❢ ❆❇❈✲♣#♦ ❡✐♥&✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❛#❡ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥  ❤❡  #❛♥&♣♦# 
♦❢ &♠❛❧❧ ♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡&✱ ♥♦ ❛❜❧② ❛♥ ✐❜✐♦ ✐❝&✱ ❛❝#♦&&  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡# ♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡✳ ❆❇❈✲♣#♦ ❡✐♥& ❜✐♥❞
✐♥ #❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛# &♠❛❧❧ ♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❡&✱  ❤❡♥✱ ❆❚<✲❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ✐♥❞✉❝❡& ❛ ❝♦♥❢♦#♠❛ ✐♦♥❛❧ ❝❤❛♥❣❡ ❢#♦♠
❛♥ ✐♥✇❛#❞✲❢❛❝✐♥❣  ♦ ❛♥ ♦✉ ✇❛#❞✲❢❛❝✐♥❣ ❝♦♥❢♦#♠❛ ✐♦♥ ✇✐ ❤ ❧♦✇❡# ❛✣♥✐ ②  ♦  ❤❡ &✉❜& #❛ ❡
❛♥❞ #❡❧❡❛&❡& ✐  ♦  ❤❡ ♣❡#✐♣❧❛&♠ ❬✽✺✕✽✾❪✳ ❆❚<✲❤②❞#♦❧②&✐&  ❤❡♥ #❡✈❡# &  ❤❡ ❝♦♥❢♦#♠❛ ✐♦♥  ♦
✐♥✇❛#❞✲❢❛❝✐♥❣ ❬✽✻❪✳ ❊✈❡♥  ❤♦✉❣❤✱  ❤❡ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐&♠ ♦❢ ❛❝ ✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❆❇❈✲♣#♦ ❡✐♥& ❛& ❞#✉❣ ❡✤✉①
♣✉♠♣& ✐& ❡& ❛❜❧✐&❤❡❞✱ ✐ #❡♠❛✐♥& ❡❧✉&✐✈❡✱ ❤♦✇ ✇❤♦❧❡ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥& ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❡①♣♦# ❡❞✳
❚❤❡ ♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡ ❢✉&✐♦♥ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥ ❍❧②❉ #❡&✐❞❡& ✇✐ ❤ ♦♥❡  #❛♥&♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡ ❤❡❧✐① ✐♥  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡#
♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡✱ ❤❛& ❛ &♠❛❧❧ ✻✵ #❡&✐❞✉❡ ❝② ♦♣❧❛&♠✐❝ ❛♥❞ ❛ ❧❛#❣❡ α✲❤❡❧✐❝❛❧ ❛♥❞ β✲& #❛♥❞ ❞♦♠❛✐♥
 ❤❛ ✐& ❡①♣❡❝ ❡❞  ♦ ❜#✐❞❣❡ ❆❇❈✲ #❛♥&♣♦# ❡# ❛♥❞  ❤❡ ♦✉ ❡# ♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥ ❚♦❧❈ ❬✽✸✱✾✵❪✳
❚❤❡ &✉❜& #❛ ❡ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥  ❤❡♥  #❛✈❡#&❡&  ❤❡ ♦✉ ❡# ♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡  ❤#♦✉❣❤ ❛ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ❢♦#♠❡❞ ❜②
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❢♦❧❞✐♥❣ ❤❛& #❡❝❡♥ ❧② ❜❡❡♥ &❤♦✇♥  ♦ ❢❛❝✐❧✐ ❛ ❡  #❛♥&❧♦❝❛ ✐♦♥ ❜② ❜❧♦❝❦✐♥❣  ❤❡ ✇❛② ❜❛❝❦ ❛&
✇❡❧❧ ❛& ❡♥❡#❣✐③✐♥❣  ❤❡  #❛♥&❧♦❝❛ ✐♦♥ ❬✾✹✱✾✺❪✳
■✳✷✳✷ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ■■ ❙❡❝*❡+✐♦♥ ❙②/+❡♠
❙✉❜& #❛ ❡& ♦❢  ❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ■■ ❙❡❝#❡ ✐♦♥ ❙②& ❡♠ #❡❧② ♦♥ ❡✐ ❤❡#  ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲ ♦#  ❤❡ ❚❛ ✲♣❛ ❤✇❛②
❢♦#  #❛♥&♣♦# ❢#♦♠  ❤❡ ❜❛❝ ❡#✐❛❧ ❝② ♦&♦❧ ✐♥ ♦  ❤❡ ♣❡#✐♣❧❛&♠ ❬✾✻❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ■■ ❙❡❝#❡ ✐♦♥
❙②& ❡♠  #❛♥&♣♦# & ❢♦❧❞❡❞ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥& ❛❝#♦&&  ❤❡ ♦✉ ❡# ♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ ✐&  ❤❡ ♦♥❧② ❦♥♦✇♥
❡①♣♦# &②& ❡♠ ❢♦# ❢♦❧❞❡❞ ♣❡#✐♣❧❛&♠✐❝ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥& ❬✾✻✕✾✽❪✳ ❋♦#  ❤✐& #❡❛&♦♥✱ &❡✈❡#❛❧ ♣#♦ ❡✐♥&
#❡O✉✐#✐♥❣ ❝♦❢❛❝ ♦#& ♦# ♣❡#✐♣❧❛&♠✐❝ ❝❤❛♣❡#♦♥❡& ❛#❡  #❛♥&♣♦# ❡❞ ❜②  ❤✐& ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐&♠ ❬✾✼✱✾✾❪✳
❙❡❝#❡ ✐♦♥ ✈✐❛ ❚✷❙❙ ✐& ✐♠♣❧✐❝❛ ❡❞ ✐♥ ♠❛♥② ❞✐✈❡#&❡ ❝❡❧❧✉❧❛# ♣#♦❝❡&&❡& #❛♥❣✐♥❣ ❢#♦♠ ♥✉ #✐❡♥ 
✉♣ ❛❦❡✱ ♠♦ ✐❧✐ ② ❛♥❞ ❛❞❤❡&✐♦♥  ♦ ♣❛ ❤♦❣❡♥❡&✐& ❛♥❞ ❝♦❧♦♥✐③❛ ✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❤♦& & ❬✶✵✵✕✶✵✻❪✳ ❊❛#❧②
& ✉❞✐❡& ♦❢  ❤❡ ❈❤♦❧❡#❛ ❚♦①✐♥ ✭❈❚✮ ❡①♣♦# &❤♦✇❡❞  ❤❛ ❡✈❡♥ ♦❧✐❣♦♠❡#& ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❡①♣♦# ❡❞ ❜②
❚✷❙❙ ❬✶✵✷✱✶✵✼❪✳ ❈❚ ✐& ❛ ❤❡ ❡#♦❤❡①❛♠❡#✐❝ ❆❇
✺
✲ ♦①✐♥✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐& ❝♦♠♣♦&❡❞ ♦❢ ♦♥❡ ❡♥③②♠❛ ✐❝
&✉❜✉♥✐ ✭❆✮ ❛♥❞ ✜✈❡ #❡❝❡♣ ♦#✲❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ &✉❜✉♥✐ & ✭❇✮  ❤❛ ♠❡❞✐❛ ❡ ❡♥ #② ♦❢  ❤❡ ❆✲&✉❜✉♥✐ 
✐♥ ♦  ❤❡  ❛#❣❡ ❝❡❧❧ ❬✶✵✼✱✶✵✽❪✳ ▼❛♥② ♣#♦ ❡✐♥& ♦❢  ❤❡ ❚✷❙❙ ✐ &❡❧❢ ❞❡♣❡♥❞ ♦♥  ❤❡ ❙❡❝✲♣❛ ❤✇❛②
 ♦ ❜❡  #❛♥&❧♦❝❛ ❡❞ ❛❝#♦&&  ❤❡ ✐♥♥❡# ♠❡♠❜#❛♥❡ ✐♥ ♦  ❤❡ ♣❡#✐♣❧❛&♠ ❬✶✵✾✱✶✶✵❪✳
✲✾✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
❚✷❙❙# ❛%❡ ❝♦♠♣♦#❡❞ ♦❢ ♠❛♥② ❞✐✛❡%❡♥1 ✭≈✶✺✮ ♦❢1❡♥ ♦❧✐❣♦♠❡%✐❝ ♣%♦1❡✐♥#✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❢♦%♠
❛ ♣✐❧✉#✲❧✐❦❡ #1%✉❝1✉%❡ ❝❛❧❧❡❞ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✉# 1❤❛1 ✐# ❛♥❝❤♦%❡❞ 1♦ ❜♦1❤ ❜❛❝1❡%✐❛❧ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡#
❬✶✶✶✱ ✶✶✷❪✳ ❊✈❡♥ 1❤♦✉❣❤ #❡✈❡%❛❧ ♣%♦1❡✐♥# #❤♦✇ #♦♠❡ ❤♦♠♦❧♦❣② 1♦ ❚②♣❡ ■❱ ♣✐❧✐ ♣%♦1❡✐♥#✱
1❤❡② ❤❛✈❡ ❞✐#1✐♥❝1 ❢✉♥❝1✐♦♥# ❛♥❞ ❝❛%%② 1❤❡%❡❢♦%❡ 1❤❡ ♣%❡✜① ✏♣#❡✉❞♦✲✑ ❬✶✶✸✕✶✶✺❪✳ ❆# 1❤❡
❚②♣❡ ■■ ❙❡❝%❡1✐♦♥ ❙②#1❡♠ ✇❛# ❞✐#❝♦✈❡%❡❞ ✈❡%② ❡❛%❧② ❛♥❞ ✐♥✐1✐❛❧❧② 1❤♦✉❣❤1 1♦ ❜❡ %❡#♣♦♥#✐❜❧❡
❢♦% 1❤❡ ❡①♣♦%1 ♦❢ ♠♦#1 #❡❝%❡1♦%② ♣%♦1❡✐♥#✱ ✐1 ✇❛# 1❡%♠❡❞ ●❡♥❡%❛❧ ❙❡❝%❡1✐♦♥ N❛1❤✇❛② ✭●❙N✮
❛♥❞ 1❤✉# ♣%♦1❡✐♥# ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ❛%❡ ♥❛♠❡❞ ●#♣❳ ❬✶✶✻❪✳
❆##❡♠❜❧② ♦❢ ❚✷❙❙ #1❛%1# ✇✐1❤ ●#♣❙✱ ❛ ♣%♦1❡✐♥ ❛❧#♦ %❡❢❡%%❡❞ 1♦ ❛# ♣✐❧♦1✐♥✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐# ❛
❧✐♣♦♣%♦1❡✐♥ ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ %❡❝%✉✐1✐♥❣ ♠♦%❡ ♣%♦1❡✐♥# ♦❢ 1❤❡ ❝♦♠✲
♣❧❡①✳ ❚❤❡ #❡❝%❡1✐♥ ●#♣❉ ✐# ✜%#1 %❡❝%✉✐1❡❞ ❜② ●#♣❙ ❛♥❞ ❢♦%♠# 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧
1❤❛1 ✐♥ 1✉%♥ ❧❡❛❞# 1♦ 1❤❡ ❛❝❝✉♠✉❧❛1✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥#✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ #1✐❧❧ ❝♦♥1❛✐♥ 1❤❡ ❤②❞%♦♣❤♦❜✐❝
♣❛1❝❤ ♦❢ 1❤❡ #✐❣♥❛❧ #❡Q✉❡♥❝❡ 1❤❛1 ❛♥❝❤♦%# 1❤❡♠ 1♦ 1❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❬✶✵✾✱ ✶✶✼❪✳ ●#♣❉
❢♦%♠# ❛ ❞♦❞❡❝❛♠❡%✐❝ ♦✉1❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡✲#♣❛♥♥✐♥❣ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ✇✐1❤ 1✇♦ ❝♦♥#1%✐❝1✐♦♥#✱ ♦♥❡ ❧✐❡#
❛1 1❤❡ ❤❡✐❣❤1 ♦❢ 1❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ❛♥❞ 1❤❡ ♦1❤❡% ♦♥❡ ❛1 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ❧❡❛✢❡1 ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ❜❛❝1❡%✐❛❧
♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❬✶✶✽❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❝♦♥#1%✐❝1✐♦♥# ❛%❡ ❡①♣❡❝1❡❞ 1♦ ♣%❡✈❡♥1 ❧❡❛❦❛❣❡ ♦❢ ❝❡❧❧✉❧❛% ❝♦♥1❡♥1#✳
❊✈❡♥ 1❤♦✉❣❤ 1❤❡ ❚✷❙❙ ♦♥❧② 1%❛♥#♣♦%1# ♣%♦1❡✐♥# 1❤%♦✉❣❤ 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡✱ ✐1 ✐#
❛❧#♦ ❛♥❝❤♦%❡❞ ✐♥ 1❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❜② ●#♣❈✱ ✲❋✱ ✲▲ ❛♥❞ ✲▼ ❛♥❞ ❛##❡♠❜❧② ♦❢ 1❤❡
✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ♣%♦1❡✐♥ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✐# #✉♣♣♦%1❡❞ ❜② 1❤❡ #❡❝%❡1✐♥ ✐♥ 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡
❬✶✶✾❪✳ ❖♥❝❡ 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ❛♥❞ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ♣%♦1❡✐♥ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①❡# ❛%❡ ❛##❡♠❜❧❡❞✱ 1❤❡ ❡##❡♥1✐❛❧
1%❛♥#❧♦❝❛1✐♦♥ ❆❚N❛#❡✱ ●#♣❊ ✐# %❡❝%✉✐1❡❞ ❬✶✷✵❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❆❚N❛#❡ ❜✐♥❞# 1♦ ●#♣▲ ✐♥ 1❤❡ ✐♥♥❡%
♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ ✐# ❛❝1✐✈❛1❡❞ ❜② 1❤✐# ✐♥1❡%❛❝1✐♦♥✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❛❧#♦ ✐♥❞✉❝❡# ❤❡①❛♠❡%✐③❛1✐♦♥ ❬✶✷✵✕
✶✷✸❪✳ ❚❤❡ ♠❛❥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥ ●#♣● ❛# ✇❡❧❧ ❛# 1❤❡ ♠✐♥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ●#♣❍✱ ✲■✱ ✲❏ ❛♥❞ ✲❑
❛##❡♠❜❧❡ ♦♥ 1❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✇✐1❤ ❛♥ ✉♥❦♥♦✇♥ #1♦✐❝❤✐♦♠❡1%② ❬✶✵✾✱✶✷✹✱✶✷✺❪✳
❚❤❡ ♠✐♥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❢♦%♠ 1❤❡ 1✐♣ ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✉# ❛♥❞ 1❤❡ ♠❛❥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❢♦%♠
1❤❡ %❡#1 ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✉# ❬✶✷✺❪✳ ▼✐♥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❝♦✉❧❞ ❛❧#♦ ❜❡ ✐♥❝♦%♣♦%❛1❡❞ ❜❡1✇❡❡♥
#✉❜✉♥✐1# ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♠❛❥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥ ❬✶✷✻❪✳
❖♥❝❡ ❛##❡♠❜❧❡❞✱ 1❤❡ ❆❚N❛#❡ ●#♣❊ ❜✐♥❞# 1♦ ❛ ❝❧❡❢1 ❜❡1✇❡❡♥ 1✇♦ ❞♦♠❛✐♥# ❛1 1❤❡ ❝②1♦✲
♣❧❛#♠✐❝ #✐❞❡ ♦❢ ●#♣▲ ❬✶✷✵❪✳ ❆❚N✲❤②❞%♦❧②#✐# ❧❡❛❞# 1♦ ❝♦♥❢♦%♠❛1✐♦♥❛❧ ❝❤❛♥❣❡#✱ ✜%#1 ✐♥ 1❤❡
❆❚N❛#❡ 1❤❛1 ❛%❡ 1❤❡♥ 1%❛♥#♠✐11❡❞ 1♦ ♦1❤❡% ♣%♦1❡✐♥# ♦❢ 1❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛♥❞ ❧❡❛❞ 1♦ 1%❛♥#❧♦❝❛✲
1✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❛♥❞ ❢✉%1❤❡% ✐♥❝♦%♣♦%❛1✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♠♦%❡ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❛♥❞ 1❤✉# 1♦ ❡❧♦♥❣❛1✐♦♥
♦❢ 1❤❡ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✉# ❬✶✷✵✱ ✶✷✷✱ ✶✷✸✱ ✶✷✼❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❛##❡♠❜❧② ❛♥❞ ❛%❝❤✐1❡❝1✉%❡ ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♦✉1❡% ♠❡♠✲
❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥1# ♦❢ ❚✷❙❙ ❛# ✇❡❧❧ ❛# 1❤❡ ❣❡♥❡%❛❧ ♠♦❞❡ ♦❢ #❡❝%❡1✐♦♥ ❛%❡ ✇❡❧❧ ❡#1❛❜❧✐#❤❡❞✱
❤♦✇❡✈❡%✱ ❤♦✇ #✉❜#1%❛1❡# ❛%❡ 1%❛♥#❧♦❝❛1❡❞ ✐# #1✐❧❧ ♥♦1 ❝♦♠♣❧❡1❡❧② ✉♥❞❡%#1♦♦❞ ❬✶✵✺✱ ✶✷✻❪✳
❚✇♦ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐#♠# ♦❢ ❡✛❡❝1♦% #❡❝%❡1✐♦♥ ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ ♣%♦♣♦#❡❞ ❬✶✷✻✱ ✶✷✽❪✳ ❖♥❡ ♠♦❞❡❧✱ 1❤❡
✏♣✐#1♦♥ ♠♦❞❡❧✑ #1❛1❡# 1❤❛1 #✉❜#1%❛1❡ ♣%♦1❡✐♥# ❛%❡ ❧♦❛❞❡❞ ♦♥1♦ ♠✐♥♦% ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥#✱ ✇❤✐❝❤
❢♦%♠ 1❤❡ #♣✐❦❡ ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✉#✳ ❆##❡♠❜❧② ♦❢ 1❤❡ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✉# 1❤❡♥ ♣✉#❤❡# 1❤❡ #❡❝%❡✲
1♦%② ♣%♦1❡✐♥# 1❤%♦✉❣❤ 1❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝❤❛♥♥❡❧ ♣%♦1❡✐♥ ●#♣❉ ✐♥1♦ 1❤❡ ❡①1%❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛% #♣❛❝❡✳
✲✶✵✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
■♥ ❛ #❡❝♦♥❞ ♠♦❞❡❧✱ +❤❡ ✏❆/❝❤✐♠❡❞❡#✬ #❝/❡✇ ♠♦❞❡❧✑✱ ♠✐♥♦/ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❛/❡ ✐♥❝♦/♣♦/❛+❡❞
❜❡+✇❡❡♥ ♠❛❥♦/ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥# ❛♥❞ #✉❜#+/❛+❡ ♣/♦+❡✐♥# ❛##♦❝✐❛+❡ ✇✐+❤ ♠✐♥♦/ ♣#❡✉❞♦♣✐❧✐♥#✳
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❛♥❞ ❙♣❛❘✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ +❤❡♥ -❡❝-✉✐+ ❙♣❛◗ ❛♥❞ ❙♣❛❙ ❛♥❞ +♦❣❡+❤❡- ❢♦-♠ +❤❡ ❡①♣♦-+ ❛♣♣❛-❛+✉5 ❬✾✽❪✳
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❈♦♠♣♦♥❡♥$) ♦❢ $❤❡ ❚✐✲♣❧❛)♠✐❞✲❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ❱✐+❇✴❉✹ ❚✹❙❙) ♦❢ ❆❣)♦❜❛❝(❡)✐✉♠ (✉♠❡❢❛❝✐❡♥4
❛+❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ✐♥ $✇♦ ♦♣❡+♦♥) ❬✶✽✼❪✳ ❆❧❧ ✶✶ ❱✐+❇ ♣+♦$❡✐♥) ❛+❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ✐♥ ♦♥❡ ♦♣❡+♦♥ ❛♥❞
$❤❡ ❚✹❈T ❱✐+❉✹ ✐) ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ❡❧)❡✇❤❡+❡ ♦♥ $❤❡ ♣❧❛)♠✐❞ ❬✶✽✽❪✳ ❆❞❞✐$✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ ❡✛❡❝$♦+) ❝❛❧❧❡❞
❱✐+❊❳ ❛+❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ❞♦✇♥)$+❡❛♠ ♦❢ $❤❡ ✈✐)❉✹ ✲❣❡♥❡ ❬✶✽✼❪✳ ❱✐+❉✹ ✐) ❛ ❤❡①❛♠❡+✐❝ ❆❚T❛)❡
$❤❛$ +❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡) ❝②$♦♣❧❛)♠✐❝ )❡❝+❡$♦+② ♣+♦$❡✐♥) ✈✐❛ $❤❡✐+ ✉♥)$+✉❝$✉+❡❞ ❈✲$❡+♠✐♥✉) ❤❛+✲
❜♦+✐♥❣ ♣♦)✐$✐✈❡❧② ❝❤❛+❣❡❞ ♦+ ❤②❞+♦♣❤♦❜✐❝ ♣❛$❝❤❡) ❬✶✽✾❪✳ ❆♥♦$❤❡+ ♣♦))✐❜✐❧✐$② ♦❢ )✉❜)$+❛$❡
✲✶✸✲
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 ❡❝♦❣♥✐'✐♦♥ ✐( ♠❡❞✐❛'❡❞ ❜② '❤❡ '❡ '✐❛ ② (' ✉❝'✉ ❡ ♦❢ ❞♦♠❛✐♥( ❬✶✾✵❪✳ ❇♦'❤ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐(♠( ♦❢
 ❡❝♦❣♥✐'✐♦♥ ❜② ❚✹❈; ❝❛♥ ❢✉ '❤❡ ❜❡ (✉♣♣♦ '❡❞ ❜② ❝❤❛♣❡ ♦♥❡( '❤❛' ✐♥'❡ ❛❝' ✇✐'❤ ❜♦'❤
'❤❡ (✉❜(' ❛'❡ ❛♥❞ ❚✹❈; ❬✶✾✶✕✶✾✸❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❞✐✈❡ (❡ ♥❛'✉ ❡ ♦❢ '❤❡  ❡❝♦❣♥✐'✐♦♥ (✐❣♥❛❧ ❛♥❞ '❤❡
♣♦'❡♥'✐❛❧ ♥❡❡❞ ❢♦ ❛ ❛❞❞✐'✐♦♥❛❧ ❝❤❛♣❡ ♦♥❡( ❝♦♠♣❧✐❝❛'❡( (✉❜' ❛'❡ ♣ ❡❞✐❝'✐♦♥✳
❱✐ ❉✹ ❛❧(♦ ♣♦✇❡ ( (❡❝ ❡'✐♦♥ ♦❢ (✉❜(' ❛'❡( ❛♥❞ ✐( ❛ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥' ♦❢ '❤❡ ✐♥♥❡ ♠❡♠❜ ❛♥❡
❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✭■▼❈✮ '❤❛' ❛❞❞✐'✐♦♥❛❧❧② ❝♦♠♣♦(❡( ❱✐ ❇✸✱ ❱✐ ❇✹✱ ❱✐ ❇✻✱ ❱✐ ❇✽✱ ❱✐ ❇✶✶✳ ❚❤❡
♦✉'❡ ♠❡♠❜ ❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✭❖▼❈✮ ❝♦♠♣♦(❡( ❱✐ ❇✼✱ ❱✐ ❇✾✱ ❱✐ ❇✶✵ ❛♥❞ ❱✐ ❇✷✱ ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤
❱✐ ❇✷ ❛❧(♦ ❜✉✐❧❞( '❤❡ ❡①' ❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛ ♣✐❧✉(✳
❱✐ ❇✹ ❛♥❞ ❱✐ ❇✶✶ ❛ ❡ ❛❞❞✐'✐♦♥❛❧ ❆❚;❛(❡( ❧♦❝❛'❡❞ ❛' '❤❡ ❝②'♦♣❧❛(♠✐❝ ❢❛❝❡ ♦❢ '❤❡
❛((❡♠❜❧②✳ ❱✐ ❇✶✶ ✐( ❧♦❝❛'❡❞ ✐♥ '❤❡ ❝❡♥'❡ ❛♥❞ ❱✐ ❇✹ ❛' '❤❡ ♦♣♣♦(✐'❡ (✐❞❡ ❛( ❱✐ ❉✹✳
❆((❡♠❜❧② ♦❢ '❤❡ (❡❝ ❡'✐♦♥ (②('❡♠ ('❛ '( ✇✐'❤ '❤❡ ■▼❈ ✐♥ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❱✐ ❇✹ ('❛❜✐❧✐③❡( ❱✐ ❇✽
✐♥ ❛♥ ❆❚;✲✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥' ♠❛♥♥❡ ❬✶✾✹✱ ✶✾✺❪✳ ❚❤❡♥✱ ❱✐ ❇✽  ❡❝ ✉✐'( '❤❡ ❖▼❈ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥'(
❱✐ ❇✶✵ ❛( ✇❡❧❧ ❛( ❱✐ ❇✺ '❤❛' (❡ ✈❡( ❛( ❛ ✜ (' ('❡♣ ✐♥ ♣✐❧✉( ❛((❡♠❜❧②✳ ❆( ♠❛♥② ♣ ♦'❡✐♥(
❞❡♣❡♥❞ ♦♥ ❡❛❝❤ ♦'❤❡ ❢♦ ('❛❜✐❧✐'② ❛♥❞ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❢♦ ♠❛'✐♦♥✱ ✐♥❢♦ ♠❛'✐♦♥ ♦♥ '❤❡ ❡①❛❝' ❛♥❞
❝♦♠♣❧❡'❡ ♦ ❞❡ ♦❢ ❛((❡♠❜❧② ✐( ❧❛❝❦✐♥❣✳
❚❤❡ ♣✐❧✐♥( ❛ ❡ ✜ (' (②♥'❤❡(✐③❡❞ ❛( ♣ ♦♣✐❧✐♥( ✇✐'❤ ❛ ❧❡❛❞❡ ♣❡♣'✐❞❡ '❤❛' ✐( ❝❧❡❛✈❡❞ ♦✛✱
❢♦❧❧♦✇❡❞ ❜② ❛❝❡'②❧❛'✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ❝②❝❧✐③❛'✐♦♥✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❧❡❛❞( '♦ ❤✐❣❤ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐❝❛❧ ('❛❜✐❧✐'② ❬✶✾✻✕✶✾✽❪✳
❆ (✐♥❣❧❡ ♣❛ '✐❝❧❡ ❝ ②♦✲❊▼  ❡❝♦♥(' ✉❝'✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❛ ❱✐ ❇✸✲❱✐ ❇✶✵ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛' ❛  ❡(♦❧✉'✐♦♥ ♦❢
✶✽ ➴ ❣❛✈❡ ❞❡'❛✐❧❡❞ ✐♥(✐❣❤' ✐♥'♦ '❤❡ ❛ ❝❤✐'❡❝'✉ ❡ ♦❢ '❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❬✶✾✾❪✳ ■♥'❡ ❡('✐♥❣❧②✱ '✇♦
❤❡①❛♠❡ ( ♦❢ '❤❡ ❆❚;❛(❡ ❱✐ ❇✹ ✇❡ ❡ ❢♦✉♥❞ '♦ ❜❡ ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❡❞ ♦♥ '❤❡ ❝②'♦♣❧❛(♠✐❝ (✐❞❡ ♦❢ '❤❡
❝♦♠♣❧❡①✳ ❚❤❡(❡ ❤❡①❛♠❡ ( ✇❡ ❡ ♣♦('✉❧❛'❡❞ '♦ ❜❡ ♣♦'❡♥'✐❛❧❧② ❡①❝❤❛♥❣❡❞ ❜② ❤❡①❛♠❡ ( ♦❢
♦'❤❡ ❆❚;❛(❡( ✭❱✐ ❉✹ ♦ ❱✐ ❇✶✶✮ '♦ ❛❧❧♦✇ (✉❜(' ❛'❡ (✇✐'❝❤✐♥❣ ❬✶✾✾❪✳ ❆♥♦'❤❡ ❤②♣♦'❤❡(✐(
✇♦✉❧❞ ❜❡ '❤❛' ❱✐ ❇✹ ✐( ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥  ❡❝♦❣♥✐'✐♦♥ ♦❢ '❤❡ (✉❜(' ❛'❡✱ ✇❤❡ ❡❛( ♣ ♦❝❡((✐✈✐'② ❛♥❞
❛❝'✉❛❧ ' ❛♥(❧♦❝❛'✐♦♥ ❛ ❡ '❤❡♥ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ❜② ♦'❤❡ ❆❚;❛(❡(✳
❊✈❡♥ '❤♦✉❣❤ '❤❡ ♦ ❞❡ ♦❢ ❛((❡♠❜❧② ✐( ♦♥❧② ♣❛ '✐❛❧❧② ❝❧❡❛ ✱ '❤❡ ✇❛② ♦❢ '❤❡ (✉❜(' ❛'❡
'❤ ♦✉❣❤ '❤❡ ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡ ② ✐(  ❡(♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ❣ ❡❛' ❞❡'❛✐❧ ❬✷✵✵❪✳ ❋✐ ('✱ '❤❡  ❡❧❛①❛(❡ ❱✐ ❉✷ '❤❛' ✐(
❜♦✉♥❞ '♦ ✐'( '❛ ❣❡' ❉◆❆✱ ❝♦♥'❛❝'( ❱✐ ❉✹ ❆❚;❛(❡✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ '❤❡♥ ' ❛♥(❢❡ ( '❤❡ (✉❜(' ❛'❡ '♦
❛♥♦'❤❡ ❆❚;❛(❡ ❱✐ ❇✶✶✳ ❆❢'❡ '❤✐(✱ '❤❡ (✉❜(' ❛'❡ ✐( ' ❛♥(❢❡  ❡❞ '♦ ❛ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♦❢ ❱✐ ❇✻
❛♥❞ ❱✐ ❇✽ ❛♥❞ '❤❡♥ ❡♥'❡ ( '❤❡ ❱✐ ❇✷ ♣✐❧✉( ✈✐❛ ✐♥'❡ ❛❝'✐♦♥( ✇✐'❤ ❱✐ ❇✾ ❬✷✵✵❪✳ ◆♦ ❞✐ ❡❝'
(✉❜(' ❛'❡ ✐♥'❡ ❛❝'✐♦♥( ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ ♦❜(❡ ✈❡❞ ❢♦ ❱✐ ❇✸✱ ✹✱ ✺✱ ✼ ❛♥❞ ✶✵✳ ❱✐ ❇✶ ✐( ❛ ❧②'✐❝
' ❛♥(❣❧②❝♦(②❧❛(❡ '❤❛' ✐( ♣ ♦'❡♦❧②'✐❝❛❧❧② ❝❧❡❛✈❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❞❡'❡❝'❡❞ ❛((♦❝✐❛'❡❞ ✇✐'❤ '❛ ❣❡'
❝❡❧❧( ❛♥❞ ✐♥ ❝✉❧'✉ ❡ (✉♣❡ ♥❛'❛♥'( ❬✷✵✶✱ ✷✵✷❪✳ ■' ✐( ❛❧(♦ '❤❡ ♦♥❧② ❞✐(♣❡♥(❛❜❧❡ ♣ ♦'❡✐♥ ♦❢
'❤❡ ❛((❡♠❜❧②✱ ❜✉' ✐'( ❡①❛❝'  ♦❧❡✱ ❜❡(✐❞❡( ♣ ♦♠♦'✐♦♥ ♦❢ ♣✐❧✉( ❢♦ ♠❛'✐♦♥✱ ✐( ♥♦' ❡♥'✐ ❡❧②
❝❧❡❛ ❬✷✵✸✱✷✵✹❪✳ ❱✐ ❇✺ ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❡( '♦ '❤❡ '✐♣ ♦❢ '❤❡ ♣✐❧✉( ❛♥❞ ✐( ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ✐♥❝♦ ♣♦ ❛'✐♦♥ ♦❢
♣✐❧✐♥✲(✉❜✉♥✐'( ✐♥'♦ '❤❡ ❣ ♦✇✐♥❣ ♣✐❧✉( ❬✷✵✺✕✷✵✼❪✳
■♥✐'✐❛❧  ❡❝♦❣♥✐'✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ' ❛♥(❢❡ ♦❢ (✉❜(' ❛'❡( ❢ ♦♠ ♦♥❡ ❆❚;❛(❡ '♦ ❛♥♦'❤❡ ♦♥❡ ✐( ❆❚;✲
✐♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥' ❬✶✾✹❪✳ ❆❚; ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ '♦ ❡✐'❤❡ ♦♥❡ ♦❢ '❤❡ ❆❚;❛(❡( ✐♥❞✉❝❡( ❝♦♥❢♦ ♠❛'✐♦♥❛❧
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❝❡❧❧ ❈❞✐❆ ✐/ ❝❧❡❛✈❡❞ ♦✛ ❢*♦♠ ,❤❡ ♦✉,❡* ♠❡♠❜*❛♥❡✱ ✐♥,❡*♥❛❧✐③❡❞ ✐♥,♦ ,❤❡ ♣❡*✐♣❧❛/♠ ❛♥❞
❡♥,❡*/ ,❤❡ ❝②,♦♣❧❛/♠ ♠❡❞✐❛,❡❞ ❜② ❆❝*❇✱ ❛ ♠✉❧,✐❞*✉❣ ❡✤✉① ♣✉♠♣ ❬✷✸✶✱✷✸✷❪✳
■✳✷✳✻ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝,❡-✐♦♥ ❙②1-❡♠
❙❡❝*❡,✐♦♥ ❜② ,❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝*❡,✐♦♥ ❙②/,❡♠ ✐/ ❛❝❤✐❡✈❡❞ ❜② ❛ ❧♦♥❣ ❝♦♥,*❛❝,✐❧❡ ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡*②
,❤❛, ✐/ ❛♥❝❤♦*❡❞ ,♦ ❝❡❧❧ ❡♥✈❡❧♦♣❡ ❬✷✸✸❪✳ ■, ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❞✐✈✐❞❡❞ ✐♥ ,❤*❡❡ ♠❛❥♦* ♣❛*,/❀ ♠❡♠❜*❛♥❡
❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛♥❞ ,❛✐❧ ❬✷✸✸✕✷✸✻❪✳ ❋✉*,❤❡*♠♦*❡✱ ,❤❡ ,❛✐❧ ✐/ ❝♦♠♣♦/❡❞ ♦❢ ❛ ❜❛/❡♣❧❛,❡✱ ❛ /❤❡❛,❤
❛♥❞ ❛♥ ✐♥♥❡* ,✉❜❡✳ ❚❤❡ ♠❡♠❜*❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① /♣❛♥/ ❜♦,❤ ♠❡♠❜*❛♥❡/ ❛♥❞ ❛♥❝❤♦*/ ,❤❡
♥❛♥♦♠❛❝❤✐♥❡ ,♦ ,❤❡ ❡♥✈❡❧♦♣❡ ❬✷✸✸✱ ✷✸✺❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❜❛/❡♣❧❛,❡ /❡*✈❡/ ❛/ ❛♥ ❛❞❛♣,♦* ❢♦* /❤❡❛,❤
❛♥❞ ,✉❜❡ ❛♥❞ ,*✐❣❣❡*/ ❝♦♥,*❛❝,✐♦♥ ♦❢ ,❤❡ /❤❡❛,❤ ,❤❛, /✉**♦✉♥❞/ ❛♥ ✐♥♥❡* ,✉❜❡ ❬✷✸✸✱✷✸✼❪✳ ❇②
❝♦♥,*❛❝,✐♦♥ ♦❢ ,❤❡ /❤❡❛,❤✱ ,❤❡ ✐♥♥❡* ,✉❜❡ ✐/ ❡①♣❡❧❧❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❞❡❧✐✈❡*/ ✐,/ ❝❛*❣♦ ❡✛❡❝,♦* ♣*♦,❡✐♥/
✐♥,♦ ,❤❡ ,❛*❣❡, ❝❡❧❧ ❬✷✸✸❪✳ ❊✛❡❝,♦*/ ,❤❛, ❝❛♥ ,❛*❣❡, ❡✉❦❛*②♦,❡/✱ ♣*♦❦❛*②♦,❡/ ♦* ❜♦,❤✱ ❛*❡
❧♦❝❛,❡❞ ❛, ,❤❡ ,✐♣ ♦❢ ,❤❡ ✐♥♥❡* ,✉❜❡ ♦* ❝❛♥ ❛❧/♦ ❜❡ ❝♦♥,❛✐♥❡❞ ✐♥ ,❤❡ ❤♦❧❧♦✇ ❛♥❞ ♥❛**♦✇
,✉❜❡ ❬✷✸✽✕✷✹✶❪✳ ❆❢,❡* ❝♦♥,*❛❝,✐♦♥✱ ,❤❡ /❤❡❛,❤ ✐/ ✐♥ ❛ ❧♦✇✲❡♥❡*❣② /,❛,❡ ,❤❛, ✐/ /♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧②
*❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡❞ ❜② ,❤❡ ❆❆❆
✰
✲♣*♦,❡✐♥ ❈❧♣❱ ❬✷✸✼✱✷✹✷❪✳ ❈❧♣❱ ❞✐/❛//❡♠❜❧❡/ ,❤❡ /❤❡❛,❤ ❛♥❞ ❛❧❧♦✇/
*❡✉/❡ ♦❢ ,❤❡ /❤❡❛,❤ ♣*♦,❡✐♥/ ❚//❇ ❛♥❞ ❚//❈ ✭❱✐♣❆ ❛♥❞ ❱✐♣❇ ✐♥ ❱✳ ❝❤♦❧❡)❛❡✮ ❬✷✹✸✱ ✷✹✹❪✳
✲✶✻✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
❚❤❡ ❡①❛❝& ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐*♠ ♦❢ *❤❡❛&❤ ❞✐*❛**❡♠❜❧② ❛* ✇❡❧❧ ❛* &❤❡ ❢❛&❡ ♦❢ ♠❡♠❜2❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛♥❞
❜❛*❡♣❧❛&❡ ❛❢&❡2 ❝♦♥&2❛❝&✐♦♥ 2❡♠❛✐♥* ✉♥❝❧❡❛2 ❬✷✹✺✱✷✹✻❪✳
❋✉2&❤❡2 ❛*♣❡❝&* ♦❢ ❚✻❙❙* ❛2❡ ❞✐*❝✉**❡❞ ✐♥ ❙❡❝&✐♦♥ ■✳✸✳
■✳✷✳✼ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■■ ❙❡❝,❡-✐♦♥ ❙②1-❡♠
❚❤❡ ❚✼❙❙ ✇❛* ✜2*& ❞✐*❝♦✈❡2❡❞ ✐♥ ✷✵✵✸ ❛* &❤❡ ♦♥❧② *❡❝2❡&✐♦♥ *②*&❡♠ ✐♥ ▼②❝♦❜❛❝&❡(✐✉♠ &✉✲
❜❡(❝✉❧♦.✐. ❬✷✹✼❪✳ ■& ✇❛* ❢♦✉♥❞ &♦ ❜❡ ❛ ✈✐2✉❧❡♥❝❡ ❞❡&❡2♠✐♥❛♥& 2❡E✉✐2❡❞ ❢♦2 ❡✣❝✐❡♥& ♠❛✲
❝2♦♣❤❛❣❡ *✉❜✈❡2*✐♦♥ ❞✉2✐♥❣ ❛❝✉&❡ ✐♥❢❡❝&✐♦♥ ✐♥ ♠✐❝❡ ❬✷✹✼❪✳ ▼②❝♦❜❛❝&❡(✐✉♠ &✉❜❡(❝✉❧♦.✐. ❡♥✲
❝♦❞❡* ✜✈❡ ❚✼❙❙ ✭❊❙❳✶✲✺✮ &❤❛& ❡①♣♦2& ❞✐✛❡2❡♥& *❡&* ♦❢ ♣2♦&❡✐♥* ❛♥❞ &❤❡ *✉❜*&2❛&❡* ♦❢
❊❙❳✲✶✱ ✲✸ ❛♥❞ ✲✺ ❛2❡ 2❡E✉✐2❡❞ ❢♦2 ✈✐2✉❧❡♥❝❡ ❬✷✹✽✕✷✺✵❪✳ ■♥&❡2❡*&✐♥❣❧②✱ ♦♥❡ ♦❢ &❤❡*❡ *②*&❡♠*
✭❊❙❳✲✶✮ ✐* ♠✐**✐♥❣ ✐♥ &❤❡ ❛&&❡♥✉❛&❡❞ ✈❛❝❝✐♥❡ *&2❛✐♥✱ ▼②❝♦❜❛❝&❡(✐✉♠ ❜♦✈✐. ❇❈● ❛♥❞ ❝♦♠✲
♣❧❡♠❡♥&❛&✐♦♥ 2❡*&♦2❡* ✈✐2✉❧❡♥❝❡ ❬✷✺✶❪✳ ❍♦♠♦❧♦❣* ♦❢ ❚✼❙❙✲♣2♦&❡✐♥* ♦❢ ▼②❝♦❜❛❝&❡(✐❛ ❤❛✈❡
❛❧*♦ ❜❡❡♥ ✐❞❡♥&✐✜❡❞ ✐♥ ♠♦♥♦❞❡2♠ ❜❛❝&❡2✐❛ ❧✐❦❡ ❙&❛♣❤②❧♦❝♦❝❝✉. ❛✉(❡✉. ❛♥❞ ▲✐.&❡(✐❛ ♠♦♥♦✲
❝②&♦❣❡♥❡. ❬✷✺✷✕✷✺✺❪✳ ❙❡❝2❡&♦2② ♣2♦&❡✐♥* ♦❢ ❚✼❙❙* ❝♦♠♣2✐*❡ ❡✛❡❝&♦2* ♦❢ ♠❛♥② ❞✐✛❡2❡♥&
❢✉♥❝&✐♦♥*✱ 2❛♥❣✐♥❣ ❢2♦♠ ♥✉&2✐❡♥& *❝❛✈❡♥❣✐♥❣ &♦ ✐♠♠✉♥❡ ❡✈❛*✐♦♥ ♦2 ♠❛❝2♦♣❤❛❣❡ *✉❜✈❡2✲
*✐♦♥ ❜② ♣❤❛❣♦*♦♠❛❧ ❡*❝❛♣❡ ❬✷✹✼✱ ✷✹✽✱ ✷✺✻✱ ✷✺✼❪✳ ▼❛♥② *❡❝2❡&❡❞ ♣2♦&❡✐♥* ♦❢ &❤❡ W❊ ❛♥❞
WW❊✲❢❛♠✐❧✐❡* ✭❝❤❛2❛❝&❡2✐③❡❞ ❜② ❛ W2♦✲●❧✉ ♦2 W2♦✲W2♦✲●❧✉ ♠♦&✐❢ ❛& &❤❡ ❈✲&❡2♠✐♥✉*✮ ❛2❡
❡①♣❡❝&❡❞ &♦ 2❡*✐❞❡ ❛& &❤❡ ♠②❝♦❜❛❝&❡2✐❛❧ ♦✉&❡2 ♠❡♠❜2❛♥❡✱ &♦ ❜✐♥❞ ❤♦*& 2❡❝❡♣&♦2* ❛♥❞ ❜②
&❤✐* ♠❡❞✐❛&❡ ❡♥&2② ✐♥&♦ ❤♦*& ❝❡❧❧* ❬✷✺✽✱ ✷✺✾❪✳ ❙✉❜*&2❛&❡* ❛2❡ 2❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡❞ ✈✐❛ ❛ ❈✲&❡2♠✐♥❛❧
*✐❣♥❛❧ ♣❡♣&✐❞❡ &❤❛& ✐* ❝❧❡❛✈❡❞ ✐♥ &❤❡ ♣❡2✐♣❧❛*♠ ❜② &❤❡ ❡**❡♥&✐❛❧ ✐♥♥❡2 ♠❡♠❜2❛♥❡✲❛♥❝❤♦2❡❞
♣2♦&❡❛*❡ ▼②❝W ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ❛& &❤❡ *❛♠❡ ❧♦❝✉* ❬✷✻✵❪✳
❊❝❝❆ ✐* ❛ ❝②&♦♣❧❛*♠✐❝ ❆❆❆
✰
✲♣2♦&❡✐♥ &❤❛& ✐* ❡**❡♥&✐❛❧ ❢♦2 ❚✼❙❙✳ ■& 2❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡* *✉❜*&2❛&❡*
❛♥❞ ♣2❡*✉♠❛❜❧② &2❛♥*♣♦2&* &❤❡♠ &♦ &❤❡ ❡①♣♦2& ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡2② ❬✷✻✶✕✷✻✸❪✳ ❆❧❧ ♦&❤❡2 ❦♥♦✇♥
❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥&* ♦❢ ❚✼❙❙✱ ❊❝❝❇✲❊❝❝❊ ❛2❡ ✐♥&❡❣2❛❧ ✐♥♥❡2 ♠❡♠❜2❛♥❡ ♣2♦&❡✐♥* ❛♥❞ &❤❡ *&2✉❝&✉2❡
♦❢ &❤❡ ♣❡2✐♣❧❛*♠✐❝ ♣❛2& ♦❢ ❊❝❝❇ ❤❛* ❜❡❡♥ *♦❧✈❡❞ ❬✷✻✹✕✷✻✻❪✳ ❊❝❝❇ ♣♦&❡♥&✐❛❧❧② ❝♦♥♥❡❝&* &❤❡
■▼❈ &♦ ❛ ♣♦*&✉❧❛&❡❞ ❖▼❈✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡2✱ &♦ ❞❛&❡✱ ♥♦ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥& ♦❢ ❛ ♣♦&❡♥&✐❛❧ ❖▼❈ ❤❛*
❜❡❡♥ ✐❞❡♥&✐✜❡❞✳ ❊❝❝❈ ❛♥❞ ❊❝❝❉ ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ *✉❣❣❡*&❡❞ &♦ ❜❡ ❧♦❝❛&❡❞ ❛& &❤❡ ♣❡2✐♣❤❡2② ♦❢
&❤❡ ■▼❈ ❜❛*❡❞ ♦♥ ❧✐♠✐&❡❞ ♣2♦&❡♦❧②*✐* *&✉❞✐❡* ❬✷✻✹❪✳ ❆❞❞✐&✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ ❊❝❝❈✱ ✇✐&❤ ✶✼✵ ❦❉❛
&❤❡ ❧❛2❣❡*& ♣2♦&❡✐♥ ♦❢ &❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✱ ❤❛* ❛❧*♦ ❜❡❡♥ *❤♦✇♥ &♦ ❜❡ ❡**❡♥&✐❛❧ ❢♦2 *&❛❜✐❧✐&② ❛♥❞
✐♥&❡❣2✐&② ♦❢ &❤❡ ♠❡♠❜2❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✳ ▼❡❝❤❛♥✐*♠ ♦❢ *❡❝2❡&✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ &❤❡ 2♦✉&❡ ♦❢ ❛**❡♠❜❧②
❛2❡ ❧❛2❣❡❧② ✉♥❝❧❡❛2 ❞✉❡ &♦ ❧❛❝❦ ♦❢ ✐♥❢♦2♠❛&✐♦♥ ♦♥ &❤❡ ♦2❣❛♥✐*❛&✐♦♥ ♦❢ &❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✇✐&❤✐♥
&❤❡ ♠❡♠❜2❛♥❡ ❛* ✇❡❧❧ ❛* &❤❡ ✐♥&❡2❛❝&✐♦♥* ♦❢ ✐&* ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥&*✳
■✳✷✳✽ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ■❳ ❙❡❝,❡-✐♦♥ ❙②1-❡♠
❚❤❡ ❚✾❙❙ ✐* ❛ &✇♦ *&❡♣ *❡❝2❡&✐♦♥ *②*&❡♠ ❛♥❞ ✇❛* ✜2*& ❞✐*❝♦✈❡2❡❞ ✐♥ 7♦(♣❤②(♦♠♦♥❛. ❣✐♥✲
❣✐✈❛❧✐. ❛* W❤♦2♣❤②2♦♠♦♥❛* *❡❝2❡&✐♦♥ *②*&❡♠ ✭W♦2❙❙✮ ❬✷✻✼✱ ✷✻✽❪✳ ❯♣ &♦ ♥♦✇✱ ❚✾❙❙* ❤❛✈❡
✲✶✼✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
♦♥❧② ❜❡❡♥ ❢♦✉♥❞ ✐♥ ❇❛❝-❡.♦✐❞❡-❡/ ❛♥❞ ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ ✐♠♣❧✐❝❛-❡❞ ✐♥ ✈❡.② ❞✐✈❡./❡ ❢✉♥❝-✐♦♥/✳
❇❡✐♥❣ ✜./- ♦♥❧② ✐♠♣❧✐❝❛-❡❞ ✐♥ -❤❡ /❡❝.❡-✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❣✐♥❣✐♣❛✐♥/ ❜②  ♦"♣❤②"♦♠♦♥❛) ❣✐♥❣✐✈❛❧✐)
❛♥❞ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ❣❧✐❞✐♥❣ ♠♦-✐❧✐-② ✐♥ ❋❧❛✈♦❜❛❝1❡"✐✉♠ ❥♦❤♥)♦♥✐❛❡✱ ❧❛-❡.✱ /❡❝.❡-✐♦♥ ♦❢
♠♦.❡ ❞✐✈❡./❡ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/ ❤❛/ ❜❡❡♥ ❞❡/❝.✐❜❡❞ ❬✷✻✼✕✷✼✶❪✳
 ♦"♣❤②"♦♠♦♥❛) ❣✐♥❣✐✈❛❧✐) ✐/ ❛ ❤✉♠❛♥ ♣❛-❤♦❣❡♥ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ♣❡.✐♦❞♦♥-❛❧ ❞✐/❡❛/❡/ ❛♥❞
❛ ♠❛❥♦. ❝❛✉/❡ ♦❢ -♦♦-❤ ❧♦// ❬✷✼✷✱✷✼✸❪✳ ●✐♥❣✐♣❛✐♥/ ❛.❡ ❝②/-❡✐♥❡ ♣.♦-❡❛/❡/ /❡❝.❡-❡❞ ❜②  ♦"✲
♣❤②"♦♠♦♥❛) ❣✐♥❣✐✈❛❧✐) -❤❛- ❛.❡ ❝♦♥/✐❞❡.❡❞ -♦ ❜❡ ✐♠♣♦.-❛♥- ✈✐.✉❧❡♥❝❡ ❢❛❝-♦./ ❛♥❞ ❛❝- ❜②
❞❡❣.❛❞❛-✐♦♥ ♦❢ ✜❜.✐♥♦❣❡♥✱ ❈❉✶✹ .❡❝❡♣-♦. ♦❢ ♠❛❝.♦♣❤❛❣❡/ ❛/ ✇❡❧❧ ❛/ ❛❝-✐✈❛-✐♦♥ ♦❢ -❤❡
❜❧♦♦❞ ❝♦❛❣✉❧❛-✐♦♥ /②/-❡♠ ❛♥❞ ❡♥❤❛♥❝❡♠❡♥- ♦❢ ✈❛/❝✉❧❛. ♣❡.♠❡❛❜✐❧✐-② ❬✷✼✹✕✷✼✼❪✳ ❚❤❡ ♠❛✐♥
❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥-/ ♦❢ -❤❡ ♠❛❝❤✐♥❡.② ✐♥  ♦"♣❤②"♦♠♦♥❛) ❛.❡ G♦.❑✱ ✲▲✱ ✲▼✱ ✲◆ ❛♥❞ ✲G✳ ❆❧❧ ♦❢
-❤❡/❡ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/ ❛.❡ ♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡ ❛//♦❝✐❛-❡❞ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/✳ G♦.▲ ❛♥❞ G♦.▼ .❡/✐❞❡ ✐♥ -❤❡ ✐♥♥❡.
♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡✱ G♦.❑ ❛♥❞ G♦.◆ ❛.❡ ❛//♦❝✐❛-❡❞ ✇✐-❤ -❤❡ ♦✉-❡. ♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ G♦.G ✐/ ♣.❡✲
❞✐❝-❡❞ -♦ ❜❡ ❛ β✲❜❛..❡❧ ♣.♦-❡✐♥ ✉♥❞ -❤✉/ ❧♦❝❛-❡❞ ✐♥ -❤❡ ♦✉-❡. ♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡ ❬✷✻✼✱ ✷✼✽✱ ✷✼✾❪✳
❚❤❡ ✐♥♥❡. ♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/ G♦.▲ ❛♥❞ G♦.▼ ❤❛✈❡ ♣.❡❞✐❝-❡❞ -.❛♥/♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡ ❤❡❧✐❝❡/
-❤❛- ❛.❡ ❛❧/♦ ❡①♣❡❝-❡❞ -♦ ♠❡❞✐❛-❡ ✐♥-❡.❛❝-✐♦♥ ♦❢ -❤❡/❡ -✇♦ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/ ❬✷✼✽❪✳ G♦.❑ ❤❛/ ❛♥ ◆✲
-❡.♠✐♥❛❧ ❧✐♣♦❜♦① ♠♦-✐❢✱ ✇❤❡.❡❛/ G♦.◆ ❤❛/ ❛♥ ◆✲-❡.♠✐♥❛❧ ❙❊❈✲/✐❣♥❛❧ /❡S✉❡♥❝❡ -❤❛- ❞✐.❡❝-/
✐- -♦ -❤❡ ♣❡.✐♣❧❛/♠✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡.✱ /❡S✉❡♥❝❡ ❛♥❛❧②/✐/ ♦❢ G♦.◆ ❞♦❡/ ♥♦- ♣.❡❞✐❝- ✐- -♦ ❜❡ ❛//♦✲
❝✐❛-❡❞ -♦ ♠❡♠❜.❛♥❡/ ❬✷✻✼✱ ✷✼✽✱ ✷✼✾❪✳ ❆❞❞✐-✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ G♦.❱ ✐/ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ /❡❝.❡-✐♦♥ ♦❢ /♦♠❡
/✉❜/-.❛-❡ ♣.♦-❡✐♥/ ❛♥❞ G♦.❯ ✐/ ❛ /✐❣♥❛❧ ♣❡♣-✐❞❛/❡ -❤❛- ❝❧❡❛✈❡/ ❛ ❈✲-❡.♠✐♥❛❧ β✲/❛♥❞✇✐❝❤
❞♦♠❛✐♥ ❬✷✼✵✱✷✽✵❪✳
❘❡❝❡♥-❧②✱ ✜./- ✐♥/✐❣❤-/ ✐♥-♦ -❤❡ ❛.❝❤✐-❡❝-✉.❡ ♦❢ -❤❡ /❡❝.❡-✐♦♥ /②/-❡♠ ❤❛✈❡ ❡♠❡.❣❡❞ ❢.♦♠
❡❧❡❝-.♦♥ ♠✐❝.♦/❝♦♣② /-✉❞✐❡/ ❛/ ✇❡❧❧ ❛/ ♣.♦-❡✐♥ ✐♥-❡.❛❝-✐♦♥ /-✉❞✐❡/✳ G♦.◆ ❛♥❞ G♦.❑ ❢♦.♠
-♦❣❡-❤❡. ❛ .✐♥❣ /-.✉❝-✉.❡ ✇✐-❤ ✸✷ -♦ ✸✻✲❢♦❧❞ /②♠♠❡-.②✱ ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ -❤❡ ♣❛.-✱ ✇❤❡.❡ G♦.❑
✐/ ❧♦❝❛-❡❞ ❛♣♣❡❛./ -♦ ❜❡ ✇✐❞❡. ❬✷✼✾❪✳ ❚❤❡ ✐♥♥❡. ❞✐❛♠❡-❡. ♦❢ -❤❡ ♦❜/❡.✈❡❞ /-.✉❝-✉.❡/ ✐/
≈✸✺ ♥♠ ❛♥❞ -❤❡ ♦✉-❡. ❞✐❛♠❡-❡. ✐/ ≈✺✵ ♥♠ ❬✷✼✾❪✳ ■♥ -❤✐/ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✱ G♦.◆ ❛♥❞ G♦.❑ ❤❛✈❡
❜❡❡♥ /❤♦✇♥ -♦ ❜❡ ♣.❡/❡♥- ✐♥ ❛ ✶✿✶ /-♦✐❝❤✐♦♠❡-.②✱ ❤♦✇❡✈❡.✱ ❞✉❡ -♦ ❧✐♠✐-❛-✐♦♥/ ✐♥ .❡/♦❧✉-✐♦♥✱
♥♦ ❢✉.-❤❡. ✐♥❢♦.♠❛-✐♦♥ ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❞❡❞✉❝❡❞ ❬✷✼✾❪✳
■✳✷ ❱✐❜#✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡ ❛♥❞ ✐'( ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝0❡'✐♦♥ ❙②('❡♠
■✳✶ ❇✐♦❧♦❣② ♦❢ ❱✐❜#✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡
❱✐❜"✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡"❛❡ ✐/ ❛ ♠♦-✐❧❡ ❞✐❞❡.♠ ❛♥❞ ❤✉♠❛♥✲♣❛-❤♦❣❡♥✐❝ ❜❛❝-❡.✐❛❧ /♣❡❝✐❡/ ❬✷✽✶✱ ✷✽✷❪✳ ■-
✐/ ❛♥ ❛S✉❛-✐❝ ❜❛❝-❡.✐✉♠ -❤❛- ❝❛♥ /✉.✈✐✈❡ ✐♥ ❢.❡/❤✲ ❛/ ✇❡❧❧ ❛/ /❡❛✇❛-❡. ❛♥❞ ✐/ ♦❢-❡♥ ❢♦✉♥❞
✐♥ .✐✈❡./ ❛♥❞ ❜.❛❝❦✐/❤ ✇❛-❡. ❛/ ✇❡❧❧ ❛/ ♦♥ ❝♦❛/- ❧✐♥❡/ ❬✷✽✸❪✳ ❱✐❜"✐♦ /♣❡❝✐❡/ ❛.❡ ❢❛❝✉❧-❛-✐✈❡
❛♥❛❡.♦❜❡/ ✇✐-❤ -✇♦ ❝❤.♦♠♦/♦♠❡/ ❬✷✽✹❪✳
❈.✐-✐❝❛❧ ✈✐.✉❧❡♥❝❡ ❢❛❝-♦./ ♦❢ ❱✐❜"✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡"❛❡ ❛.❡ -❤❡ ❈❤♦❧❡.❛ ❚♦①✐♥ ✭❈❚✮ ❛♥❞ -❤❡ ❚♦①✐♥
✲✶✽✲
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❝♦"❡❣✉❧❛(❡❞ ♣✐❧✉, ✭❚❈0✮✳ ●❡♥❡, ❢♦" ❈❚ ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ ❛❝9✉✐"❡❞ ❜② ❤♦"✐③♦♥(❛❧ ❣❡♥❡ ("❛♥,❢❡"
❜② ♣❤❛❣❡ ❈❚❳✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❜✐♥❞, (♦ (❤❡ ❚❈0 ❛♥❞ ,✉❜,❡9✉❡♥(❧② ("❛♥,♣♦"(, ✐(, ❉◆❆ ✐♥(♦ (❤❡
❜❛❝(❡"✐❛❧ ❝②(♦♣❧❛,♠ ❬✷✽✺✱✷✽✻❪✳ ●❡♥❡, ♦❢ (❤❡ ❚❈0 ❛"❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ♦♥ (❤❡ ❱✐❜#✐♦ ♣❛(❤♦❣❡♥✐❝✲
✐(② ✐,❧❛♥❞ ✭❱0■✮ ♦♥ ❝❤"♦♠♦,♦♠❡ ✶ ❬✷✽✼❪✳ ❚❤❡ ❣❡♥♦♠❡ ♦❢ (❤❡ ♣❤❛❣❡ ✭✐♥❝❧✉❞✐♥❣ ❣❡♥❡, ❢♦"
❈❚✱ ❝&①❆ ❛♥❞ ❝&①❇✮ ❝❛♥ ❡✐(❤❡" ❜❡ ✐♥(❡❣"❛(❡❞ ♦♥ ❝❤"♦♠♦,♦♠❡ ✶ ♦" "❡♠❛✐♥ ❛, ❛ ♣❧❛,✲
♠✐❞ ❬✷✽✺✱ ✷✽✻✱ ✷✽✽❪✳ ❈❤♦❧❡"❛ ❚♦①✐♥ ✐, ❛ ❤❡(❡"♦❤❡①❛♠❡"✐❝ ❆❇
✺
✲(♦①✐♥ ,❡❝"❡(❡❞ ❜② ❚✷❙❙✱
✇❤✐❝❤ "❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡, (❤❡ ❇✲♣❛"( ♦❢ (❤❡ (♦①✐♥ ❬✶✵✻✱ ✷✽✾✱ ✷✾✵❪✳ ❆❇
✺
✲(♦①✐♥, ❛"❡ ❝♦♠♣♦,❡❞ ♦❢ ✺
,✐♠✐❧❛" ♦" ✐❞❡♥(✐❝❛❧ ,✉❜✉♥✐(, ♦❢ (❤❡ ❇✲❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥(, (❤❛( ❛,,❡♠❜❧❡ ✇✐(❤ ♦♥❡ ❝♦♣② ♦❢ ❝♦♠✲
♣♦♥❡♥( ❆ ❬✷✾✶❪✳ ❇ ,✉❜✉♥✐(, ❛"❡ "❡,♣♦♥,✐❜❧❡ ❢♦" ("❛♥,❧♦❝❛(✐♦♥ ♦❢ (❤❡ ❆ ,✉❜✉♥✐( ❛❝"♦,, (❤❡
♠❡♠❜"❛♥❡ ♦❢ (❤❡ ❡✉❦❛"②♦(✐❝ ❤♦,(✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ (❤❡♥ ❡①❡"(, ✐(, "❡,♣❡❝(✐✈❡ ❡♥③②♠❛(✐❝ ❢✉♥❝(✐♦♥✳
❖(❤❡" ♣"♦♠✐♥❡♥( ❡①❛♠♣❧❡, ✐♥❝❧✉❞❡ (❤❡ ■♦(❛✲(♦①✐♥ ♦❢ ❈❧♦,&#✐❞✐✉♠ ♣❡#❢#✐♥❣❡♥,✱ 0❡"(✉,,✐,
(♦①✐♥ ♦❢ ❇♦#❞❡&❡❧❧❛ ♣❡#&✉,,✐,✱ ❙❤✐❣❛ (♦①✐♥ ♦❢ ❙❤✐❣❡❧❧❛ ❞②,❡♥&❡#✐❛❡ ♦" ❙❤✐❣❛✲❧✐❦❡ (♦①✐♥, ♦❢
❡♥(❡"♦❤❡♠♦""❤❛❣✐❝ ❊,❝❤❡#✐❝❤✐❛ ❝♦❧✐ ❬✶✶✽✱✷✾✵✱✷✾✷✕✷✾✹❪✳
■♥ ✐♥(❡,(✐♥❛❧ ❡♣✐(❤❡❧✐❛❧ ❝❡❧❧,✱ (❤❡ ❆ ,✉❜✉♥✐( ♦❢ ❈❚ ❝❛(❛❧②③❡, (❤❡ ❆❉0✲"✐❜♦,②❧❛(✐♦♥ ♦❢
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♣♦&,✲,.❛♥&❧❛,✐♦♥❛❧ ♠♦❞✐✜❝❛,✐♦♥ ❤❛& ❜❡❡♥ ✐❞❡♥,✐✜❡❞ ❛♥❞ ,❤❡ ❛❝,✐✈❛,✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❚✻❙❙ ❛♣♣❡❛.&
,♦ ❜❡ ♠✉❝❤ ♠♦.❡ .❡❣✉❧❛,❡❞ ❬✸✷✼✕✸✸✶❪✳ ❙♦ ❢❛.✱ ♥♦ ♣♦&,✲,.❛♥&❧❛,✐♦♥❛❧ .❡❣✉❧❛,✐♦♥ ❤❛& ❜❡❡♥
✐❞❡♥,✐✜❡❞ ✐♥ ❱✳ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡✳
■✳✸ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝+❡,✐♦♥ ❙②0,❡♠
❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝.❡,✐♦♥ ❙②&,❡♠ ✭❚✻❙❙✮ ✐& ❛ ❝♦♥,.❛❝,✐❧❡ ❛♣♣❛.❛,✉&✱ ♣❛.,& ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ &❤❛.❡
❢✉♥❝,✐♦♥❛❧ ❛♥❞ &,.✉❝,✉.❛❧ ❤♦♠♦❧♦❣② ,♦ ❝♦♥,.❛❝,✐❧❡ ,❛✐❧& ♦❢ &♦♠❡ ♣❤❛❣❡&✱ ❘✲,②♣❡ ♣②♦❝✐♥&
❛& ✇❡❧❧ ❛& &♦♠❡ ♦,❤❡. ❡①,.❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛. ❝♦♥,.❛❝,✐❧❡ ♣.♦,❡✐♥ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①❡& ✇✐,❤ ❞✐✈❡.&❡ ❢✉♥❝,✐♦♥&
❬✷✸✼✱ ✷✹✶✱ ✸✸✷✕✸✸✻❪✳ ❆❧,❤♦✉❣❤ ✜.&, ❤✐♥,& ,♦ ❛ ♥❡✇ ♣.♦,❡✐♥ &❡❝.❡,✐♦♥ &②&,❡♠ ✇❡.❡ ❛❧.❡❛❞②
✲✷✵✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
♣!❡#❡♥% ✐♥ ✶✾✾✻✱ ✐% ✇❛# ✐♥ ✷✵✵✻ %❤❛% %❤❡ ❚✻❙❙ ✇❛# ❞✐#❝♦✈❡!❡❞ ✐♥ ❛ #❝!❡❡♥ ❢♦! ♥♦✈❡❧ ✈✐!✉❧❡♥❝❡
❢❛❝%♦!# ♦❢ ❱✐❜#✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡ ✉#✐♥❣ ❛ ❉✐❝+②♦-+❡❧✐✉♠ ❞✐-❝♦✐❞❡✉♠ ♠♦❞❡❧ #②#%❡♠ ❬✷✸✾✱ ✸✸✼✕
✸✸✾❪✳ ❙❤♦!%❧② ❛❢%❡!✱ ✐% ✇❛# ❛❧#♦ ❞❡#❝!✐❜❡❞ %♦ ❜❡ ♣!❡#❡♥% ✐♥ 1-❡✉❞♦♠♦♥❛- ❛❡#✉❣✐♥♦-❛ ❬✸✷✽❪✳
■% ✐# ❢♦✉♥❞ ✐♥ ≈✷✺✪ ♦❢ ❛❧❧ #❡G✉❡♥❝❡❞ ❞✐❞❡!♠ ❜❛❝%❡!✐❛ ♦❢ ✇❤✐❝❤ ♠❛♥② ❛!❡ ✐♠♣♦!%❛♥%
♣❛%❤♦❣❡♥# ❬✸✸✾✱ ✸✹✵❪✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡!✱ ♠♦!❡ ❛♥❞ ♠♦!❡ !❡♣♦!%# ✐♠♣❧② ❛ ❢✉♥❝%✐♦♥ ♦❢ %❤❡ ❚✻❙❙ ♥♦%
❞✐!❡❝%❧② ✐♥ ♣❛%❤♦❣❡♥❡#✐# ❜✉% !❛%❤❡! ✐♥❞✐!❡❝%❧② ❜② ❛ ❝♦♠♣❡%✐%✐✈❡ ❛❞✈❛♥%❛❣❡ ✐♥ ♣♦❧②♠✐❝!♦❜✐❛❧
❝♦♠♠✉♥✐%✐❡# ❬✸✹✶✕✸✹✸❪✳ ■%# ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ❝❛♥ %❛!❣❡% ❡✉❦❛!②♦%✐❝✱ ♣!♦❦❛!②♦%✐❝ ♦! ❛❧#♦ ❜♦%❤ ❝❡❧❧
%②♣❡# ❬✷✸✾✱✸✷✾✱✸✸✶✱✸✹✶✱✸✹✹✱✸✹✺❪✳
❙♦♠❡ ♣❛%❤♦❣❡♥# ❧✐❦❡ ❋#❛♥❝✐-❡❧❧❛ ❝!✐%✐❝❛❧❧② ❞❡♣❡♥❞ ♦♥ ❛ ❢✉♥❝%✐♦♥❛❧ ❚✻❙❙ ❛# ✐% ✐# ❛❜✲
#♦❧✉%❡❧② ❝!✉❝✐❛❧ ❢♦! ♣❤❛❣♦#♦♠❛❧ ❡#❝❛♣❡ ❞✉!✐♥❣ ✐♥❢❡❝%✐♦♥ ❬✸✹✻❪✳ ❆✈✐❛♥ ♣❛%❤♦❣❡♥✐❝ ❊✳ ❝♦❧✐
✉♣!❡❣✉❧❛%❡ %❤❡✐! ❚✻❙❙ ❞✉!✐♥❣ ✐♥❢❡❝%✐♦♥ ❬✸✹✼❪✳ ■♥ ❱✳ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡✱ ❚✻❙❙ ✐# ♥♦% ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥ ✐♥✲
❢❡❝%✐♦♥ ✐♥ ❛♥ ✐♥❢❛♥% ♠♦✉#❡ ♠♦❞❡❧✱ ❤♦✇❡✈❡!✱ ♠❛♥② ❝❧✐♥✐❝❛❧ ❛♥❞ ❡♥✈✐!♦♥♠❡♥%❛❧ ✐#♦❧❛%❡# ♦❢
❱✳ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡ ❛ ❚✻❙❙ ❬✸✸✹✱ ✸✸✽✱ ✸✹✻✕✸✹✾❪✳ ■♥ ❇✉#❦❤♦❧❞❡#✐❛✱ ❡✈❡♥ ✜✈❡ ❚✻❙❙✲❝❧✉#%❡!#
❛!❡ ❢♦✉♥❞ ❬✸✺✵✱✸✺✶❪✳ ❖%❤❡! #%✉❞✐❡# ❤✐❣❤❧✐❣❤%❡❞ %❤❡ ✐♥✢❛♠♠❛%♦!② ❡✛❡❝%# ♦❢ ❚✻❙❙ ❡✛❡❝%♦!#
❞✉!✐♥❣ ✐♥❢❡❝%✐♦♥ %❤❛% ♣♦%❡♥%✐❛❧❧② ♣!♦♠♦%❡ ❡✛❡❝%✐✈❡ ❤♦#% ❝♦❧♦♥✐③❛%✐♦♥ ❬✸✷✺❪✳
◆♦♠❡♥❝❧❛%✉!❡ ♦❢ ❚✻❙❙ ♣!♦%❡✐♥# ❤❛# ❜❡❡♥ ❤❛!♠♦♥✐③❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❞✐✛❡!❡♥% ❣!♦✉♣# ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥
❛##✐❣♥❡❞ ❬✸✺✶❪✳ ❆ ❝♦!❡ #❡% ♦❢ ❣❡♥❡# %❤❛% ✐# ♣!❡#❡♥% ✐♥ ✈✐!%✉❛❧❧② ❛❧❧ ❝❧✉#%❡!# ♦❢ ❚✻❙❙ ✐#
❞❡#✐❣♥❛%❡❞ ❛# ❚## ✭❚②♣❡ -✐① -❡❝!❡%✐♦♥ ❳ ✮✱ ✇❤❡!❡❛# ❛❝❝❡##♦!② ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥%# ❛!❡ ♥❛♠❡❞
❚❛❣ ✭❚②♣❡ #✐① ❛##♦❝✐❛%❡❞ ❣❡♥❡ ❳ ✮ ❬✸✺✶❪✳ ❆❞❞✐%✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ❛!❡ ♥❛♠❡❞ ❚#❡ ✭❚②♣❡ -✐①
❡✛❡❝%♦!✮ ❛♥❞ %❤❡✐! !❡#♣❡❝%✐✈❡ ✐♠♠✉♥✐%② ♣!♦%❡✐♥# ❛!❡ ❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❚#✐ ✭❚②♣❡ -✐① ✐♠♠✉♥✐%②✮✱ ❜♦%❤
❛!❡ ❞❡♥♦%❡❞ ✇✐%❤ ❛ ♥✉♠❜❡! ❬✸✺✷❪✳ ■♥ ♦%❤❡! ❝❛#❡#✱ ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ✇✐%❤ ❦♥♦✇♥ ❢✉♥❝%✐♦♥# ❝❛!!② ❛
❧❡%%❡! ❜❛#❡❞ ♦♥ %❤❡✐! ❢✉♥❝%✐♦♥✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐# ❡①❡♠♣❧✐✜❡❞ ✐♥ ❚#❡▲✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐# ❛ ❧✐♣❛#❡ ✭❚②♣❡ -✐①
❡✛❡❝%♦! ❧ ✐♣❛#❡✮ ♦! ❚❛❡✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐# ❛♥ ❛♠✐❞❛#❡ ✭❚②♣❡ #✐① ❛♠✐❞❛#❡ ❡✛❡❝%♦!✮ ❬✸✺✸✱✸✺✹❪✳
▼♦#% ❚✻❙❙ ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ #❤♦✇♥ %♦ ❜❡ ❛##♦❝✐❛%❡❞ ✇✐%❤ %❤❡ %✐♣✲❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♦! ❛!❡
❡①%❡♥#✐♦♥# %❤❡!❡♦❢ ❬✸✺✺❪✳ ❍♦✇❡✈❡!✱ ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ❝❛♥ ❛❧#♦ ❜❡ ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❡❞ ✐♥#✐❞❡ %❤❡ ✐♥♥❡! ❍❝♣
%✉❜❡ ❬✷✸✽✱✸✺✻❪✳ ■♥ ❱✳ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡✱ ❛❧❧ ✐❞❡♥%✐✜❡❞ ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❡ %♦ %❤❡ %✐♣ ❛♥❞ ♥♦♥❡ ❤❛# ②❡%
❜❡❡♥ ✐❞❡♥%✐✜❡❞ %❤❛% ❛##♦❝✐❛%❡# ✇✐%❤ ❍❝♣✳
■♥ ❱✳ ❝❤♦❧❡#❛❡✱ %❤❡ ❚✻❙❙ ✐# ♦!❣❛♥✐③❡❞ ✐♥ ❢♦✉! ❣❡♥❡%✐❝ ❝❧✉#%❡!#✳ ❚❤❡ ♠❛✐♥ ❝❧✉#%❡! ❡♥❝♦❞❡#
#❤❡❛%❤ ♣!♦%❡✐♥#✱ ♠❡♠❜!❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣!♦%❡✐♥#✱ ♠♦#% ❜❛#❡♣❧❛%❡ ♣!♦%❡✐♥#✱ ❈❧♣❱✱ ❱❣!●✲✸
❛♥❞ ❛♥ ❡✛❡❝%♦!✲✐♠♠✉♥✐%② ♣❛✐! ❬✷✸✾✱ ✸✺✼❪✳ ❚❤✉#✱ ♠♦#% #%!✉❝%✉!❛❧ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥%# ❛♥❞ ❝♦!❡
❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥%# ❛!❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞ ✐♥ %❤❡ ♠❛✐♥ ❝❧✉#%❡!✱ ✇❤❡!❡❛# ❍❝♣✲✶ ❛♥❞ ❱❣!●✲✶ ❛!❡ ❡♥❝♦❞❡❞
%♦❣❡%❤❡! ✇✐%❤ ❛♥♦%❤❡! ❡✛❡❝%♦!✱ ✐%# ✐♠♠✉♥✐%② ♣!♦%❡✐♥ ❛♥❞ ❛♥ ❛❞❛♣%♦! ❢♦! ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ %♦ ❱❣!●✲
✶ ❡❧#❡✇❤❡!❡ ♦♥ %❤❡ ❝❤!♦♠♦#♦♠❡ ✐♥ ❛✉①✐❧✐❛!② ❝❧✉#%❡! ✶ ❬✸✺✺✱ ✸✺✽✱ ✸✺✾❪✳ ❆✉①✐❧✐❛!② ❝❧✉#%❡!
✷ ❝♦♥%❛✐♥# ❱❣!●✲✷ ❛♥❞ ❍❝♣✲✷✱ ❛# ✇❡❧❧ ❛# ❡✛❡❝%♦!# ❛♥❞ ✐♠♠✉♥✐%② ♣!♦%❡✐♥# ❛♥❞ ❛♥♦%❤❡!
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❚❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♦❢ .❤❡ ❚✻❙❙ ✐2 ❛ ♣%♦.❡✐♥ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❝♦♠♣♦2❡❞ ♦❢ ❚22❏✱ ❚22▲ ❛♥❞
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♣%♦.❡✐♥ ♦❢ .❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ ❚22▼✱ .❤❡ ❜✐❣❣❡2. ♣%♦.❡✐♥✱ ❛❧2♦ 2♣❛♥2 .❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠✲
❜%❛♥❡ ❬✷✸✻✱ ✸✻✸✱ ✸✻✹❪✳ ■♥ 2♦♠❡ ❝❛2❡2 ❛ ❢♦✉%.❤ ♣%♦.❡✐♥ ❝❛❧❧❡❞ ❚❛❣❏✱ ❝♦♥.❛✐♥✐♥❣ ❛ ♣❡♣.✐❞♦✲
❣❧②❝❛♥ ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ❞♦♠❛✐♥ ❝❛♥ ❛❝❝♦♠♣❛♥② .❤❡ ♦.❤❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ♣%♦.❡✐♥2 ❛♥❞ ❛❞❞✐✲
.✐♦♥❛❧❧② ❛♥❝❤♦%2 .❤❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① .♦ .❤❡ ❝❡❧❧ ✇❛❧❧✱ ✇❤❡♥ .❤❡ ❚22▲ ❞♦❡2 ♥♦. ❤❛✈❡ ❛ ❈✲.❡%♠✐♥❛❧
❞♦♠❛✐♥ ✇✐.❤ ❛ ♣%❡❞✐❝.❡❞ ♣❡♣.✐❞♦❣❧②❝❛♥ ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ 2✐.❡ ❬✸✻✹❪✳
◆♦ ♣%♦.❡✐♥ ♦❢ .❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❤❛2 ❤♦♠♦❧♦❣② .♦ ♣%♦.❡✐♥2 ✐♥ ❝♦♥.%❛❝.✐❧❡ .❛✐❧❡❞
♣❤❛❣❡2 ♦% ♦.❤❡% ❝♦♥.%❛❝.✐❧❡ ♥❛♥♦♠❛❝❤✐♥❡2✳ ❙.%✉❝.✉%❡2 ♦❢ .❤❡ ♣❡%✐♣❧❛2♠✐❝ ❞♦♠❛✐♥ ♦❢ ❚22❏✱
❚❛❣▲ ❛♥❞ ♦❢ .❤❡ ❝②.♦♣❧❛2♠✐❝ ❞♦♠❛✐♥ ♦❢ ❚22▲ ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ 2♦❧✈❡❞ ✐♥❞✐✈✐❞✉❛❧❧② ❜✉. ❞❡.❛✐❧2 ♦❢
.❤❡ ❛22❡♠❜❧② ❛%❡ ♠✐22✐♥❣ ❬✷✸✻✱✸✻✷✕✸✻✽❪✳ ■♥.❡%❛❝.✐♦♥2 ♦❢ .❤❡2❡ ♣%♦.❡✐♥2 ♦% ❞♦♠❛✐♥2 .❤❡%❡♦❢
❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ .❡2.❡❞✳ ❚22▼ ❤❛2 ❜❡❡♥ 2❤♦✇♥ .♦ ❜❡ .❤❡ ❝❡♥.%❛❧ ♣%♦.❡✐♥ .❤❛. ✐♥.❡%❝♦♥♥❡❝.2
❚22▲ ❛♥❞ ❚22❏ ✇✐.❤ ✐.2 ♣❡%✐♣❧❛2♠✐❝ ❞♦♠❛✐♥ ❬✸✻✸❪✳ ❚22▲ ❛♥❞ ❚22❏ 2❡❧❢ ✐♥.❡%❛❝. ❛. ✉♥❦♥♦✇♥
2.♦✐❝❤✐♦♠❡.%② ❛♥❞ ❚22▲ ❛❞❞✐.✐♦♥❛❧❧② ✐♥.❡%❛❝.2 ✇✐.❤ ❚❛❣▲✱ ✐❢ ♣%❡2❡♥.✱ ❛♥❞ ✇✐.❤ ❚22❑ ♦❢ .❤❡
❜❛2❡♣❧❛.❡ ❬✷✸✻✱✸✻✶✱✸✻✷✱✸✻✹❪✳
❚❤❡ ✐♥2❡%.✐♦♥ ♦❢ .❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✐2 2✉♣♣♦%.❡❞ ❜② ❛ ♣❡♣.✐❞♦❣❧②❝❛♥ ❤②❞%♦❧❛2❡
.❤❛. ❡♥③②♠❛.✐❝❛❧❧② ❞✐❣❡2.2 .❤❡ ♣❡♣.✐❞♦❣❧②❝❛♥ ❧❛②❡% .♦ ❛❧❧♦✇ ❡2.❛❜❧✐2❤♠❡♥. ♦❢ .❤❡ .%❛♥2✲
♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♥❞✉✐. ❬✷✵✼❪✳ ❋✉%.❤❡%♠♦%❡✱ ✐♥2❡%.✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❚22▲ ✐♥.♦ .❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ %❡❧✐❡2
♦♥ ❨✐❞❈✱ ❛♥ ✐♥2❡%.❛2❡ ♦❢ .❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❬✸✻✶✱✸✻✾❪✳
❘❡❝❡♥.❧②✱ ❛ 2.%✉❝.✉%❡ ♦❢ .❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛. ❛ %❡2♦❧✉.✐♦♥ ♦❢ ≈✶✷ ➴ ❤❛2 ❜❡❡♥
♣✉❜❧✐2❤❡❞ ❛♥❞ 2❤♦✇2 ❛♥ ♦✈❡%❛❧❧ ✜✈❡✲❢♦❧❞ 2②♠♠❡.%② ✇✐.❤ ❛ ❝❡♥.%❛❧ ❝❛✈✐.②✱ ❛ ❤❡✐❣❤. ♦❢
✸✵✵ ➴ ❛♥❞ ❛ ✇✐❞.❤ ♦❢ ✷✵✺ ➴ ❬✷✸✺❪✳ ❇❛2❡❞ ♦♥ .❤❡ ❡❧❡❝.%♦♥ ♠✐❝%♦2❝♦♣② %❡❝♦♥2.%✉❝.✐♦♥ ❛♥❞
.❤❡ ♦✈❡%❛❧❧ ♠♦❧❡❝✉❧❛% ✇❡✐❣❤. ♦❢ ✶✳✼ ▼❉❛✱ ❚22▲✱ ❚22❏ ❛♥❞ ❚22▼ ❛%❡ ❡①♣❡❝.❡❞ .♦ ❜❡ ♣%❡2❡♥.
✐♥ ✶✵ ❝♦♣✐❡2 ❬✷✸✺✱ ✷✸✻❪✳ ❆ ❝❛♣♣✐♥❣ 2.%✉❝.✉%❡ ✐2 ❧♦❝❛.❡❞ ✐♥ .❤❡ ♦✉.❡% ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❛♥❞ ✐2
❢♦%♠❡❞ ❜② ❚22❏✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ✐2 ❝♦♥♥❡❝.❡❞ .♦ ❚22▼ .❤❛. ❢♦%♠2 ♣✐❧❧❛%2 ❛♥❞ ❛%❝❤❡2 .❤❛. ❜%✐❞❣❡ .❤❡
♣❡%✐♣❧❛2♠ ❬✷✸✺✱✸✻✸❪✳ ❆ ❝%②2.❛❧ 2.%✉❝.✉%❡ ♦❢ .❤❡ ♣❡%✐♣❧❛2♠✐❝ ❞♦♠❛✐♥ ♦❢ ❚22▼ ❤❛2 ❛❧2♦ ❜❡❡♥
2♦❧✈❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❝♦✉❧❞ ❜❡ ♣❧❛❝❡❞ ✐♥ .❤❡ ❡❧❡❝.%♦♥ ❞❡♥2✐.② ♠❛♣ ❬✷✸✺✱✸✻✸❪✳ ❚22▲ ❛♥❞ ❚22▼ ✐♥.❡%❛❝.
✇✐.❤ ❜❛2❡♣❧❛.❡ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥.2 .♦ ❛♥❝❤♦% .❤❡ ❝♦♥.%❛❝.✐❧❡ 2❤❡❛.❤ ❬✷✸✹✱✷✸✺✱✸✻✺✱✸✼✵✱✸✼✶❪✳
❉✉%✐♥❣ ❝♦♥.%❛❝.✐♦♥ ♦❢ .❤❡ 2❤❡❛.❤✱ .❤❡ ✐♥.❡%♥❛❧ ♣✐❧❧❛%2 ♦❢ ❚22▼ ❛%❡ ❡①♣❡❝.❡❞ .♦ ♠♦✈❡
♦✉.✇❛%❞2 ❛♥❞ ❜② .❤✐2 ✇✐❞❡♥ .❤❡ ✐♥♥❡% ❞✐❛♠❡.❡% ♦❢ .❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① .♦ ♣❡%♠✐.
♣❛22❛❣❡ ♦❢ .❤❡ .✐♣✲2♣✐❦❡✲❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✇✐.❤ ❛22♦❝✐❛.❡❞ ❡✛❡❝.♦%2 ❛♥❞ 2✉❜2❡Z✉❡♥.❧② .❤❡ ❍❝♣✲
.✉❜❡ ❬✷✸✺❪✳ ■♥ .❤❡ ❝❧♦2❡❞ 2.❛.❡✱ .❤❡ ❝❡♥.%❛❧ ❝❛✈✐.② ✐♥ .❤❡ ♠❡♠❜%❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✐2 ♥♦. ❧❛%❣❡
✲✷✷✲
■✳ ■♥"#♦❞✉❝"✐♦♥
❡♥♦✉❣❤ &♦ ❡♥❝♦♠♣❛++ &❤❡ ❱❣-●✲&✐♣✱ ♠❡❛♥✐♥❣ &❤❛& &❤❡ &✐♣✲+♣✐❦❡✲❝♦♠♣❧❡① ✇✐&❤ ❛++♦❝✐❛&❡❞
❡✛❡❝&♦-+ ❤❛+ &♦ ❜❡ ❧♦❝❛❧✐③❡❞ ♦✉&+✐❞❡ &❤❡ ♠❡♠❜-❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❬✷✸✺✱✷✹✶❪✳ ▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛- ❞❡&❛✐❧+ ♦❢
&❤❡ ✐♥&❡-❛❝&✐♦♥+ ❜❡&✇❡❡♥ &❤❡ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥&+ ♦❢ &❤❡ ♠❡♠❜-❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛-❡ +&✐❧❧ ❧❛❝❦✐♥❣ ❞✉❡ &♦
❧✐♠✐&+ ✐♥ -❡+♦❧✉&✐♦♥ ♦❢ &❤❡ ❡❧❡❝&-♦♥ ♠✐❝-♦+❝♦♣② -❡❝♦♥+&-✉❝&✐♦♥✳ ❋✉-&❤❡- +&✉❞✐❡+ ✇✐❧❧ -❡✈❡❛❧
❛ ❜❡&&❡- ✉♥❞❡-+&❛♥❞✐♥❣ ♦❢ &❤❡ ✐♥&❡-❛❝&✐♦♥+ ❜❡&✇❡❡♥ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥&+ ♦❢ ♠❡♠❜-❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❛+
✇❡❧❧ ❛+ ❝♦♠♣♦♥❡♥&+ ♦❢ &❤❡ ❜❛+❡♣❧❛&❡ ✇✐&❤ &❤❡ ♠❡♠❜-❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✳
❋✐❣✉$❡ ■✳✷✳✶ ❙❝❤❡♠❡ ♦❢ ❝♦♥1$❛❝1✐❧❡ ♥❛♥♦♠❛❝❤✐♥❡4✳ ✭❆✮ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝+❡,✐♦♥ ❙②0,❡♠ ❞❡❧✐✈❡+0 ,♦①✐♥0
❢+♦♠ ,❤❡ ❝②,♦0♦❧ ,♦ ,❤❡ ❝②,♦0♦❧ ♦❢ ❛ ,❛+❣❡, ❝❡❧❧✳ ;❤❛❣❡ ❚✹ ❞❡❧✐✈❡+0 ✐,0 ❉◆❆ ✐♥,♦ ,❤❡ +❡❝✐♣✐❡♥, ❛♥❞ ❘✲,②♣❡
♣②♦❝✐♥0 ❣❡♥❡+❛,❡ ❤♦❧❡0 ✐♥ ,❤❡ ❝❡❧❧ ❡♥✈❡❧♦♣❡ ♦❢ ❝❧♦0❡❧② +❡❧❛,❡❞ 0♣❡❝✐❡0✳ ✭❇✮ ❈❧♦0❡✲✉♣ ✈✐❡✇ ♦❢ ,❤❡ ❜❛0❡♣❧❛,❡ ♦❢
❚✻❙❙✳ ❚00❑ ♣+❡0✉♠❛❜❧② ❛,,❛❝❤❡0 ,❤❡ ❜❛0❡♣❧❛,❡ ,♦ ,❤❡ ♠❡♠❜+❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✳ ❚00❋ ❛♥❞ ❚00● ❢♦+♠ ❛ ✇❡❞❣❡
❛♥❞ ❛ ❝♦+❡ ❜✉♥❞❧❡ ♦❢ ,❤❡ ❜❛0❡♣❧❛,❡ ❛♥❞ ❚00❊ ✐0 ,❤❡ 0❤❡❛,❤ ✐♥✐,✐❛,♦+✳ ❱❣+● ❛♥❞ ;❆❆❘✲♣+♦,❡✐♥0 ❢♦+♠ ,❤❡
0♣✐❦❡ ❛♥❞ 0♣✐❦❡ ,✐♣ ❝♦♠♣❧❡①✳ ❘❡0♣❡❝,✐✈❡ ♣❤❛❣❡ ♣+♦,❡✐♥0 ✭❣♣✮ ❛+❡ ✐♥ ♣❛+❡♥,❤❡0❡0✳ ■▼✿ ■♥♥❡+ ♠❡♠❜+❛♥❡✱
❖▼✿ ❖✉,❡+ ♠❡♠❜+❛♥❡
■✳✸✳✷ ❚❤❡ ❇❛)❡♣❧❛,❡
❚❤❡ ❜❛+❡♣❧❛&❡ ♦❢ &❤❡ ❚✻❙❙ +❡-✈❡+ ❛+ ❛♥ ❛❞❛♣&♦- ❢♦- &❤❡ ❝♦♥&-❛❝&✐❧❡ +❤❡❛&❤ &♦ &❤❡ ♠❡♠✲
❜-❛♥❡ ❝♦♠♣❧❡① ❬✷✸✹❪✳ ❙&✉❞✐❡+ ❢-♦♠ ♣❤❛❣❡ ❚✹ +❤♦✇❡❞ &❤❛& &❤❡ ❜❛+❡♣❧❛&❡ ✐+ ❛❧+♦ ✐♥✈♦❧✈❡❞
✐♥ &-✐❣❣❡-✐♥❣ &❤❡ ❝♦♥&-❛❝&✐♦♥ ♦❢ &❤❡ +❤❡❛&❤ ❛♥❞ &❤✉+ ✐+ ❡①♣❡❝&❡❞ &♦ ❜❡ ❛ ❝❡♥&-❛❧ ♣❧❛②❡- ❢♦-
❝♦--❡❝& ❢✉♥❝&✐♦♥✐♥❣ ♦❢ &❤❡ ❚✻❙❙ ❬✸✼✷✕✸✼✺❪✳ ❱❣-● ❛♥❞ L❆❆❘✲♣-♦&❡✐♥ &♦❣❡&❤❡- ✇✐&❤ ❚++❊✱
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#❡♠❜❧❡ ❛ #✐①✲#%❛,% ❤❡❧✐① ❛,♦✉♥❞ %❤❡ ✐♥♥❡, ❍❝♣ %✉❜❡ ❛♥❞ ❢♦,♠ ❛♥ ✐♥%❡,❧❛❝❡❞ ♥❡%✇♦,❦ ♦❢
β✲#%,❛♥❞# %❤❛% ✐# ,❡#♣♦♥#✐❜❧❡ ❢♦, %❤❡ ❤✐❣❤ #%❛❜✐❧✐%② ♦❢ %❤❡ #❤❡❛%❤ ❬✷✸✼✱ ✸✸✹✱ ✸✹✵✱ ✸✽✻✱ ✸✽✼❪
✭❙❡❝%✐♦♥ ■■✳✹✮✳ ❯♣♦♥ ❛♥ ✉♥❦♥♦✇♥ %,✐❣❣❡,✱ ♣,❡#✉♠❛❜❧② ❢,♦♠ %❤❡ ❜❛#❡♣❧❛%❡✱ %❤❡ #❤❡❛%❤ ❝♦♥✲
%,❛❝%#✱ ❡①♣❡❧❧# %❤❡ ✐♥♥❡, %✉❜❡ ✇✐%❤ ✐%# %✐♣ ❛♥❞ ❛♥❞ ❞❡❧✐✈❡,# %✐♣✲❛##♦❝✐❛%❡❞ ❡✛❡❝%♦,# ❬✷✸✸❪✳
❚❤❡ ❝♦♥%,❛❝%❡❞ #❤❡❛%❤ ✐# #♣❡❝✐✜❝❛❧❧② ,❡❝♦❣♥✐③❡❞ ❜② %❤❡ ❆❆❆
✰
✲♣,♦%❡✐♥ ❈❧♣❱✱ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❞✐#✲
❛##❡♠❜❧❡# ✐% ❬✷✸✸✱ ✷✹✸✱ ✷✹✹✱ ✸✸✶✱ ✸✽✽❪✳ ❚♦ ❞❛%❡✱ ✐% ✇❛# ♥♦% ♣♦##✐❜❧❡ %♦ ♣✉,✐❢② #❤❡❛%❤ ✐♥ ❛♥
❡①%❡♥❞❡❞ #%❛%❡✱ ❧✐❦❡❧② ❞✉❡ %♦ ✐%# ✐♥❤❡,❡♥%❧② ✉♥#%❛❜❧❡ ♥❛%✉,❡✳
▼② Z❤❉ ♣,♦❥❡❝% ❧❡❛❞ ✉# %♦ ♣,♦♣♦#❡ ❛ ♠♦❞❡❧ ♦❢ ❤♦✇ %❤❡ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐#♠ ♦❢ ❝♦♥%,❛❝%✐♦♥
✇♦,❦# ❛♥❞ ❤♦✇ %❤✐# ✐# ♣,♦♣❛❣❛%❡❞ %❤,♦✉❣❤ %❤❡ #❤❡❛%❤✳ ❯#✐♥❣ %❤✐# ♠♦❞❡❧✱ ✇❡ ❝♦✉❧❞ ❛❧#♦
✐#♦❧❛%❡ ♠✉%❛♥% #❤❡❛%❤# ✐♥ ❛♥ ❡①%❡♥❞❡❞ ❝♦♥❢♦,♠❛%✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ,❡#♦❧✈❡ %❤❡✐, #%,✉❝%✉,❡✳ ▼♦,❡ ♦♥
%❤❡ ♠❡❝❤❛♥✐#♠ ♦❢ ❝♦♥%,❛❝%✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ %❤❡ #%,✉❝%✉,❡ ♦❢ %❤❡ #❤❡❛%❤ ✐♥ ❛♥ ❡①%❡♥❞❡❞ #%❛%❡ ❝❛♥
❜❡ ❢♦✉♥❞ ✐♥ ❙❡❝%✐♦♥ ■■✳✷ ♦♥ ♣❛❣❡ ✺✶ ❛♥❞ ✐♥ ❙❡❝%✐♦♥ ■■✳✹ ♦♥ ♣❛❣❡ ✻✹✱ ,❡#♣❡❝%✐✈❡❧②✳
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❞❡♣❡♥❞✐♥❣ ♦♥ %❤❡ ❝❡❧❧✉❧❛, %❛,❣❡% ❬✷✸✾✱ ✸✹✺❪✳ ■♥ ✷✵✶✸✱ %❤❡ ♠✉❧%✐♣❧❡ ❡✛❡❝%♦, %,❛♥#❧♦❝❛%✐♦♥
❱❣,● ✭▼❊❘❱✮ ♠♦❞❡❧ ✇❛# ♣,♦♣♦#❡❞ ❬✷✹✶❪✳ ❚❤❡ ♠♦❞❡❧ ♣,♦♣♦#❡❞ ✜✈❡ ❞✐✛❡,❡♥% ♣♦##✐❜❧❡
❡✛❡❝%♦, ❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ♠♦❞❛❧✐%✐❡# ✐♥ ✇❤✐❝❤ ❡✛❡❝%♦,# ❝❛♥ ❜❡ ❡✐%❤❡, ❈✲ ♦, ◆✲%❡,♠✐♥❛❧ ❡①%❡♥#✐♦♥#
♦❢ Z❆❆❘ ♦, ❱❣,● ♣,♦%❡✐♥# ♦, ♥♦♥✲❝♦✈❛❧❡♥%❧② ❧✐♥❦❡❞ %♦ ❡✐%❤❡, ♦♥❡ ♦❢ %❤❡♠ ❬✷✹✶❪✳ ❆♥♦%❤❡,
♣♦##✐❜✐❧✐%② ✐# %❤❡ ❛##♦❝✐❛%✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❡✛❡❝%♦,# ✐♥%♦ %❤❡ ❱❣,● ❝❛✈✐%② %❤❛% ❢❛❝❡# %❤❡ ❍❝♣ %✉❜❡ ❬✷✹✶❪✳
❆❞❞✐%✐♦♥❛❧❧②✱ ❡✛❡❝%♦,# ❝❛♥ ❛❧#♦ ,❡#✐❞❡ ✐♥ %❤❡ ✐♥♥❡, ❍❝♣ %✉❜❡ ❬✷✸✽❪✳
■♥ ❱✐❜#✐♦✱ ♥♦ ❍❝♣✲❛##♦❝✐❛%❡❞ ❡✛❡❝%♦,# ❤❛✈❡ ❜❡❡♥ ✐❞❡♥%✐✜❡❞ ②❡%✳ ❚❤❡ ✜,#% ❡✛❡❝%♦, ❞❡✲
✲✷✺✲
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d Atomic structure of the bacterial T6SS sheath was solved by
cryo-EM
d b-strand-mediated intermolecular interactions stabilize six-
start helical assembly
d Structural alignments with phage sheaths indicate
conserved mechanism of assembly
d Arrangement of the outer domain of the sheath facilitates
recycling by ClpV ATPase
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SUMMARY
Bacteria use rapid contraction of a long sheath of the
type VI secretion system (T6SS) to deliver effectors
into a target cell. Here, we present an atomic-resolu-
tion structure of a native contracted Vibrio cholerae
sheath determined by cryo-electron microscopy.
The sheath subunits, composed of tightly interacting
proteins VipA and VipB, assemble into a six-start
helix. The helix is stabilized by a core domain assem-
bled from four b strands donated by one VipA and
two VipB molecules. The fold of inner and middle
layers is conserved between T6SS and phage
sheaths. However, the structure of the outer layer
is distinct and suggests a mechanism of interaction
of the bacterial sheath with an accessory ATPase,
ClpV, that facilitates multiple rounds of effector
delivery. Our results provide a mechanistic insight
into assembly of contractile nanomachines that
bacteria and phages use to translocate macromole-
cules across membranes.
INTRODUCTION
Several critical components of the type VI secretion system
(T6SS) are structurally and functionally related to components
of contractile tails of bacteriophages. Secreted VgrG and
PAAR proteins form a complex similar to phage spike, secreted
Hcp is a structural homolog of a phage tube protein, and TssE
(type six secretion E) is a homolog of T4 phage baseplate protein
gp25 (Leiman et al., 2009; Pukatzki et al., 2007; Shneider et al.,
2013). VipA and VipB (TssB and TssC) proteins were shown to
form a cog-wheel-like tubular structure in V. cholerae (Bo¨ne-
mann et al., 2009) that was noticed to resemble T4 phage
gp18 polysheath (Leiman et al., 2009). The VipA/VipB sheath as-
sembles around an inner Hcp tube and is attached to a structure
called a baseplate that spans the bacterial membranes (Basler
et al., 2012; Brunet et al., 2014; Zoued et al., 2013). Importantly,
the VipA/VipB sheath was shown to form a long contractile
organelle in V. cholerae (Basler et al., 2012; Kapitein et al.,
2013) and in E. coli (Brunet et al., 2013), suggesting that sheath
contraction powers the secretion. In vivo, the contracted sheath
is specifically recognized by the ClpV ATPase, which disassem-
bles the sheath by unfolding VipB from the N terminus (Basler
and Mekalanos, 2012; Kapitein et al., 2013; Pietrosiuk et al.,
2011). Even though sheath contraction has been implicated in
powering protein translocation across a membrane for phages,
pyocins, and T6SS (Leiman and Shneider, 2012), a mechanistic
understanding of this process is currently limited, mostly due to
the lack of a high-resolution structure of a native and fully assem-
bled sheath.
There is no high-resolution information available for the T6SS
sheath, but several crystal structures are available for fragments
of phage sheath proteins (Aksyuk et al., 2009a, 2011). However,
a major limitation of these atomic structures is that monomeric
proteins were used for crystallization and thus, in principle,
cannot reveal atomic details of inter-subunit interactions in a
native fully assembled sheath polymer. The structure of the T4
phage sheath polymer was so far solved only at low resolution
using electron microscopy (Kostyuchenko et al., 2005; Leiman
et al., 2004), again not providing the necessary details to fully
understand sheath assembly.
Native T6SS sheath has only been isolated from V. cholerae in
a contracted form (Basler et al., 2012). Even though the sheath
was isolated without the inner Hcp tube, Hcp and other compo-
nents of T6SS were shown to be necessary for sheath assembly
(Basler et al., 2012; Brunet et al., 2014; Kapitein et al., 2013).
Indeed, in contrast to a long and regular T6SS sheath that can
be isolated from T6SS-positive V. cholerae (Basler et al., 2012),
VipA/VipB fromP. aeruginosa andV. cholerae heterologously ex-
pressed in E. coli only form short tubes (Bo¨nemann et al., 2009;
Kube et al., 2014; Lossi et al., 2013); electron microscopy of
these tubes provided low-resolution density maps (Kube et al.,
2014; Lossi et al., 2013). Nonetheless, a recent 6 A˚ resolution
structure of V. cholerae sheath provided insights into a possible
mechanism of ClpV-specific disassembly of the contracted
sheath (Kube et al., 2014).
Due to recent advances in direct electron detection cameras
and software tools (Egelman, 2010; Faruqi et al., 2003; Li et al.,
2013; Lu et al., 2014), it is now possible to obtain density maps
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with a resolution that allows de novo building of atomic
models (Ku¨hlbrandt, 2014). These technical advances allowed
for directly generating atomic models of the subunit of the mito-
chondrial ribosome (Amunts et al., 2014) or the ribosome-Sec61
complex (Voorhees et al., 2014) and provided fundamental in-
sights into mechanisms of those macromolecular machines.
Here, we used the state-of-the-art electron microscopic ap-
proaches and the Rosetta density-guided structural modeling
methods to reveal the structure of the contracted VipA/VipB
sheath from V. cholerae in atomic detail.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Atomic Structure of the VipA/VipB Protomer
We purified the native contracted sheath from Vibrio cholerae
and imaged it by cryo-electron microscopy (Figure 1A). Fourier
transforms of recorded images showed Thon rings up to 3 A˚
with layer lines in single micrographs up to a resolution of 5 A˚
(Figure S1A). Helical reconstruction was performed by the itera-
tive helical real space reconstruction (IHRSR) method (Egelman,
2000) with the final helical parameters being a 21.8 A˚ axial rise,
29.4 rotation, and a C6 rotational symmetry about the helical
axis (Figures 1B, S1B, and S1C and Movie S1). Helical parame-
ters and an overall shape of the sheath are similar to the previ-
ously reported structure (Kube et al., 2014); however, our
approach allowed us to obtain a resolution of 3.5–4.0 A˚, which
improved up to 3.2 A˚ for the inner and middle layers of the
sheath (Figure S1D). Most of the amino acid side chains and
some oxygen atoms in the backbone were resolved in the
most ordered parts of the structure (Figure 1C and Movie S1).






















Figure 1. Cryo-EM Structure of the T6SS
Sheath
(A and B) (A) A representative low-dose cryo-EM
micrograph with side (red box) and top (red circle)
views of the sheath. Scale bar, 100 nm; (B) as-
sembly of the protomers into a six start helix; s,
individual strands; r, horizontal rings. Scale bar,
10 nm.
(C) An example of the atomic model fitted into the
protein density.
(D) Left: a class average of the sheath showing
a density on the surface; right: protein density
filtered to low resolution showing density of the
VipB N terminus and VipA C terminus.
See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
the outer surface layer, we were able to
de novo trace residues 2 to 126 (out of
168) of VipA and residues 61 to 492 of
VipB (Figures 2A, 2B, and S2A–S2E).
The VipA C terminus and the VipB N ter-
minus were clearly localized to a less or-
dered layer on the surface of the sheath
as shown in class averages of sheath
images (Figures 1D, S1E, and S1F). To
further improve the geometry of the side
chains, the model was subject to Rosetta
density-guided all-atom refinement using a physically realistic
energy function (Song et al., 2013; DiMaio et al., 2015). An atomic
model built into an independently generated electron micro-
scopy (EM) map of lower resolution had a Ca root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) to the original atomic model of 0.34 A˚
(see Experiential Procedures), suggesting that model building
is highly reliable. Analysis of the conservation and coevolution
of VipA/VipB protein residues shows that the conserved residues
are generally facing the inner part of the protomer, variable
residues are exposed on the protomer surface, and distances
between most coevolving residues are within 10 A˚ (Figure S3
and Table S1).
The atomic model allowed us to calculate energies of protein-
protein interactions using PISA (Proteins Interfaces Structures
and Assemblies) (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007) and understand
how the sheath structure is stabilized in its contracted form.
The strongest intermolecular interactionwas calculated between
VipA and VipB to form a heterodimeric sheath protomer with 1:1
stoichiometry (Table 1 and Figures 2A, 2B, and S2F). Two b
strands of VipA and four b strands of VipB intertwine, forming
the middle layer of the sheath (domain 2, Figure 2D). VipA further
binds to one side of VipB, forming 35 hydrogen bonds and 14 salt
bridges. The total interfacial area for this interaction is 3,493 A˚2,
and DG =!54.8 kcal/mol/protomer represents more than half of
all the interaction energy within the assembled sheath (Table 1).
Interprotomer Interactions
The interaction surface between VipB proteins on the same
helical strand covers 2,444 A˚2, represents about 20% of the
total interaction energy, and stabilizes the protomers within the
strand. The interface area between VipA and VipB from adjacent
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helical strands is 1,143 A˚2 and contributes14.7 kcal/mol/proto-
mer energy to the stabilization of the individual strands within the
six-start helix. Together, these interactions represent an energy
of 34 kcal/mol/protomer and are themajor contributors to sheath
stability (Table 1).
Resolution limitations of the previous study (Kube et al., 2014)
led to an imprecise segmentation of a sheath subunit from
the low-resolution density map (Figure S1G). Interestingly, we
show that the subunits are connected by a unique set of interac-
tions in the innermost layer of the sheath. This ‘‘handshake’’
domain is assembled from two anti-parallel b strands (b12 and
b13) of one VipBmolecule, one parallel b strand (b14) of a second
VipB on the same six-start helical strand, and one parallel b
strand (b1) of a VipA molecule from a neighboring strand in the
six-start helix (Figures 2B, 2C, and 2E).
T6SS and Phage Sheaths Evolved from a Common
Ancestor
To understand the evolution of T6SS sheath, we performed a
structural alignment between VipA/VipB and amodel of T4 phage
sheath protein gp18 (Aksyuk et al., 2009a; Fokine et al., 2013) and
a crystal structure of Listeria innocua phage sheath protein
Lin1278 (Aksyuk et al., 2011). In contrast to sequence-based
alignments that only detect homology between VipB and phage












































































Figure 2. Atomic Model of the Sheath
Protomer
(A) An atomic model for VipA (pink) and VipB
(blue) with the outlined domains. Domain 3 con-
tains untraced residues predicted to form 5 a
helices (location marked with an asterisk [*]).
(B–E) (B) Interactions of secondary structure ele-
ments in the protomer; (C) scheme of the hand-
shake domain assembly by three protomers of
VipA/VipB; (D) two views of domain 2, six b strands
surrounded by 5 a helices stabilizing the interaction
between VipA and VipB in the protomer; (E) a
‘‘handshake domain’’ in the domain 1 connecting
four b strands: b12 and b13 of VipB in strand A, ring
1 (light blue) with b14 of VipB in strand A, ring 2
(blue), and b1 of VipA in strand B, ring 2 (red).
See also Figure S2 and Movie S1.
both VipA and VipB, are highly conserved
and the outer domains 3 and 4 are diver-
gent (Figures 3 and S4). Domain 1 of
T6SS sheath and the domain 1 of a model
of gp18 or a crystal structure of Lin1278
align with RMSD of 2.7 A˚ and 2.2 A˚,
respectively. RMSDs between the domain
2 of the T6SS sheath and the crystal struc-
tures of the domain 2 of gp18 or Lin1278
are 3.7 A˚ and 2.8 A˚, respectively.
Interestingly, the architecture of domain
1 differs between phage and T6SS. In
both phage sheath proteins, the first two
b strands have the same orientation as in
the T6SS sheath, but the third b strand
has an opposite orientation, and the fourth b strand is missing
(Figures 3A and 3B). Because the phage sheath structures
were solved for monomers and not for fully assembled polymers,
it is tempting to speculate that, in a fully assembled phage
sheath, the corresponding handshake domain has the same ar-
chitecture as in the native T6SS sheath and connects subunits
and strands in the same manner as in T6SS.
The fundamental difference between phage and T6SS sheath
is that phage sheath is used only once, whereas T6SS sheath is
recycled in vivo by ClpV (Basler and Mekalanos, 2012; Kapitein
et al., 2013). Moreover, phages act in an extracellular space,
whereas the T6SS sheaths are functioning in bacterial cyto-
plasm. Here, we show that the major difference between phage
and T6SS sheaths is in the outer layer, which is not only structur-
ally different but also positioned differently on the sheath sur-
face. In the case of the T4 phage sheath, the domains 3 and 4
are inserted between b1 and H3 of VipB in the domain 2 (Figures
3A, 3B, and S4). On the other hand, the T6SS sheath has its
domain 3 inserted between H1 of VipA and H2 of VipB (Figures
3A, 3B, and S4). This leads to a major difference in the angle
between domain 3 and domain 2 compared to phage sheath
architecture. Furthermore, the outermost layer of the phage
sheaths is formed mostly by b strands (Aksyuk et al., 2009a,
2011), whereas the T6SS sheath outer layer is predicted to be
composed of five a helices (Figures S2A and S2B).
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Even though the overall fold of domains 1 and 2 of phage
and T6SS is conserved, the T6SS sheath has several potentially
functional insertions compared to phage sheath (Figure 4A).
The VipA/VipB protomer has twoweakly conserved extra helices
in the domain 1: VipB H17 and VipB H21. VipB H17 (aa 374–386)
interacts with a loop of the next VipA in a strand (aa 18–24, orig-
inating from the handshake domain). A weakly conserved loop
and a short VipB H21 interact with a loop (aa 412–415) close to
VipB H19.
As hypothesized previously (Basler and Mekalanos, 2012; Ka-
pitein et al., 2013; Kube et al., 2014), after the sheath contraction,
the VipB N terminus is likely exposed on the sheath surface to
allow disassembly by ClpV. Although an atomic model of an
extended T6SS sheath is not available yet, it is likely that the
N terminus of VipB is not accessible for binding by ClpV in the
extended state to prevent disassembly of the extended sheath.
We show that domain 3 is exposed on the surface of the con-
tracted sheath, aligning the domains 3 from the neighboring
strands on top of one another. This is in agreement with the
recently proposed model (Kube et al., 2014); however, here we
show that two helices from VipAC and three from VipBN are
exposed on the surface. This indeed makes the VipB N terminus
fully accessible for disassembly by ClpV (Figure 3D), as sug-
gested previously (Kube et al., 2014), but raises a possibility
that VipA is involved in properly positioning VipB on the sheath
surface. Furthermore, our atomic model suggests that precise
positioning of domain 3 could be stabilized by interactions of
three T6SS-specific insertions into the surface of VipB in domain
2: short helices H8–H13, a loop R246–N276, and an outward fac-
ing hairpin b7–b8. These insertions appear to form a network of
hydrophobic interactions with the domain 3 at the outer surface
of the sheath (Figure 4B). Hairpin b7–b8 forms an interaction
with the H8-H13 of the VipB in the neighboring strand and with
the loop VipB246-276. Loop VipB246-276 interacts with the
two long helices VipA H4 and VipB H1 of the domain 3 from the
inside, whereas the other hairpin VipA b3-b4 stabilizes them
from the outside. The two long helices are further stabilized by
a helix-helix interactionwith the conserved interfaces (Figure 4A).
Attachment of the Sheath to the Baseplate
Whole-cell cryo-electron tomography provided only a low-reso-
lution structure of the sheath (Basler et al., 2012), and therefore
it is not possible directly from those data to orient the VipA/
VipB structure relative to a baseplate in the bacterial cell wall.
However, considering the degree of structural similarity between
T6SS and phage, it is likely that VipA and VipB are oriented rela-
tive to thebaseplate in the samewayasgp18 inT4phage (Aksyuk
et al., 2009a). In Figure 3A, and all other similar top views, the
baseplate would be located behind the plane of view; on all
side views, like the inset of Figure 3A, the baseplate would be
locatedon thebottom. This orientation of theVipA/VipBprotomer
suggests that two b strands per subunit are free to bind to an un-
knownT6SScomponent in thebaseplate (Figure 3A). A natural in-
teracting partner for those two b strands would be a structure
similar to an ‘‘empty’’ 2-b-strandedhandshakedomainorganized
in a hexameric ring similarly to an actual sheath ring.
A search for structural homologs of the T6SS sheath revealed
that protein NP_952040.1 from Geobacter sulfurreducens (PDB:
2IA7), a homolog of the T4 phage baseplate protein gp25,
aligns with the T6SS sheath domain 1 with an RMSD of 2.7 A˚
(Figure 5A). As noted previously (Leiman and Shneider, 2012),
phage sheath domain 1 has a fold that is similar to that of
gp25-like protein (Figure 5B). Importantly, gp25 is positioned
near the sheath in the T4 phage baseplate (Aksyuk et al., 2009b).
In a fully assembled handshake domain of T6SS sheath, the
orientation of the third b strand (counting from the lumen of the
sheath) is parallel to the second b strand but antiparallel in crystal
structures of gp25 and its homolog (Figures 5A and S5). We de-
tected significantly coevolving, and thus potentially interacting,
residues only between the first two b strands of gp25 (Figure S5).
This suggests that, similarly to the sheath handshake domain,
only two b strands of gp25 are present in a native assembly.
The third b strand of the gp25 could flip out of the domain and
interact with yet another component of the baseplate. Therefore,
gp25 could accept two additional b strands from interacting pro-
teins in a similar mechanism to the mechanism of sheath subunit
interaction.
Interestingly, T6SS component TssE was suggested to be a
homolog of gp25 (Leiman et al., 2009; Lossi et al., 2011), co-pu-
rifies with the T6SS sheath in V. cholerae (Basler et al., 2012), and
is important for sheath assembly (Basler et al., 2012; Kapitein
et al., 2013). We therefore speculate that the TssE protein could
be the part of the T6SS baseplate that accepts VipA-b1 and
VipB-b14 strands of the first sheath ring and thus initiates the
sheath assembly and also anchors the sheath to the baseplate
(Figure 5C). Moreover, TssG and TssK were shown to copurify
with sheath in V. cholerae (Basler et al., 2012), and VipB was
shown to interact with TssK in E. coli (Zoued et al., 2013), sug-
gesting that additional proteins are likely involved in attaching
the sheath to the baseplate as well. A stable attachment of a
contractile sheath to a baseplate is likely crucial for generation
of the force needed to deliver substrates across target cell
membranes. The sheath has to bind to the baseplate as strongly
as individual sheath rings bind together—otherwise, the
sheath would likely detach from the baseplate during a rapid
contraction.
Table 1. Energy of Interactions between VipA/VipB in the Sheath Assembly
Interface Area, A˚2 Number of H-H Bonds Number of Salt Bridges DG kcal/mol % of Interaction Energy
VipA-B main interface 3493 35 14 54.8 57
VipB-B interaction in the strand 2444 33 14 19.3 20
VipA-B between the strands 1143 7 2 14.7 15
VipA-B in the horizontal ring 634 11 4 4.5 5
VipB-B vertical interaction 454 5 2 3.0 3
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Interactions in the Handshake Domain Are Critical for
T6SS Sheath Assembly and Dynamics
Our structural data indicate that interactions between b strands
in domain 1 are important for initiation of sheath polymerization,
extension, and potentially also for sheath contraction. To test
this, we generated truncated versions of VipA and VipB lacking
b1 and b14, respectively. In a background of a fully functional
VipA-msfGFP chromosomal fusion, we show that deletion of
vipB abolishes sheath assembly and target cell killing (Figures
6A and 6C andMovie S2). As shown in Figures 6A–6C andMovie
S2, sheath assembly and target cell killing can be restored by a
wild-type level of expression of a full-length VipB from a plasmid,
but not by a similar level of expression of a mutant lacking b14
(VipB-DC). This indicates that a connection between the sheath
protomers on the same strand is essential for sheath assembly
and T6SS function.
To assess the role of b1 strand of VipA, we compared dy-
namics of a full-length VipA-sfGFP expressed in vipA deletion
background with dynamics of b1 strand deletion mutant (VipA-
DN). As shown on Figure 6D andMovie S3, the wild-type sheaths
rapidly assemble and contract in almost all cells during 5 min.
Sheaths with disrupted domain 1 are capable of assembling
into structures resembling extended wild-type sheaths but
exhibit very little dynamics (Figures 6D and 6E and Movie S3).
On average, we observe only one assembly event per500 cells
over 5 min. Furthermore, the time of sheath assembly is







































B Figure 3. Structural Homology between the
T6SS and Phage Sheaths
(A and B) Structural alignment of VipA/VipB (pink/
blue) with (A) model of full-length T4 phage sheath
gp18 (PDB: 3J2N), the inset shows a side view
from the sheath lumen; (B) L. innocua phage
sheath Lin1278 (PDB: 3LML). Structurally homol-
ogous domains 1 and 2 of phage sheaths are
shown in brown; divergent domains 3 are shown in
red for phage tails and in green for VipA/VipB.
(C) A scheme depicting domain organization of
VipA/VipB, gp18, and Lin1278 (partially adapted
from Leiman and Shneider [2012]).
(D) One ring of protomers showing N terminus of
VipB exposed to the outer surface of the sheath
making it accessible to be disassembled by ClpV.
See also Figure S4.
whereas most of wild-type sheaths fully
assemble in 20 to 40 s under the same
conditions. This clearly indicates that a
fully assembled handshake domain is crit-
ical for efficient sheath assembly initiation
and the fast assembly rate of the T6SS
sheath. Interestingly, even though we
inspected sheath dynamics in 50,000
cells over 5 min, we identified only 5 ex-
amples of unambiguous sheath contrac-
tion and disassembly (one example is
given in Figure 6E). This suggests that
the ability to contract is preserved to
some degree but raises the possibility that domain 1 is involved
in triggering sheath contraction in vivo. Alternatively, the rate
of sheath assembly may play a role in triggering sheath
contraction. Target cell killing in vipA deletion background was
restored by expression of VipA-sfGFP, but not by expression
of VipA-DN-sfGFP mutant (Figure 6C), suggesting that mere
ability to assemble sheaths is not sufficient for T6SS-dependent
killing.
Concluding Remarks
The unusual four-strand b sheet handshake domain assembled
from three molecules invites comparisons with other protein
polymers. In most protein filaments that have been intensively
studied, such as F-actin (von der Ecken et al., 2014; Galkin
et al., 2015), microtubules (Alushin et al., 2014), bacterial flagellar
filaments (Yonekura et al., 2003), or type IV pili (Craig et al., 2006),
subunits can be treated as compact, and the assemblies are
held together by the exclusion of solvent at the buried interfaces
(Miller et al., 1987). In contrast to these, type I pili from bacteria
have a polymerization mechanism that involves an N-terminal
extension of one subunit that becomes a b strand within a b
sheet of an adjacent subunit (Waksman and Hultgren, 2009).
This b sheet formed by two subunits gives a remarkable stability
to the filaments and allows type I pili to resist very large shear
forces (Castelain et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2006). We expect
that this architecture allows the sheath to transfer a large force
and remain intact during its rapid contraction.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Bacterial Strains and DNA Manipulations
V. cholerae 2740-80 parental and DvipA strains and the pBAD24-VipA-sfGFP
plasmid were described previously (Basler et al., 2012). pBAD24-VipA-DN-
sfGFP plasmid was created by replacing vipA gene in pBAD24-VipA-sfGFP
plasmid with a gene lacking codons encoding 23 N-terminal amino acids using
standard methods. V. cholerae 2740-80 vipA-msfGFP strain was created by
replacing vipA on the chromosome with vipA-msfGFP fusion by sacB-medi-
ated allelic exchange using the pWM91 suicide plasmid as described previ-
ously (Basler and Mekalanos, 2012; Basler et al., 2012; Bina and Mekalanos,
2001; Metcalf et al., 1996). msfGFP differs from previously used sfGFP by
Val 206 to Lys substitution, which was previously described to reduce dimer-
ization of GFP (Zacharias et al., 2002). Comparison of VipA-msfGFP to VipA-
sfGFP expressed from pBAD24 plasmid in DvipA strain revealed no difference
in dynamics of the fusion proteins (data not shown). The linker between VipA
and msfGFP was 3xAla 3xGly, as used previously on pBAD24 plasmid (Basler
et al., 2012). To limit effects of the fusion gene on the downstream genes in the
T6SS locus, we added the last 21 bp of vipA at the end of vipA-msfGFP.
V. cholerae 2740-80 vipA-msfGFP DvipB strain was created by replacing
vipB with a gene encoding ‘‘MMSTTEKGRLDQA’’ peptide (first seven and
last six residues of vipB fused in frame) by allelic exchange as described above
and was done previously (Basler et al., 2012). Standard techniques were used
to clone a PCR-amplified vipB or the first 477 codons of vipB to pBAD24
plasmid (Guzman et al., 1995) to generate pBAD24-VipB and pBAD24-VipB-
DC plasmids, respectively. All PCR-generated products were verified by
sequencing. Plasmids were transformed to V. cholerae by electroporation.
Gentamicin-resistant E. coli MG1655 strain was used in bacterial killing
assays. Strain list provided as Table S2.
Antibiotic concentrations used were streptomycin (100 mg/ml), ampicillin
(200 mg/ml), and gentamicin (15 mg/ml). Luria-Bertani (LB) broth was used for
all growth conditions. Liquid cultures were grown aerobically at 37C.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Procedures similar to those described previously (Basler et al., 2012)
were used to detect fluorescence signal in V. cholerae. Overnight cultures
of V. cholerae carrying pBAD24-vipA-sfGFP, pBAD24-vipA-DN-sfGFP,
pBAD24-vipB, or pBAD24-vipB-DC were washed by LB and diluted 503
into fresh LB supplemented with ampicillin, streptomycin, and 0.003% arabi-
nose for VipA and 0.006% arabinose for VipB and cultivated for 2.5–3.0 hr to
optical density (OD) at 600 nm of about 0.8–1.2. Strains without plasmid
were grown similarly, but no ampicillin and arabinose was added. Cells from
100 ml of the culture were re-suspended in 5–10 ml of fresh LB (to OD  10),
spotted on a thin pad of 1% agarose in LB, and covered with a glass coverslip.
Cells were immediately imaged at room temperature using an objective heated
to 37C. Microscope configuration similar to the one described previously
(Basler et al., 2013) was used: Nikon Ti-E inverted motorized microscope
with Perfect Focus System and Plan Apo 1003 Oil Ph3 DM (NA 1.4) objective
lens. SPECTRA X light engine (Lumencore), ET-GFP (Chroma #49002) filter set
was used to excite and filter fluorescence. sCMOS camera pco.edge 4.2
(PCO, Germany) (pixel size 65 nm) and VisiView software (Visitron Systems,
Germany) were used to record images. Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) was used
for all image analysis and manipulations as described previously (Basler
et al., 2013). Contrast on compared sets of images was adjusted equally. All
imaging experiments were performed with three biological replicates.
Bacterial Killing Assay
V. cholerae 2740-80 strains and E. coli MG1655 strain were incubated
overnight at 37C in LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics. Cultures
were washed in fresh LB, diluted 1003, and grown to OD 0.8–1.2 in presence
of appropriate antibiotics and 0.01% arabinose for strains with pBAD24 plas-
mids. Cells were washed andmixed at final OD of 10 in 10:1 ratio (V. cholerae
to E. coli) as specified, and 5 ml of the mixture was spotted on a dry LB agar
plate containing 0.01% arabinose but no antibiotics. After 3 hr, bacterial spots
were cut out and the cells were re-suspended in 0.5 ml LB. The cellular sus-
pension was serially diluted (1:10) in LB, and 5 ml of the suspensions were
spotted on selective plates (gentamicin for E. coli and streptomycin for
V. cholerae). Colonies were counted after  16 hr incubation at 30C. Three
biological replicates were analyzed.
VipA/VipB Sheath Purification
Sheathwaspurified similarly to a previousmethod (Basler et al., 2012). An over-
night culture of flgG in-frame deletion mutant of the parental V. cholerae 2740-
80 strain (Basler et al., 2012)wasdiluted1:200 into 1,000ml of freshLBand then
shaken at 37C for 2.5–3.0 hr to reach an OD of 1.0–1.5. Cells were cooled on
ice, centrifuged for 10 min 7,000 3 g and lysed in 50 ml lysis buffer (150 mM
NaCl, 20 mM Tris [pH 8], lysozyme 200 mg/ml, DNase I 50 mg/ml, 5 mM
EDTA, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% Triton X-100). Cell lysis was complete after 5–10 min
incubation at 37C. To activate DNase to cleave DNA, MgCl2 was added to
10 mM final concentration and, after 2–5 min incubation at 37C, EDTA was
added to reach 15 mM final concentration. Cell debris was removed by centri-
fugation for 20min at 10,0003 g. Cleared lysateswere subjected to ultraspeed
centrifugation at 150,0003 g for 1 hr at 4C. Pellets were re-suspended in 1ml
in TND buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris [pH 8], 0.5% Triton-100, 0.1% SDS),
and insoluble material was removed by centrifugation for 1 min at 10,0003 g.
Supernatant was diluted to 50 ml in TND buffer and subjected to ultraspeed
centrifugation at 150,000 3 g for 1 hr at 4C. Pellet was washed with 2 ml of
PBS and resuspended in 2 ml PBS. Insoluble material was removed by centri-
fugation for 1 min at 10,0003 g. Supernatant was diluted to 50 ml by PBS and
subjected to ultraspeed centrifugation at 150,0003 g for 1 hr at 4C. Pellet was



















Figure 4. Divergence of the T6SS Sheath from the Phage Sheath
(A) VipA/VipB protomer (pink/blue) with the additional insertions compared to
phage sheath Lin1278 marked in yellow; residues with sequence conservation
over 70% are marked in red.
(B) Interaction network in the outer domain of VipA/VipB. BH 8–13* are part of
VipB in the neighboring subunit.
See also Figure S3.
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was removed by centrifugation for 1 min at 10,0003 g. Supernatant contained
pure sheath. Purity was assessed by Coomassie stained gel, and protein con-
centration was measured by standard approaches.
Peptide-Specific Antibodies
Antigen-purified rabbit polyclonal antibodies raised against VipB peptide
QENPPADVRSRRPL were obtained commercially (GenScript, USA). Speci-
ficity of the antibodies was tested on V. cholerae strains expressing or lacking
vipB.
Cell Fractionation and Immunoblot Analysis
Cells from 250 ml culture prepared for imaging as described above were re-
suspended in 100 ml PBS and subjected to sonication (20 cycles, 100% ampli-
tude, 0.5 s cycle) (UIS215V Hielscher Ultrasonics GmbH, Germany). Then 10 ml
of 10% SDS was added, and the sample was sonicated as before. Samples
were incubated for 10 min at 95C, centrifuged, and 17 ml were mixed with
7 ml 43 NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (Life Technologies) and 2 ml 1 M DTT.
Samples were heated again for 10 min at 72C, centrifuged, and loaded on
4%–12% pre-cast polyacrylamide gels (Life Technologies) and transferred
to nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham Biosciences, UK). Membrane was
blocked by 5% milk in Tris buffered saline (pH 7.4) containing Tween 0.1%
(TBST), incubated with primary peptide antibody for 16 hr at 4C, washed
with TBST, incubated for 1.5 hr with horseradish peroxidase-labeled anti-
rabbit antibody (Jackson Lab), and washed with TBST, and peroxidase was
detected by LumiGLO Chemiluminescent Substrate (Cell Signaling Technol-
ogy, USA).
Cryo-Electron Microscopy
Sample was placed on holey carbon grids (Quantifoil GmbH, Germany) and
plunge frozen into liquid ethane cooled down to LN2 temperature using a Vitro-
bot MK4 (FEI Corp, the Netherlands). Frozen grids were stored in LN2 and
directly observed in a Titan Krios (FEI Corp, the Netherlands) operated at
300 kV and quipped with a K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan, Pleas-
anton, CA). All images were acquired in a single 2 day session at a defocus
range of 0.5–1.5 mm. Images were recorded in dose fractionation mode, with
a dose rate 3–4 e/pix/s, exposures per image sub-frames between 1 and
1.5 e/A˚2 and a cumulative dose for the entire image series of 30 e/A˚2. The
final pixel size for the resulting 383833710 pix2 images was 1.0 A˚/pix.
Image Processing and 3D Reconstruction
Alignment for beam-induced movement was performed by 2 dx_automator
(Scherer et al., 2014) that provides on-the-fly drift correction based on the al-
gorithm implemented by Li et al. (2013). Images recorded as movie data in
‘‘counting mode’’ were drift corrected with the algorithm by Li et al. (2013).
The quality of the images drastically improved after drift correction, especially
at high resolution (Figure S1A). Drift on the order of 10 A˚ could be fixed and re-
sulted in Thon rings up to 3–3.5 A˚. All recorded frames up to 30 e/A˚2 were
used, and no weighting was performed. From the recorded !250 images,
the best 77 were selected based on ice thickness and the quality of the
Thon rings. Contrast transfer function (CTF) determination was performed by
CTFFIND3 (Mindell and Grigorieff, 2003). This led to exclusion of one image,
due to a poor fit between the theoretical and observed Thon ring pattern.
The images were then multiplied by the estimated CTF in SPIDER to both
correct phases and to improve the SNR. Filaments were boxed using the
e2helixboxer function within EMAN2 (Tang et al., 2007), using a box width of
600 pixels for the initial alignment and 384 pixels for the final reconstruction.
The SPIDER software package (Frank et al., 1996) was used for most subse-
quent steps. From the long boxes, overlapping segments were cut that were
600 pixels long with a shift of 30 pixels between boxes, where the shift (yielding
95% overlap) was chosen to be !1.53 the axial rise per subunit. A total of
10,203 segments were obtained. The segments were then padded to 600 3
600 pixels and decimated to 200 3 200 pixels size (3 A˚/pix) for initial align-
ments and reconstruction using IHRSR (Egelman, 2000). Once these were re-
constructed, the original images were subsequently decimated to 300 3 300
pixels for further processing that included out-of-plane tilts. Finally, the initial
boxes were windowed to 384 3 384 pixels for several cycles of IHRSR with
1.0 A˚/pix until convergence. At the end of each iteration, helical symmetry
with a rise of 21.8 A˚ and a rotation of 29.4 degrees with C6 symmetry was
applied. Class averages for Figures 1D and S1F were generated using Spring
(Desfosses et al., 2014).
To test reproducibility of the atomic model building, a completely indepen-
dent EM-density map was generated, starting from the initial micrographs fol-
lowed by independent particle picking using the e2helixboxer function within
EMAN2 (Tang et al., 2007). Square boxes of 400 A˚ length (1 A˚/pix) were picked
with a step of 30 A˚. Iterative real space helical reconstruction (Egelman, 2000)
was performed with Spring (Desfosses et al., 2014), starting with a featureless
cylinder as an initial model. At the end of each iteration, C6 symmetry was
applied to the reference. All segments were processed as one data set, and
resolution estimated by Fourier Shell Correlation between the half data sets
was 4.3 A˚ (FSC = 0.5).
Atomic Model Building
Model building was done de novo, with initial models of a single subunit built
first, and then the system was refined in a symmetrical complex with all the in-
teracting subunits present. A model of a single-subunit VipA/VipB was manu-
ally built in Coot (Emsley et al., 2010), guided by an initial partial model from
Buccaneer (Cowtan, 2006), which placed a total of 513 residues into the den-




















B Lin1278 - D1 gp25 Figure 5. Evolutionary Conservation of the
Handshake Interactions and Sheath Assem-
bly Initiation
(A) Structural alignment of the gp25-like phage
protein from G. sulfurreducens (brown, PDB: 2IA7)
and a T6SS sheath handshake domain containing
VipB (light blue), VipB from the next subunit on
the same strand (blue), and VipA from the next
strand (red).
(B) Alignment of the gp25-like phage protein from
G. sulfurreducens (brown) and domain 1 of phage
sheath Lin1278 (red).
(C) A model for sheath assembly initiation and
polymerization as viewed from inside the tube:
recruitment of VipA/VipB protomers (through their
free b strand) to the baseplate protein TssE
(providing 2 b strands); establishment of the full 4-
b-stranded handshake domain starting with VipB,
followed by VipA; recruitment of additional VipA/
VipB protomers to the newly formed ring.
See also Figure S5.
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using a newly developed approach (Wang et al., 2015). The automatedmethod
uses sequence-derived backbone conformations with side-chain density fit to
accurately assign sequence into densitymaps. Startingwith amap segmented
to containing a single subunit, the computational method was able to place
466 residues into the density.
The two independently derived models showed reasonably good agree-
ment: 394 residues were assigned in both models with a Ca RMSD of
1.05 A˚. However, there were parts of the protein assigned in each model
that were unassigned in the other. Thus, to build and refine the final model,
we used RosettaCM (Song et al., 2013), a comparative modeling protocol
that assembles protein structures by recombining portions of several models;
in this case, the inputs were the two independently traced models. RosettaCM
was guided by experimental density data, with agreement to the density map
as an additional score term while building and refining models. A total of 1,000
models were generated, and a best model was selected based on the all-atom
energy plus the ‘‘fit to density’’ energy.
Using this model, a final refinement step was carried out in the context of the
symmetrical assembly, improvingmodel geometry and relieving clashes at the
symmetric interfaces (DiMaio et al., 2015). The final model shows very good
agreement to the density, with 504 of 558 traced residues matching the map
with real-space correlations of 0.60 or greater (using density_tools in Rosetta),
and very good model geometry, with 0.36% Ramachandran outliers, 0%
rotamer outliers, a Molprobity clash score of 2.15, and an overall Molprobity
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Figure 6. Handshake Domain Integrity Is Important for Sheath Dynamics
(A) Sheath assembly was detected by fluorescence microscopy. Parental strain, V. cholerae with VipA-msfGFP fusion encoded in the native locus. Deletion of
vipB gene was complemented by expression of either WT vipB or vipB lacking C-terminal b strand (VipB-DC) from pBAD24 plasmid. 153 10 mmfields of cells are
shown. Bar is 1 mm. See also Movie S2.
(B) Expression of VipB or VipB-DCwas detected in the indicated strains prepared as for the imaging shown in (A) by western blotting using VipB-specific antibody.
(C) Level of E. coli killing on a plate was measured for indicated strains after 3 hr of incubation at 10:1 ratio. Presence or absence of vipA or vipB on the chro-
mosome is indicated by ‘‘’’ or ‘‘+,’’ respectively. Complementation was from pBAD24 plasmid carrying indicated genes. DN, vipA lacking N-terminal b strand;
DC, vipB lacking C-terminal b strand. Data are represented as mean ± SD.
(D) Sheath assembly was detected by fluorescence microscopy. Parental strain, V. cholerae vipA. Deletion of vipA gene was complemented by expression of
either WT vipA or vipA lacking N-terminal b strand (VipA-DN) from pBAD24 plasmid. 20 3 20 mm field of cells shown. Bar is 1 mm. See also Movie S3.
(E) Dynamics of sheath assembly for WT VipA (two examples, top) and VipA lacking N-terminal b strand (VipA-DN) (two examples, middle). An example of sheath
contraction and disassembly is shown for VipA-DN (bottom).
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To test for overfitting during model building, we uniformly perturbed the final
model and refined it against the independently generated EM map. A long
refinement cycle (1,000 cycles of backbone rebuilding) was used to ensure
the refined model is unbiased from the model fit to the original reconstruction.
The resulting model had 0.34 A˚ Ca RMSd to the original model.
Atomic B factors were capped to 600 for heavy atoms and to 720 for H
atoms. Methionine in position 1 of VipA was not included in the model due
to a lack of EM density and evidence from mass spectrometry analysis of iso-
lated sheath (data not shown) that it is not present on the N terminus.
Molecular Analysis
Interaction energy was calculated using PISA (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007).
Secondary structure prediction for the Figures S2A and S2B was performed
by Jnet (Cole et al., 2008). Structural alignments were performed by RaptorX
(Wang et al., 2013), and the RMSD presented in the text are calculated from
these alignments. Structural homologs were found using PDB Structure Navi-
gator (http://pdbj.org/strucnavi).
Evolutionary Constraints
Evolutionary constraints were generated by the Gremlin server (http://gremlin.
bakerlab.org/) (Ovchinnikov et al., 2014) or FreeContact software (Kaja´n et al.,
2014). All reliable constraints with scores over 1.5 are listed in Table S1. The
distance in 3D was measured between the weighted centers of mass of the
contacting residues. The distance was also estimated between the contacting
residues in the neighboring protomers, and in case the inter-protomer distance
was less than intra-protomer distance, the inter-protomer distance was used
in Table S1. This was implemented using Matlab (Mathworks).
Coloring of the EMmapswas donewith Dynamo package for electron tomo-
graphic image processing (Castan˜o-Dı´ez et al., 2012). The visualization of
atomic models, evolutionary constraints, and rendering of the Movie S1 was
performed in UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The EM map was deposited to EMDB (http://www.emdatabank.org/) with
an accession number EMD-2699. Electron micrographs used for processing
were deposited to EMPIAR (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/empiar/) with
an accession number EMPIAR-10019. Atomic coordinates were deposited
to PDB (http://www.rcsb.org) with an accession number 3J9G.
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Figure S1. Cryo-EM Imaging, Image Processing, and EM-Map Resolution, Related to Figure 1
(A) An example micrograph showing Thon rings up to the water ring and beyond. Scale bar: 100 nm.
(B) Average power spectrum and out-of plane tilt of the segments. Overlapping filament segments (384 pix long) with an out-of-plane tilt of less than 2 degrees (n =
4045) were used to create this averaged power spectrum. The log of the intensities is shown in order to display the large dynamic range. The black arrow shows
the meridional reflection at 1/(21.8 A˚), while the gray arrow shows the fifth order of this meridional at 1/(4.3 A˚).
(C). Histogram of out-of plane tilt of all segments used in the final reconstruction.
(D) Right: slices through the structure, view from the top. Voxel length is 1 A˚. Left: local resolution estimated by Resmap corresponding to the slices from (right)
colored accordingly to the heat map on the right. Note that solvent typically has lower resolution than the density suggesting that the reported average value is
lower than the best resolved parts of the structure. Bottom: histogram of the local resolution values.
(E) Slices through the 3D map (top) and class averages (bottom) show density at the outer surface of the sheath. Scale bar: 10 nm.
(F) Isosurface visualization of the map filtered to low resolution reveals density at the outer surface of the sheath.
(G) Comparison of segmented protomers from low (Kube et al., 2014; left) and high (current manuscript, right) resolution structures of VipA/VipB.
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Figure S2. Atomic Model of the VipA/VipB Sheath, Related to Figure 2
(A and B) Secondary structure prediction done with Jnet (Cole et al., 2008). The beta strands 1 for VipA and 14 for VipB are parts of the handshake domain of the
neighboring dimers. Secondary structure elements match Figure 2B.
(C) Arrangement of the protomers in the helix. The residues are color-coded starting from N-term; two rings are shown.
(D) Atomic model color-coded according to the estimated B-factors of residues.
(E) Fourier Shell Correlations between the atomic models built into the independently generated EM maps.
(F) Interfaces were calculated by PISA based on the structure of the helical assembly. For the corresponding energies see Table 1.
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Figure S3. Conservation and Evolution of the VipA/VipB Residues, Related to Figure 4
(A) Atomicmodel color-coded according to conservation (red – conserved, blue – variable). Non-conserved residues are typically located at the surface, their side
chains point outside. Side chains of residues with conservation above 70% (red) or below 30% (blue) are displayed.
(B–D) Analysis of co-evolving residues: (B) a scatter plot of all the 3D distances against the coupling score. Horizontal line indicated a coupling score threshold of
1.5. (C) Histogramof all the 3D distances with the prediction scores over 1.5. (D) The evolutionary connections between VipA-VipA, VipB-VipB and VipA-VipB with
a score over 1.5 and distance less than 10 A˚ are displayed on the 3D structures with red lines. The full list of reliable constraints is in Table S1.
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Figure S4. Sequence Alignment of VipA/VipB, Lin1278, and gp18 Based on Structural Homology in Figure 3, Related to Figure 3
Structurally conserved residues are boxed with orange, variable outer domains – red and green. Corresponding secondary structures are labeled according to
text and Figure S2.
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112 V 32 I 1.913 Helix 1 
111 S 91 L 1.795 Beta 1 
109 R 92 A 1.705 Beta 1 
110 F 88 I 1.408 Beta 1 
111 S 89 D 1.176 Beta 1 
110 F 32 I 1.13 Helix 1 
114 D 55 C 1.061 loop 
103 T 97 P 1.034 Beta 1 
114 D 21 K 1.006 Helix 1 
 
Figure S5. Evolutionary Constraints of the T4 Phage Protein gp25, Related to Figure 5
Evolutionary constraints for the gp25 protein from the T4 phage were generated by Gremlin; the constraints for b2 are displayed with the red lines on the crystal
structure 4HRZ and are listed in the table. Note presence of evolutionary connections between b1 and b2 and no connections between b2 and b3. N = 351, Seq/
len = 2.9.
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Type VI secretion system sheath inter-subunit
interactions modulate its contraction
Maximilian Brackmann , Jing Wang & Marek Basler*
Abstract
Secretion systems are essential for bacteria to survive and manipu-
late their environment. The bacterial type VI secretion system
(T6SS) generates the force needed for protein translocation by the
contraction of a long polymer called sheath. The sheath is a six-
start helical assembly of interconnected VipA/VipB subunits. The
mechanism of T6SS sheath contraction is unknown. Here, we show
that elongating the N-terminal VipA linker or eliminating charge of
a specific VipB residue abolishes sheath contraction and delivery of
effectors into target cells. Mass spectrometry analysis identified
the inner tube protein Hcp, spike protein VgrG, and other compo-
nents of the T6SS baseplate significantly enriched in samples of
the stable non-contractile sheaths. The ability to lock the T6SS in
the pre-firing state opens new possibilities for understanding its
mode of action.
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Introduction
Bacteria have evolved various protein nanomachines to translocate
macromolecules across biological membranes. A subset of these
nanomachines is composed of a rigid tube surrounded by a
contractile sheath, which is attached to a baseplate. The sheath is
initially assembled in a high-energy, extended state and then
quickly transits to a low-energy, contracted state. The sheath
contraction pushes the inner tube, through a membrane complex
into the target cell, where it delivers its cargo. The bacterial type
VI secretion system (T6SS) uses this mechanism to deliver proteins
across membranes [1–5].
Biogenesis of the T6SS starts by formation of an integral
membrane complex of TssJ, TssL, and TssM on which the baseplate
assembles [6,7]. TssE, TssF, TssG, and TssK constitute the baseplate
with a trimer of the spike protein VgrG in the center [6,8]. Baseplate
assembly is required to initiate polymerization of the hexameric
tube protein Hcp. The tube serves as a template for rapid polymer-
ization of the extended sheath composed of heterodimeric proto-
mers of VipA (TssB) and VipB (TssC) [9–13]. In addition, two
different classes of TssA proteins are important for the initiation of
T6SS sheath assembly and its elongation [14,15], which progresses
throughout the whole cell and thus allows the use of live-cell fluo-
rescence microscopy to monitor sheath dynamics [1,7,16–19].
Contraction of the T6SS sheath pushes the spike and the inner tube
out of the cell into a neighboring cell, which leads to the delivery of
effectors that are associated with the spike or the inner tube
[20–22]. Among substrates of the T6SS are anti-eukaryotic as well
as anti-bacterial effectors that are used for host interaction and inter-
bacterial competition [23–25].
The sheath can be described as a six-start helix and thus with six
strands or as a stack of rings composed of six VipA/VipB heterodi-
meric subunits, which are interconnected by N- and C-terminal link-
ers in the inner domain of the sheath [26,27]. Inner domains of
sheaths of contractile phage, R-type pyocin, and T6SS likely main-
tain the connectivity of the sheath during contraction and are evolu-
tionarily related to each other; however, the surface-exposed
domains are distinct [12,26–32]. Specifically, T6SS sheath contains
a surface-exposed Domain 3 that plays a crucial role in sheath recy-
cling [26,27,31,32]. The mechanism of T6SS sheath contraction is
largely unknown because the sheath contracts during isolation from
cells, and thus, characterization of the extended sheath was not
possible until recently [1,32].
Here, we identified two structural features of the T6SS sheath
that play a critical role in its contraction. Using live-cell fluorescence
microscopy, we show that a single negatively charged residue
located on the surface of the middle domain of the T6SS sheath is
required for sheath contraction but not sheath assembly. We further
show that the VipA N-terminal linker is critical for sheath contrac-
tion. Insertion of two and more amino acid residues into this linker
completely abrogated contraction and allowed us to isolate non-
contractile sheaths from cells for mass spectrometry and electron
microscopy analysis. This analysis revealed that non-contracted
sheaths are stably associated with the inner Hcp tube and compo-
nents of the T6SS baseplate. Overall, comparison of T6SS sheaths of
Francisella novicida and Vibrio cholerae and the sheath of R-type
pyocins shows that conserved structural features are involved in
sheath contraction and provides insights into T6SS assembly and its
mode of action.
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Results and Discussion
VipB residue D333 is important for contraction in vivo
Interactions of charged residues were previously suggested to be
important for contraction of T4 phage sheath and R-type pyocin
sheath [28,30]. Analysis of interfaces that are expected to be present
only in the contracted form of the T6SS sheath of V. cholerae
suggested that VipB residues K223 and D333 located on two dif-
ferent VipB–VipB interfaces, one between protomers of a single
sheath strand and the second between protomers on two adjacent
strands, significantly contribute to the stability of the contracted
structure [27]. This suggests that the energy released by the forma-
tion of these interactions could contribute to the sheath contraction.
To test this hypothesis, we mutated K223 and D333 to alanine
and expressed the mutated vipB in a vipA-msfGFP, DvipB back-
ground to allow monitoring of sheath dynamics in live cells. The
K223A mutation impaired assembly of the sheath, and no elongated
sheaths were observed (Fig 1C and Movie EV1). This was also
reflected in the inability of the VipB-K223A mutant to kill target cells
(Fig 1A). Interestingly, the VipB-D333A mutant assembled into non-
dynamic sheath structures that were stable in vivo over more than
one hour of imaging (Fig 1B and Movie EV1 and EV2). The number
of sheath structures per cell was comparable to the number of struc-
tures assembled in wild-type cells suggesting that D333 residue is
not critical for sheath assembly. Similarly to the extended wild-type
sheaths, the VipB-D333A sheaths were stable even in the presence
of ClpV. Importantly, the VipB-D333A mutation also completely
blocked target cell killing (Fig 1A).
VipA linker is critical for sheath contraction in vivo
Recent atomic models of T6SS sheaths in a contracted state and
structures of the R-type pyocin in an extended and contracted state
identified intermolecular linkers important for sheath function
[26,27,30]. Interestingly, the N-terminal linker of the R-type pyocin
sheath appears more stretched in the contracted sheath than in the
extended sheath (Fig EV1). We hypothesized that stretching of the
N-terminal sheath linker of a basal ring upon contraction results in
pulling on the VipA N-terminal linker of the next sheath ring, which
in turn triggers its contraction. Such a mechanism would lead to
propagation of contraction through the whole sheath, as suggested
earlier for the T4 phage sheath [33]. We decided to test this hypoth-
esis by generating a series of mutant V. cholerae T6SS sheaths with
longer VipA linkers. We inserted 1–7 amino acids of the native
“AEVELPL” sequence of the linker after residue 25 of VipA wild-
type protein (labeled here as VipA-N1 to VipA-N7). To monitor the
assembly and contraction, we fused VipA and its variants to msfGFP
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Figure 1. Charged residues of VipB are essential for sheath assembly and contraction.
A Escherichia coli survival ( SD, N = 3) after 3-h competition with indicated Vibrio cholerae strains in a 1:10 ratio on plate; the first column is significantly different
from the rest (P < 0.01).
B One-hour timelapses of V. cholerae vipA-msfGFP, vipB complemented with vipB-D333A on pBAD24. Two examples of stable T6SS sheaths are highlighted with arrows.
Images are composite images of phase contrast and fluorescence channels. Scale bars are 1 lm.
C Ten-minute timelapse images of V. cholerae vipA-msfGFP, vipB complemented with vipB wild type, vipB-K223A, or vipB-D333A on pBAD24. A dynamic, contracting
(VipB wild type, white arrow) and a stable, static (VipB-D333A, black arrow) sheath are highlighted with arrows. VipB-K223A does not assemble T6SS sheaths. Images
are composite images of phase contrast and fluorescence channels. Scale bars are 1 lm.
D Crop of an electron micrograph of purified VipB-D333A sheath and below a plot of the summed intensities. The inner diameter is marked with black arrowheads and
the outer diameter with white or gray arrowheads. Scale bar is 50 nm.
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All mutant T6SS sheaths assembled with a frequency similar to
that of the wild-type sheath (Fig 2B); however, the frequency of
sheath contraction was strongly dependent on the linker length
(Fig 2B, Movie EV3). Whereas insertion of one amino acid (VipA-N1)
had almost no effect on sheath dynamics, an elongation by two or
more amino acids (VipA-N2-7) reduced the fraction of sheaths that
contract within 5 min from 50% (of 159 VipA wild-type structures
counted, 85 contracted) to 0% (of 204 VipA-N3 structures counted,
none contracted). Many of these mutant sheaths were stable over one
hour of imaging (Fig 2C and Movie EV4). Sheaths that occasionally
broke after extensive bending caused by the movement and growth
of cells were however quickly disassembled (Movie EV4). VipA
with “AGAGA” sequence inserted, labeled as VipA-N5(GA), also
assembled stable full-length sheaths (Fig 2B, Movie EV3), suggesting
that VipA linker length, but not its sequence, is specifically critical for
sheath stability. Furthermore, the killing of Escherichia coli MG1655
by V. cholerae T6SS (Fig 2A) was strongly dependent on the length
of the VipA linker. Whereas an extension of this linker by one amino
acid had no effect on the killing efficiency, an elongation by two
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Figure 2. Length of N-terminal linker of VipA controls sheath contraction.
A Escherichia coli survival ( SD, N = 3) after 3-h competition with indicated Vibrio cholerae strains in a 1:10 ratio on plate; the first and third columns are significantly
different from the rest (P < 0.01).
B Fluorescence timelapse images of V. cholerae vipA complemented with indicated msfGFP-tagged-vipA variants on pBAD24. Arrows highlight sheaths that contract
(wild type, N1, white arrows) or are static (N2 or higher, black arrows). Images are composite images of phase contrast and fluorescence channels.
C Long timelapse of V. cholerae vipA complemented with vipA-N5-msfGFP on pBAD24. Images are composite images of phase contrast and fluorescence channels.
Data information: Scale bars are 1 lm.
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The length of the sheaths in vivo did not differ between wild-type
and the non-contractile sheaths VipB-D333A or VipA-N3. The mean
length of sheaths was between 0.53 lm and 0.59 lm for all
measured mutants (Table EV1). This suggests that the length of
sheaths is limited by the size of the cell and the orientation of the
T6SS inside cells as shown previously [19] rather than by the muta-
tions that were introduced.
Stable sheaths assemble from baseplate and around Hcp
To analyze the stable mutant sheaths in more detail, we isolated
them by using an approach similar to the one used for the isolation
of the wild-type contracted sheath [1,27]. Mutant sheaths were
expressed in a non-flagellated V. cholerae strain, cells were lysed,
and sheaths were purified from soluble proteins and cell debris
using ultra-centrifugation. The isolated sheaths were analyzed by
negative staining electron microscopy.
Analysis of VipB-D333A sheath sample revealed partially frag-
mented hollow structures with an outer diameter of 260 nm, thus
resembling contracted sheaths (Fig 1D). This suggests that during
isolation, the VipB-D333A sheaths contract and the D333A mutation
destabilizes the contracted structure, which leads to partial fragmen-
tation. Similarly, VipA-N2 sheaths closely resembled the wild-type
contracted sheaths as they appeared hollow, had the inner diameter
of 100 A˚, and the outer diameter of 260 A˚ (Figs 3A and B, and
EV2). Interestingly, VipA-N3, VipA-N5, and VipA-N5(GA) mutant
sheath diameters were 200 A˚ and thus narrower than wild type
(Figs 3A and B, and EV2). Importantly, uranyl acetate stain was
clearly unable to penetrate the sheaths, suggesting that VipA-N3,
VipA-N5, and VipA-N5(GA) mutant sheaths were filled with addi-
tional proteins (Fig 3A and B).
To identify the proteins that were associated with the mutant
sheaths, we subjected the VipA wild-type, N1, 2, 3, 5, and 5
(GA) samples to mass spectrometry analysis (Table EV2 and
Dataset EV1). Besides VipA and VipB proteins, VipA-N3, VipA-
N5, and VipA-N5(GA) sheath preparations contained large
amounts of Hcp, as further confirmed by Western blot (Fig 3C,
lower panel). The presence of Hcp in these mutant sheath
samples explains the solid appearance on negative-stain EM
(Fig 3A). Altogether, 10 of 16 T6SS-related proteins were identi-
fied in all independently purified triplicates. Interestingly, six of
these proteins were specifically enriched in samples with a linker
elongated by three or more amino acids (P < 0.02). Among the
enriched proteins are baseplate proteins TssE, TssF, TssG, and
TssK but also the tip component VgrG-3 (Fig EV3). VgrG-1 and
VgrG-2 as well as most other proteins of the membrane complex
have not been identified in all replicates and thus were excluded
from the analysis.
Interestingly, VipA-N2 sheaths are stable in the cell cytosol in the
presence of ClpV, however, can only be isolated in a conformation
closely resembling contracted sheath. To test whether VipA-N2
sheaths contract during isolation, we imaged the mutant sheaths on
an agarose pad containing low concentrations of CelLytic B and
EDTA, the lytic agents that we use for bacterial cell lysis. We found
that VipA-N2 sheaths shorten their length by 50% shortly before,
during, or immediately after lysis, which indicates that VipA-N2
sheaths indeed assemble in an extended state but may contract
during cell lysis (Fig EV4 and Movie EV5).
Mutant sheaths assemble only from a functional baseplate and
the non-contractile phenotype is dominant
To exclude the possibility that the non-contractile sheaths are aber-
rant polymers that assemble independently of other T6SS compo-
nents, we imaged their assembly in a strain that lacks the baseplate
component TssE. In agreement with the previous observations that
TssE is required for efficient sheath assembly [1,34], the frequency
of wild-type T6SS sheath assembly decreased by 140-fold in the
absence of tssE. Similarly, the assembly of D333A or VipA-N5
sheaths was clearly dependent on the presence of a functional base-
plate since the number of structures assembled in the cells lacking
tssE was reduced by at least 100-fold (Fig 4A and B). This indicates
that stable mutant sheaths assemble from a baseplate similarly to
the wild-type sheaths.
To test whether the mutant sheath subunits can block T6SS activ-
ity also in the presence of the wild-type subunits, we induced
expression of the VipA-N5 mutant from pBAD24 plasmid in a strain
expressing wild-type sheath from the chromosome and measured
the efficiency of E. coli killing. Low-level induction of VipA-N5 by
0.01% arabinose decreased the T6SS-dependent killing of E. coli by
100-fold. The T6SS activity was almost completely blocked by
increasing the concentration of arabinose to 0.1% (Fig 4C) indicat-
ing that the ratio of wild-type VipA to VipA-N5 is important for
effector delivery. No such inhibition was observed when wild-type
α-VipB
α-Hcp 





wt N1 N2 N3 N5 N5 (GA)
Figure 3. Hcp is enriched in VipA mutants with a linker elongated by
three or more amino acids.
A Electron micrographs of isolated sheath samples. Wild-type sheath and
those with additional one or two amino acids inserted are hollow but with
three or more amino acids show a protein density in the center. Black
arrowheads mark the inner diameter, and white arrowheads mark the
outer diameter. Arrowheads are shown for one example of the two different
types of structures. Scale bar is 50 nm.
B Plot of summed intensities of the micrographs in (A). The inner diameter is
marked with black arrowheads and the outer diameter with gray
arrowheads. Arrowheads are shown for one example of the two different
types of structures.
C Immunoblots against Hcp and VipB of the samples in (A).
Source data are available online for this figure.
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VipA was expressed from the plasmid (Fig 4C). Similarly, low-level
expression of VipB-D333A decreased T6SS activity by 100-fold and
high level of expression blocked the T6SS activity completely
(Fig 4C). This dominant negative phenotype suggests that the
mutant subunits are structurally compatible with the wild-type
subunits, co-assemble into the same structures, and thus block T6SS
function.
Concluding remarks
The T6SS is a highly dynamic system, and this complicates detailed
biochemical and biophysical characterization of its mode of action.
Here, we show that the system can be locked in the pre-contraction
state by mutagenesis of the linker connecting sheath subunits or
changing interactions contributing to the stability of the contracted
state. Importantly, some non-contractile sheaths are stable during
isolation from cells, assemble around Hcp tube, associate with many
T6SS baseplate components, and co-assemble with wild-type
extended sheath. This suggests that the structure of non-contractile
sheaths is very similar to the wild-type sheath. Moreover, similarly
to the wild-type extended sheath, the non-contractile sheaths form in
the presence of ClpV and are therefore different from the previously
described polysheath-like structures, which form independently of
other T6SS components but only in the absence of ClpV [11].
Early electron micrographs of partially contracted T4 phage parti-
cles suggested that sheath contraction progresses in a wave of
contracting sheath rings from the baseplate toward the phage head
[33]. However, it is currently unclear how contraction of one sheath
ring triggers contraction of the next ring. As we show here, insertion
of two residues into the VipA N-terminal linker prevents T6SS
sheath contraction in vivo, suggesting that the exact length of the
linker connecting the subunits is essential for sheath contraction
initiation or propagation of the contraction along the sheath (Figs 5
and EV1). In addition, T6SS, T4 phage, and R-type pyocin sheath
structures indicated charged residues potentially important for the




























































Figure 4. Assembly of non-contractile sheaths depends on the presence of TssE and mutant sheath subunits are dominant.
A Fluorescence microscopy images of Vibrio cholerae vipA (upper panels) or vipA, tssE (lower panels) complemented with vipA-msfGFP (left panels) or vipA-N5-msfGFP
(right panels) on pBAD24.
B Fluorescence microscopy images of V. cholerae vipA, vipB (upper panels) or vipA, vipB, tssE (lower panels) complemented with vipA-msfGFP on pBAD24 and vipB
(left panels) or vipB-D333A (right panels) on pBAD33.
C Escherichia coli survival ( SD, N = 2) after 3-h competition with indicated V. cholerae strains in a 1:10 ratio on plates at two different arabinose concentrations.
Data information: Scale bars are 5 lm.
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interactions specifically form during contraction and were thus
proposed to drive sheath contraction [28,30]. Together with our
data, this suggests that the newly formed interactions of VipB
residue D333 stabilize the quaternary structure of the contracted
state and prevent reversal of the contraction, especially when
contraction is not yet completed throughout the sheath.
Interestingly, many baseplate components are enriched in the
samples of the isolated stable non-contractile sheaths as compared
to the samples of contracted sheaths (Table EV2 and Dataset EV1
and Fig EV3) [1,27]. This suggests that after sheath contraction, the
baseplate is destabilized and dissociates from the sheath. Live-cell
imaging of sheath dynamics and localization indeed showed that
few seconds after contraction, but before disassembly, sheaths often
dissociate from the initial cell envelope attachment site [16]. This is
consistent with the observation that T6SS assemble repeatedly
inside cells and the components of the baseplate are likely reused
for new rounds of assembly. In related contractile nanomachines,
which are only used once, the contracted sheaths remain stably
associated with the baseplates and likely provide mechanical stabil-
ity to the contracted particles. In the case of contractile phages, the
sheath connects baseplate and the phage head as the DNA is translo-
cated and in the case of R-type pyocin, the sheath might be needed
to stabilize the tube, which allows ion leakage and the killing of
target bacterial cell [12,30,35].
The approach used here to stabilize the pre-contraction state
of T6SS will likely be invaluable for further attempts to dissect
T6SS mode of action at the molecular level in various bacteria
and may be also used to study related contractile nanomachines
with a major relevance for viral infection, bacterial competition,
and pathogenicity.
Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains and DNA manipulations
Vibrio cholerae 2740-80 parental, vipA-msfGFP, DvipA, DvipB,
DtssE strains and the pBAD24-vipA-sfGFP plasmid were described
previously [1,27]. vipA mutants on pBAD24 plasmid were
generated using standard techniques. Mutant vipA genes encode
“A, AE, AEV, AEVE, AEVEL, AGAGA, AEVELP, or AEVELPL” resi-
dues inserted right after residue 25 of wild-type vipA. The inser-
tions represent either duplication of the native sequence or a
sequence encoding “AGAGA”. V. cholerae 2740-80 DvipA-vipB
strain was created by replacing vipA and vipB with a gene encod-
ing “MSKEGSVGRLDQA” peptide (first seven residues of vipA and
last six residues of vipB fused in frame) and V. cholerae 2740-80
DvipA-vipB-tssE strain was created by replacing vipA, vipB, and
tssE with a gene encoding “MSKEGSVRKYRVF” peptide (first seven
residues of vipA and last six residues of tssE fused in frame) by
allelic exchange as was done previously. vipB (wild type) was
cloned into pBAD24 and pBAD33 plasmids using standard tech-
niques. K223A and D333A mutations were introduced into vipB
using mutagenic primers. All PCR-generated products were verified
by sequencing. Plasmids were transformed into V. cholerae by elec-
troporation. Gentamicin-resistant E. coli MG1655 strain with pUC19
plasmid was used in bacterial killing assays. Antibiotic concentra-
tions used were streptomycin (50 lg/ml), ampicillin (200 lg/ml),
chloramphenicol (20 lg/ml), and gentamicin (15 lg/ml). Lysogeny
broth (LB) was used for all growth conditions. Liquid cultures
were grown aerobically at 37°C.
Bacterial killing assay
Vibrio cholerae 2740-80 strains as indicated and E. coli MG1655
with empty pUC19 plasmid were incubated overnight at 37°C in
LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics. Cultures were
diluted 100-fold, and grown to OD 0.8–1.2 in presence of appro-
priate antibiotics and 0.01% arabinose for strains with pBAD
plasmids (or 0.1% arabinose for sheath co-assembly experi-
ments). Cells were washed and mixed at final OD of 10 in 10:1
ratio (V. cholerae to E. coli) as specified, and 5 ll of the mixture
was spotted on a pre-dried LB agar plate containing 0.01% arabi-
nose and ampicillin or no antibiotic. After 3 h, bacterial spots
were cut out and the cells were re-suspended in 0.5 ml LB. The
cellular suspension was serially diluted (1:10) in LB, and 5 ll of
the suspensions were spotted on selective plates (gentamicin for









Figure 5. Model of the mechanism of contraction of contractile sheaths.
Scheme representing the connections between strands and rings in R-type pyocin and T6SS sheaths. Ring 1 contracts after an initial trigger coming from the baseplate.
Ring 1 pulls on a linker region (black) of ring 2 and by this propagates the contraction throughout the sheath. After contraction, protomers are fixed by electrostatic
interactions of residue D333 of VipB. The model is depicted as viewed from the outside of the sheath.
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after 16-h incubation at 30°C. Two or more biological replicates
were analyzed.
Fluorescence microscopy
Procedures similar to those described previously [16] were used to
detect fluorescence signal in V. cholerae. Overnight cultures of
V. cholerae carrying pBAD24 plasmid with the respective inserts
were diluted 100-fold into fresh LB supplemented with ampicillin,
streptomycin, and 0.01% or 0.03% arabinose and cultivated for 2.5–
3.0 h to optical density (OD) at 600 nm of about 0.8–1.2. Cells from
1 ml of the culture were re-suspended in 50 ll LB (to OD 20),
spotted on a thin pad of 1% agarose in LB, and covered with a glass
coverslip. For experiments in which cell lysis was induced to test the
stability of VipA-N2 sheaths, an agarose pad (1% agarose in PBS and
LB 1:1) containing 0.0625× CelLytic B and 0.3 mM EDTA was used.
Cells were immediately imaged at room temperature. A previously
described microscope setup was used [27]. VisiView software (Visi-
tron Systems, Germany) was used to record images. Fiji [36] was
used for all image analysis and manipulations as described previ-
ously [37]. Bleach correction was used if necessary [38]. Contrast on
compared sets of images was adjusted equally. All imaging experi-
ments were performed with three biological replicates.
VipA/VipB sheath preparation
Overnight cultures of the indicated strains were diluted 1:1,000 in
0.5 l of fresh LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics and then
shaken at 37°C and 250 rpm to an OD of 1.2. Cells were centri-
fuged for 20 min at 5,000 g and 4°C, re-suspended in 20 ml PBS,
and centrifuged again for 30 min at 3,214 g and 4°C. Pellets were
frozen until further processing. The cell pellets were thawed, re-
suspended in 20 ml of TN buffer (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl,
pH 8.3), and lysed by addition of (0.75×) CelLytic™ B, lysozyme
(200 lg/ml), EDTA (5 mM), and incubation at 37°C. DNase
(50 lg/ml) and MgCl2 (10 mM) were added to cleave DNA. After
15-min incubation at 37°C, cell debris was removed by centrifuga-
tion for 20 min at 10,000 g. Cleared supernatants were subjected
to ultraspeed centrifugation for 1 h at 104,000 g and 4°C, and the
resulting pellet was washed with 1 ml TN buffer and subsequently
re-suspended in 1 ml TN buffer; insoluble material was removed
by centrifugation for 1 min at 10,000 g. Cleared supernatants were
subjected to a second round of ultraspeed centrifugation for 1 h at
104,000 g and 4°C, and the resulting pellet was washed with 1 ml
TN buffer and subsequently re-suspended in 1 ml TN buffer; insol-
uble material was removed by centrifugation for 1 min at 10,000 g.
The supernatant was subjected to a third round of ultraspeed
centrifugation for 1 h at 104,000 g and 4°C, and the resulting pellet
was re-suspended in 70 ll of TN buffer for further analysis. Purity
of the sample was assessed by Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE.
Mass spectrometry
Sheath samples (30–100 lg) were reduced with 5 mM Tris(2-
chloroethyl)phosphate, shaking for 1 h at 37°C and alkylated with
10 mM iodoacetamide, shaking for 30 min at 25°C in the dark.
Proteins were digested using sequencing-grade modified trypsin
(1/250, w/w; Promega, USA) overnight at 37°C. After digestion,
the samples were supplemented with trifluoroacetic acid to a final
concentration of 1%. Peptides were desalted on C18 reversed-
phase spin columns according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Microspin, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts, USA),
dried under vacuum and re-suspended in LC-MS buffer (0.15%
formic acid, 2% acetonitrile in HPLC water) at 0.5 mg/ml. 1 lg
of peptides of each sample was subjected to LC-MS analysis using
a dual-pressure LTQ-Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer connected to
an electrospray ion source (both Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) as described recently [39] with a
few modifications. In brief, peptide separation was carried out
using an EASY nLC-1000 system (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) equipped with a RP-HPLC column
(75 lm × 30 cm) packed in-house with C18 resin (ReproSil-Pur
C18–AQ, 1.9 lm resin; Dr. Maisch GmbH, Ammerbuch-Entringen,
Germany) using a linear gradient from 95% solvent A (0.15%
formic acid, 2% acetonitrile) and 5% solvent B (98% acetonitrile,
0.15% formic acid) to 28% solvent B over 75 min at a flow rate of
0.2 ll/min. The data acquisition mode was set to obtain one high-
resolution MS scan in the FT part of the mass spectrometer at a
resolution of 240,000 full width at half maximum (at m/z 400)
followed by MS/MS scans in the linear ion trap of the 20 most
intense ions. The charged state screening modus was enabled to
exclude unassigned and singly charged ions, and the dynamic
exclusion duration was set to 20 s. The ion accumulation time was
set to 300 ms (MS) and 50 ms (MS/MS). The collision energy was
set to 35%, and one microscan was acquired for each spectrum.
For all LC-MS measurements, singly charged ions and ions with
unassigned charge state were excluded from triggering MS2 events.
MS raw files were imported into the Progenesis LC-MS software
(Nonlinear Dynamics, Version 4.0, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) and
processed using the default parameter settings. MS/MS data were
exported directly from Progenesis in mgf format and analyzed
using Mascot (Matrix Science, Version 2.4.0, Boston, Massachu-
setts, USA), searching a concatenated target-decoy database includ-
ing forward and reversed sequences of the protein entries included
in the Uniprot Vibrio cholerae proteome database (www.uniprot.
org, release date 11/07/2016, 3,784 target sequences). The Mascot
search criteria were set as follows: 10 ppm precursor ion mass
tolerance, 0.6 Da fragment ion mass tolerance, full tryptic
specificity required (cleavage after lysine or arginine residues);
maximum three missed cleavages; fixed modification:
carbamidomethylation (C), variable modification: oxidation (M).
Results from the database search were imported into Progenesis.
The database search results were filtered, limiting the peptide and
protein level FDR to 1%. The Progenesis analysis results were
further processed using the SafeQuant R package [40], to obtain
protein relative abundances. This analysis included summation of
MS1 peak areas per protein followed by global normalization of
protein abundances, per LC-MS run, based on the abundances of
proteins VipA (VC_A0107) and VipB (VC_A0108). Finally, protein
abundance ratios in Table EV2 were calculated with respect to the
wild-type condition, upon averaging across biological replicates.
Testing for protein differential abundance was done using empiri-
cal Bayes method [41]. The resulting P-values, reflecting the prob-
ability of detecting a given mean abundance difference across
sample conditions by chance alone, were corrected for multiple
testing using the Benjamini–Hochberg method [42].
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Statistical testing
Unpaired Student’s t-test was used to evaluate statistical significance
of biological replicates for the bacterial killing assays and mass spec-
trometry.
Negative staining electron microscopy
300-mesh copper grids were glow-discharged for 20 s, and samples
(5 ll, protein concentration approx. 0.1 lg/ml) were adsorbed for
1 min and blotted using Whatman #1 filter paper. The grids were
washed five times with ddH2O, and once using 2% uranyl acetate,
followed by a 20-s staining with 2% uranyl acetate. Grids were
imaged on a CM-100 microscope (Philips N.V., Amsterdam,
Netherlands) equipped with a Veleta 2 k × 2 k camera (Olympus
K.K., Tokyo, Japan) at 80 keV and a magnification of 64,000×
(7.4 A˚ pixel size, 1,376 × 1,032 pixel) or a KeenView camera
(Olympus K.K., Tokyo, Japan) at a magnification of 20,000×
(9.1 A˚ pixel size) and the iTEM user interface. Fiji [36] was used
for all image analysis.
Immunoblot analysis
5–10 ll of purified sheath samples was mixed with 1.2–2.4 ll 4×
NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, Califor-
nia, USA). Samples were incubated for 10 min at 95°C, centrifuged,
cooled, and 2 ll 1 M DTT was added. Samples were heated again
for 10 min at 72°C, centrifuged, loaded on 10% polyacrylamide gels,
and stained with InstantBlue Protein Stain (Expedeon, San Diego,
California, USA) or transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (GE
Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). The membrane was incubated with
Ponceau S (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) to check blotting
efficiency. Membrane was blocked with 5% milk in Tris-buffered
saline (pH 7.4) containing Tween 0.1% (TBST), incubated with
primary peptide antibody against Hcp (“QSGQPSGQRVHKPF”,
Genscript, Piscataway, New Jersey, USA [1]), or peptide antibody
against VipB (“QENPPADVRSRRPL”, Genscript, Piscataway, New
Jersey, USA [27]) for 16 h at 4°C or 1 h at room temperature,
washed with TBST, incubated for 1 h with horseradish peroxidase-
labeled anti-rabbit antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Inc., USA),
and washed with the recommended buffer, and peroxidase was
detected by LumiGLO Chemiluminescent Substrate (KPL, Inc.,
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA). Nitrocellulose membrane was
stripped using Restore™ Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and reprobed using
the same protocol.
Molecular analysis
Structures of PA0622 in the contracted state (PDB ID: 3J9R) [30] and
of VipA and VipB in the contracted state (PDB ID: 3J9G) [27] were
aligned based on their 3D structures using UCSF Chimera [43].
Expanded View for this article is available online.
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The bacterial type VI secretion system (T6SS) uses contraction 
of a long sheath to quickly thrust a tube with associated effec-
tors across membranes of eukaryotic and bacterial cells1–5. 
Only limited structural information is available about the 
inherently unstable precontraction state of the T6SS. Here, 
we obtain a 3.7 Å resolution structure of a non-contractile 
sheath–tube complex using cryo-electron microscopy and 
show that it resembles the extended T6SS inside Vibrio chol-
erae cells. We build a pseudo-atomic model of the complete 
sheath–tube assembly, which provides a mechanistic under-
standing of coupling sheath contraction with pushing and 
rotating the inner tube for efficient target membrane penetra-
tion. Our data further show that sheath contraction exposes 
a buried recognition domain to specifically trigger the disas-
sembly and recycling of the T6SS sheath by the cognate ATP-
dependent unfoldase ClpV.
The type VI secretion system (T6SS) is a cytosolic phage tail-like 
structure connected to a transmembrane complex1,6,7. The phage 
tail-like components include a baseplate complex and a tube of 
Hcp hexamers surrounded by a contractile sheath assembled from 
VipA/VipB (TssB/TssC) heterodimers. The current model suggests 
that the energy released during sheath contraction is converted 
into movement of the inner Hcp tube through the baseplate, which 
results in physical puncturing of the target membrane in close 
contact8–10. A similar mechanism is used by many other nanoma-
chines to breach membranes during various biological processes11: 
(1) R-type pyocins punch holes into bacterial membranes12,13, (2) 
contractile phages translocate proteins and DNA14–16 and (3) certain 
nanomachines deliver toxins and signalling molecules to eukary-
otic cells17,18. Although the T6SS sheath is evolutionarily related to 
the sheaths of contractile phage tails and R-type pyocins12,15,19–23, it 
contains a distinct surface-exposed Domain 3 important for sheath 
recycling. Upon contraction, the VipB N terminus within Domain 3 
is recognized by the cognate ATPase ClpV, which unfolds the con-
tracted sheath to allow assembly of new extended sheaths1,24–28.
It has so far been impossible to isolate an extended T6SS sheath 
from cells likely because it is inherently unstable. Therefore, we first 
analysed the structure of T6SS sheaths inside of Vibrio cholerae cells 
using cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET). To obtain samples as 
thin as possible to increase the resolution, bacterial cells were incu-
bated with ampicillin to destabilize the cell wall, which has no influ-
ence on T6SS function29, however leads to partial lysis of cells during 
sample preparation for cryo-ET. We identified two distinct types of 
long polymers resembling T6SS sheaths previously described within 
V. cholerae cells 1. The first type of structure was hollow and approx-
imately 30 nm wide. The second type was only 20 nm wide and filled 
with additional density (Supplementary Fig. 1a).
To further improve the resolution, we performed subtomogram 
averaging for both identified structures. The final subtomogram 
average of the hollow structure had 17.4 Å (Fourier shell correlation 
(FSC) 0.143) resolution and resembled a six-start helix, with a 21.8 Å 
rise and a 29.4-degree twist (Supplementary Fig. 1b,e,g), which is 
identical to that of the isolated contracted sheath22. The second class 
of structures, resolved to 15.8 Å (FSC 0.143) resolution, resembled 
a six-start helix with 38.0 Å rise and 23.6-degree twist (Fig.  1a,b, 
Supplementary Fig. 1b,f,h, Supplementary Video 1). Since live-cell 
fluorescence microscopy of T6SS sheath contraction previously 
showed that sheath contracts to about 50% of the extended length1,29, 
the 38.0 Å rise per subunit is consistent with the expected rise of 
an extended sheath structure. The same analysis was performed for 
both green fluorescent protein-labelled and wild-type structures 
and no difference was detected for both contracted and extended 
states of the sheaths. Overall, only 18 out of 71 imaged cells (25%) 
contained extended sheath structures, whereas all of them con-
tained contracted sheaths, indicating that the extended structure 
is partially unstable during sample preparation for cryo-ET. The 
overall structure of the extended V. cholerae sheath is similar to the 
structure of the extended T6SS sheath inside Myxococcus xanthus  
cells with 37 Å rise and 22-degree twist30.
We recently showed that sheath contraction can be abrogated by 
an insertion of two or more amino acid residues into the N-terminal 
linker of VipA, which connects sheath strands31. VipA-N2 sheath 
(two residues inserted) was stable in vivo but contracted dur-
ing isolation, whereas VipA-N3 sheath (three residues inserted) 
resembled extended sheath and copurified with Hcp31. To obtain 
a high-resolution structure of the non-contractile sheath, we iso-
lated the VipA-N3 sheath (without green fluorescent protein) from 
V. cholerae cells and analysed it using cryo-electron microscopy 
(cryo-EM) (Fig. 1c,d, Supplementary Video 1). The diffraction pat-
terns of straight filaments were indexed to provide an initial estimate 
of helical symmetry (Supplementary Fig. 2b). The helical parameters 
were further refined in RELION232 to 23.5-degree twist per subunit 
and 37.8 Å rise per subunit. Importantly, the helical parameters of the 
isolated VipA-N3 structure matched those obtained for the wild-type 
extended sheaths inside cells (Supplementary Table 1). We also com-
pared their structures by FSC and the extended sheath subtomogram 
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average correlated with the VipA-N3 reconstruction to 20.5 Å 
resolution (Fig.  1, Supplementary Fig.  2e). This suggests that the 
VipA-N3 sheath is stable during purification from cells and its over-
all structure closely resembles the extended wild-type sheath.
The final resolution of the VipA-N3 sheath structure ranged 
from 3.5 Å (centre of the structure) to 8 Å (outer surface), with an 
average of 3.7 Å (Supplementary Fig. 2d,f). This allowed us to use 
the structure of the VipA/VipB subunit of the contracted sheath22  
as a template to build most of the extended sheath residues into the 
cryo-EM density. The final pseudo-atomic model of the VipA-N3 
sheath subunit comprising VipA and VipB (Fig. 1f) showed a Cα root 
mean squared deviation of 1.0 Å for all residues participating in the 
alignment with the contracted VipA/VipB subunit (Supplementary 
Fig. 3a). However, we also identified multiple rearrangements at the 
interfaces of the sheath subunits (Supplementary Fig. 3b–f).
Surprisingly, the most significant difference between the non-
contractile VipA-N3 sheath and the wild-type contracted sheath is 
the connectivity between the subunits. In the wild-type contracted 
sheath, each subunit connects to the two closest subunits on the 
previous sheath ring, one on the same strand through VipB linker 
and the second on the neighbouring strand through VipA linker22. 
In contrast, the VipA-N3 sheath is connected to the previous ring 
only through VipB linker and the elongated VipA linker connects 
to a neighbouring subunit on the same sheath ring (Figs.  1g,h  
and 2a). Connectivity of sheath subunits is unlikely to change 
during contraction and was indeed shown to be identical for the 
extended and contracted R-type pyocin sheath12. The altered con-
nectivity therefore explains the stability of VipA-N3 sheaths because 
the VipA linker on the sheath with such connectivity is unable to 
stretch further as would be necessary during sheath contraction 
(Fig. 2b). This also suggests that the proper connectivity is required 
for contraction, however, not for sheath assembly. We generated a 
pseudo-atomic model of the extended wild-type sheath by remodel-
ling the VipA linker in the VipA-N3 structure to have the same con-
nectivity as in the wild-type contracted sheath (Fig. 2c). This model 
likely closely represents the actual structure of the extended wild-
type sheath; however, the model is derived from the structure of the 
non-contractile mutant and therefore will have to be confirmed by 
future analysis of the wild-type extended sheath.
Unlike other contractile nanomachines, the T6SS is a cytosolic 
component of bacteria and the sheath is recycled for multiple 
rounds of assembly by ClpV, which recognizes the N terminus of 
VipB within Domain 328. The Domain 3 was poorly resolved on 
the contracted sheath structure21–23, however, is resolved to 5–8 Å 
resolution on the VipA-N3 structure (Fig.  3a,b, Supplementary 
Video 1). This allowed us to propose a structural model composed 
of two N-terminal α -helices of VipB and two C-terminal α -helices 
of VipA. The Domain 3 is embedded into a groove between two 
VipB subunits (residues T120-Y140 and K210-K220, respectively) 
on the neighbouring sheath strand and thus is sterically blocked 
from ClpV binding (Fig. 3c). The Domain 3 specifically interacts 
with Domain 2 residues that are present only in T6SS sheath22, sug-
gesting that these evolved to bind the T6SS-specific Domain 3.
Interestingly, VipB N terminus (residues G17-A25) and VipA 
C terminus (residues F136-N145) are packed as antiparallel 
α -helices, potentially protecting the ClpV binding residues in the 
hydrophobic patch on the buried side of the two helices (Fig. 3c–e, 
Supplementary Video 1). This position of the ClpV-binding α -helix 
explains why the VipA-N3 and likely also the wild-type extended 
sheath is not recognized and disassembled by ClpV. Since Domain 3 
interacts with subunits that are on the two rings closer to the base-
plate, our data also suggest that the Domain 3 of the first sheath ring 
might interact with baseplate components to prevent ClpV binding.
The density inside of the VipA-N3 sheath is a tube composed of 
hexamers with the same helical parameters as the sheath (Fig. 4a,c, 
Supplementary Video 1). The tube is predicted to be formed from 
Hcp molecules; however, the atomic structure of V. cholerae Hcp is 
unavailable. Therefore, we first generated a model of Hcp mono-


























Fig. 1 | Cryo-EM structure of the VipA-N3 sheath–tube complex closely 
resembles the intracellular wild-type extended sheath–tube complex.  
a, Tomogram section of intracellular extended T6SS. Scale bar, 250 Å.  
b, Subtomogram average of the extended structure. Both the sheath and the 
tube follow a helical symmetry of 38.0 Å per rise, 23.6 ° per rotation, with 
C6 symmetry around the helical axis. The cross-section of the subtomogram 
shows the Hcp density in the centre of the sheath. Outer diameter of the Hcp 
tube is 80 Å (scale bar). c, Cryo-electron micrograph of an isolated VipA-N3 
filament. Scale bar, 250 Å. d, Front and top views of the reconstructed 
VipA-N3 sheath–tube complex, which follows a helical symmetry of 37.8 Å 
per rise, 23.5 ° per rotation. Scale bar, 250 Å. e, Pseudo-atomic model of 
the VipA-N3 sheath. Three hexamers (rings) of sheath subunits are shown, 
with four adjacent protomers highlighted. f, Side and front views of sheath 
protomer (pink: VipA, green: VipB) within the outlined domains. Domain 
3 contains four additional α -helices that are disordered in the contracted 
sheath. g, Non-contractile VipA-N3 sheath shows altered connectivity 
compared with the contracted wild-type sheath. Only Domain 1 is shown. 
Protomers within the same ring are connected by the VipA N-terminal linker 
(N), although the contracted structure predicts the VipA N-terminal linker 
connects subunit from the adjacent ring (dotted line). Protomers in adjacent 
rings are connected by the VipB C-terminal linker (C). h, The handshake 
domain connects three sheath subunits (two β -strands from VipB of subunit 
4 (4B), one β -strand from VipB of subunit 2 (2B) and one β -strand from VipA 
of subunit 3 (3A). Numbers match those in panel e. The arrangement and 
structure of the handshake domain in extended sheath resemble that of the 
contracted sheath (superimposed in grey). Panels a–g are side views oriented 
with baseplate end towards the bottom.
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Modeller33. Then we built an atomic model of the Hcp tube into 
the cryo-EM map. We show that the Hcp folds as a β -sheet roll and 
each Hcp hexameric ring is in total composed of 24 β -strands at 
the inner surface (Fig. 4a,b, Supplementary Video 1). Interestingly, 
the inner diameter of V. cholerae T6SS Hcp hexamer ranges from 
20 to 35 Å because an Hcp loop (residue P128-N141) protrudes to 
the centre of the tube (Fig. 4b), which is specific to the V. cholerae 
Hcp (Supplementary Fig. 4a–c). Importantly, as in R-type pyocin12 
or T4 phage34, the Hcp tube and the surrounding sheath display 
identical helical symmetry that gives rise to a single diffraction pat-
tern (Supplementary Fig.  2b); therefore, the interactions between 
sheath and tube are the same along the whole sheath–tube polymer. 
A similar conclusion was reached by analysis of an extended T6SS 
sheath of M. xanthus by cryo-ET30. This is in contrast to Hcp tubes 
formed in crystal lattices where Hcp hexamers stack without any 
helical twist4,35,36. However, Hcp tubes with no twist may assemble 
from Hcp rings in head-to-tail configuration when Cys are intro-
duced at certain positions on Hcp37,38.
The Hcp N-terminal side of the ring is predominantly negatively 
charged, and the C-terminal side of the hexamer contains posi-
tively charged residues (Supplementary Fig. 4e). Each Hcp interacts 
with three subunits from the next layer of Hcp ring, contributing 
− 14.9 kcal mol−1 subunit−1 solvation free energy to stabilize the Hcp 
tube (Supplementary Table  2, calculated by PISA39 including the 
contributions of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges). This is weaker 
than the corresponding tube interactions in T4 phage (− 17.7 kcal 
mol−1 subunit−1)34 and R-type pyocin (− 18.5 kcal mol−1 subunit−1)12.
The rings of Hcp and sheath display complementary sur-
face charges on their contacting interfaces with an overall energy 
of − 3.3 kcal mol−1 subunit−1 (Supplementary Fig.  4h), which is 
similar to that in R-type pyocin with − 1.4 kcal mol−1 subunit−1 12 
(Supplementary Table  4). We identified key residues involved in 
interactions between Hcp and sheath (Fig.  4d, Supplementary 
Video 1). VipB binds the Hcp hexamer by an α -helix (VipB residue 
N417-E435), similarly to the ‘attachment helix’ in R-type pyocin12. 
Interestingly, the top of the attachment helix is overreaching to the 
next Hcp ring so that each copy of VipB bridges three copies of Hcp 
(Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 4h). Both the VipA-N3 sheath and 
the subtomogram average of the wild-type extended sheath show 
the same connectivity between sheath and the edge of the hexa-
meric Hcp ring (Supplementary Fig. 4f), implying that the interac-
tions observed in VipA-N3 are identical to the interactions in the 
wild-type extended sheath.
To provide an explanation of why VipA-N2 sheaths are unable to 
contract in vivo31, we obtained a 4.0 Å structure of isolated VipA-N2 
sheaths using cryo-EM (Supplementary Fig.  5). VipA-N2 sheath 
contracts during isolation and shows a helical symmetry of 29.4 ° per 
twist and 21.7 Å per rise, identical to that of the wild-type contracted 
sheath. Importantly, the atomic model of the contracted wild-type 
sheath22 resembles the VipA-N2 sheath protein density up to 4.1 Å 
resolution (FSC0.5, Supplementary Fig.  5g). The only significant 
difference between the wild-type contracted sheath and VipA-N2 
sheath was identified in the VipA N-terminal linker, where two 
Extended Contracted







Fig. 2 | Model of T6SS sheath contraction. a, In the VipA-N3 mutant 
sheath, VipA linker is long enough to connect the adjacent protomers within 
the same sheath ring. b, Altered connectivity prevents the sheath from 
contracting. c, Assuming wild-type (WT) extended sheath has the same 
connectivity as the contracted sheath, a sharp kink has to be introduced to 
the VipA linker in the extended state. d, The sheath ring near the baseplate 
pulls on VipA linker to bring closer the sheath ring above, so that the sheath 
lattice becomes more compact after contraction. Simultaneously, the 
attachment helix of VipB rotates 34 ° to detach from the Hcp. Panels a–d are 
shown with baseplate connections oriented towards the bottom. e, Top view 
of an extended sheath hexamer. The inner diameter is 80 Å, matching the 
outer diameter of the Hcp ring. f, Top view of a contracted sheath hexamer. 




















Fig. 3 | Domain 3 of the VipA-N3 sheath is inaccessible to ClpV. a, Side 
view of the sheath EM density (baseplate end towards the bottom) shows 
the Domain 3 at the outmost tip of a sheath protomer (pink) embedded 
between two protomers (green and blue) on the adjacent helical strand.  
b, EM density of the Domain 3 comprises two α -helices (AH2 and AH3) 
from VipA C terminus and two α -helices (BH1 and BH2) from VipB N 
terminus. AH1 and BH3 of Domain 3 are visible in both the contracted and 
extended sheath. c, Pseudo-atomic model of the Domain 3. View from 
b is rotated 90 ° to reveal how Domain 3 of one sheath protomer sits in 
between two protomers below it. d,e, Front (d) and side views (e) of the 
ClpV binding helix of VipB (BH1).
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additional residues (alanine and glutamate) are located (Supple-
mentary Fig.  5d). Introducing two extra amino acids (AE after 
E27) pushed the E27 towards the VipA N terminus and changed 
the linker bending after the previous handshake domain. The inner 
layer of the sheath, including the handshake domain, assembled 
with the same topology as in the wild-type sheath (Supplementary 
Fig.  5e). This shows that elongating the VipA N-terminal linker 
by two amino acids abolishes sheath contraction in live cells 
while maintaining the same sheath subunit connectivity as in the 
wild-type sheath. This implies that the precise length and topologi-
cal connectivity of the linker are important for sheath contraction 
in vivo.
Comparison of the extended T6SS sheath–tube complex with 
the structure of the contracted sheath22 suggests a mechanism by 
which sheath contraction is coupled with the translocation of the 
inner tube. Upon contraction, the VipB linker maintains the hand-
shake contacts within the same helical strand and the VipA linker 
swings as a hinge to pull the adjacent strands closer to the base-
plate (Fig. 2c,d). Each sheath subunit rotates 34 ° and moves out-
wards 15 Å relative to the Hcp tube during contraction. As a result, 
the sheath expands radially (Fig.  2e,f), compresses vertically and 
detaches from the tube. Since the sheath contraction likely propa-
gates from the baseplate, the remaining interactions between distal 
sheath and tube subunits may be sufficient to couple movement 
of the inner tube with the movement of the contracting sheath 
(Supplementary Video 2). However, a cap may further stabilize the 
end of the extended sheath distal to the baseplate and thus promote 
tube expulsion40.
By comparing the sheath residues accessible to solvent on both 
extended and contracted structures, each sheath subunit in the 
contracted state buries about 1,293 Å2 more of its surface than in 
the extended state (Supplementary Table 2). The total free energy 
of contacts of each subunit in the contracted sheath is − 161.2 kcal 
mol−122, lower than that of the extended sheath shown here to be 
− 129.4 kcal mol−1 (considering only the portions of VipA and VipB 
proteins resolved in the contracted state). If we account for breaking 
the interaction between tube and sheath subunits, the free energy 
gained during contraction is 28.5 kcal mol-1 subunit-1, more than 
9.1 kcal mol−1 subunit−1 calculated for R-type pyocin (Supplementary 
Table 5, calculated by PISA39 including the contributions of hydro-
gen bonds and salt bridges). However, this estimation is impre-
cise because Domain 3 was not resolved in the contracted sheath 
structure22 and thus was excluded in this comparison.
Finally, comparison of the helical parameters of the extended 
and contracted sheath shows that contraction of a single sheath 
ring moves and rotates the tube by 16.2 Å and 5.8 ° (Supplementary 
Table 1). Therefore, contraction of a 1 µ m long sheath, composed 
of 260 rings, would push the inner tube by 420 nm and rotate it by 
4.2 turns (Supplementary Video 2). The overall amount of energy 
released during a single sheath contraction could be close to 
44,000 kcal mol−1. Considering that contraction happens within a 
few milliseconds1,29, T6SS functions as a powerful drill.
Methods
VipA/VipB sheath preparation. Overnight cultures of the indicated strains 
were diluted 1:1,000 in 0.5 l of fresh LB medium supplemented with appropriate 
antibiotics, and then shaken at 37 °C and 250 rpm to an optical density (OD)  
of ≈ 1.2. Cells were centrifuged for 20 min at 5,000 x g and 4 °C, resuspended in 
20 ml PBS and centrifuged again for 30 min at 3,214 x g and 4 °C. Pellets were 
frozen until further processing. $e cell pellets were thawed, resuspended in 
20 ml of TN bu%er (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.3) and lysed by addition  
of (0.75x) CelLytic B, Lysozyme (200 µ g ml−1) and EDTA (5 mM) and 
incubation at 37 °C. DNase (50 µ g ml−1) and MgCl2 (10 mM) were added to 
cleave DNA. A&er 15 min incubation at 37 °C, cell debris was removed by 
centrifugation for 20 min at 10,000 x g. Cleared supernatants were subjected 
to ultraspeed centrifugation for 1.5 h at 104,000 x g and 4 °C and the resulting 
pellet was washed with 1 ml TN bu%er and subsequently resuspended in 
1 ml TN bu%er; insoluble material was removed by centrifugation for 1 min 
at 10,000 x g. $e supernatant was subjected to another round of ultraspeed 
centrifugation for 1 h at 104,000 x g and 4 °C and the resulting pellet was 
resuspended in 70 µ l of TN bu%er for further analysis. Purity of the sample  
was assessed by Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE.
Preparation of V. cholerae spheroplasts. V. cholerae 2740-80 wild-type stain 
was grown aerobically at 37 °C in LB medium. A single colony was picked from 
an overnight-cultured plate and incubated in 3 ml LB medium to OD600 ≈ 1. The 
culture was further diluted 100-fold and grown to OD600 of 0.6–1. Bacteria were 
resuspended in LB medium supplemented with 100 µ g ml−1 ampicillin to OD600 of 
1 and incubated at 37 °C for another 0.5–1 h with shaking at 300 rpm. Bacteria were 
pelleted again at 2,000 x g for 2 min and suspended in PBS to OD600 of 5.
Cryo-ET. Bacteria were mixed with 10 nm gold particles covered with Protein A 
(University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands) (20:1 v/v) in PBS 
immediately before plunge freezing. An aliquot of 4 µ l of the mixture was applied to 
the glow-discharged holey carbon film grids (R2/2; Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH, 
Großlöbichau, Germany), blotted for 0.5 sec and plunge-frozen by vitrification 
in liquid nitrogen-cooled liquid ethane, using a Vitrobot MK4 (FEI Company, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Tilt series were collected using a Titan Krios  
(FEI Company) equipped with an energy filter (zero-loss energy filtering,  
slit width 20 eV; Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, USA) on a K2 Summit direct electron 
detector operated in counting mode (Gatan Inc.) at a nominal magnification of 
26,000 x, corresponding to a calibrated pixel size of 5.22 Å. The tilt series were 
recorded from − 60° to 60° using the continuous tilt scheme or from 0° to  
both − 60° and 60° using the dose-symmetric tilt scheme41, with increment of 3° at 
5–10 µ m defocus. Tilt images were acquired as 4 K by 4 K movies of eight frames, 
taken at 0.5 s per frame with a dose rate of 8 e− per pixel s−1, corresponding to a 
cumulative dose 40e− per Å2 for each tilt series. SerialEM was used for automatic 
tilt-series acquisition42. Movie frame alignment, contrast transfer function (CTF) 
correction and tomographic reconstruction were performed using the  
IMOD software package 43.
Subtomogram averaging. Dynamo catalogue was used to manually generate 
filament models in the tomograms44,45. Overlapping subvolumes with a size 
of (666)3 Å3 were extracted along the tube axis with 20 Å or 40 Å offset from 
the tomograms of the contracted or extended sheaths, respectively. Iterative 







Fig. 4 | Structure of the Hcp tube and its interaction with the sheath.  
a, T6SS Hcp monomer. Six Hcp monomers assemble ring-like structures 
that stack on top of each other, following the same helical symmetry as the 
surrounding sheath. Examples of the model fitting are shown for the α -helix 
(residues 77–87) and one of the β -strands (residues 45–50). b, Top view 
of one Hcp hexamer. The central channel of the Hcp tube is constricted to 
20 Å by the loop 128–141 that protrudes inwards. c, Top view of one ring of 
Hcp with associated VipA/VipB. The attachment helix of VipB contacts the 
Hcp ring at the edge of the hexamer. d, Close-up view of the Hcp–VipA/
VipB interface, boxed in (c), shows each VipB interacting with two Hcp 
molecules in the same sheath–tube stack. e, Each VipB also contacts a third 
Hcp (grey) located one ring above. C, Hcp C-terminus; N, Hcp N-terminus.
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contracted sheaths, 67 filaments were picked from six tomograms, yielding 
5,848 subtomograms. For extended sheaths, 71 filaments were picked from 
18 tomograms, yielding 6,337 subtomograms. The contracted sheath helical 
reconstruction was low-pass-filtered to 50 Å and provided as the initial reference 
for aligning the contracted subtomograms (Supplementary Fig. 1c). The average 
of subtomograms without alignment was provided as the initial reference for 
aligning the extended subtomograms (Supplementary Fig. 1d). To improve the 
polarity convergence within an individual filament, a pair of identical templates 
with opposite polarity was provided for multireference alignment to classify the 
subtomograms (Supplementary Fig. 1i). Only the C6 symmetry was applied during 
subtomogram averaging and the helical symmetries of the resulting maps were 
determined with the Dynamo function dynamo_symmetry_scan.
Sample preparation of isolated T6SS sheaths for cryo-EM. Sheaths were  
purified as described above. An aliquot of 2.5 µ l of sheath sample was applied  
onto freshly glow-discharged Quantifoil R2/1 holey carbon grids (Quantifoil  
Micro Tools GmbH), blotted for 2–3 seconds and vitrified using a Vitrobot MK4 
(FEI Company). The chamber was maintained at 4 °C and 100% humidity during  
the blotting process.
Data of the isolated sheaths were acquired using Titan Krios microscope (FEI 
Company) equipped with an energy filter (slit width 20 eV) on a K2 Summit 
direct electron detector (Gatan Inc.) in counting mode, operated at 300 kV and 
at a nominal magnification of 130,000 x, corresponding to a calibrated pixel size 
of 1.04 Å, and a defocus ranging from 0.5 to 3 µ m. Between 200 and 500 movie 
series for each of the VipA-N2, N3 were collected automatically using the SerialEM 
software42. For each movie, 30-frame exposures were taken at 0.3 s per frame  
(9 s total exposure time), using a dose rate of 4e− per pixel s-1, corresponding to a 
total dose of approximately 30e− per Å2 on the specimen.
Helical reconstruction. Movie frames were aligned using MotionCorr to correct 
for specimen motion46. The averages of the aligned frames were used for data 
processing within SPIDER47, SPRING48 and RELION232. Filaments were manually 
selected from the micrographs using EMAN2 helixboxer49. From the filament, 
overlapping segments were extracted along the helical axis with a step size of one 
axial rise per subunit. For the VipA-N2 filaments, we selected 186 movies at  
1.04 Å per pixel and manually picked 270 filaments of a box size of 512 pixels. After 
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) classification, a total of  
7,000 segments were used for 3D refinement. For the VipA-N3 filament,  
420 movies collected at 1.04 Å per pixel were selected and 650 filaments were 
manually picked with a box size of 512 pixels. A total of 12,000 segments was 
selected for 3D refinement.
The contrast transfer function of each micrograph was estimated using the 
CTFFIND4 program50. Helical symmetries of the T6SS were estimated with 
the EMIP software and further refined using IHRSR and the RELION-2 helical 
module32,51,52. Briefly, 2D classes that showed layer lines of even intensity for both 
the near and far sides of the helix were selected for subsequent 3D classification. 
The majority of the segments belong to a single 3D class, which is low-pass-filtered 
to 60 Å as reference model for 3D auto-refinement. C6 symmetry was imposed 
during 3D refinement. The helical symmetry estimated from EMIP was real-space 
optimized during each iteration of 3D refinement until convergence to the final 
values of 21.7 Å (rise) and 29.4° (twist) for the VipA-N2, and 37.8 Å (rise) and 23.5° 
(twist) for VipA-N3. Class averages were generated using SPRING. Local resolution 
of the EM density map was computed by Resmap53.
Atomic model building and refinement. V. cholerae Hcp model was generated 
based on known crystal structures using Modeller as template and the flexible 
loop regions were built into EM density by RosettaCM33,54. COOT was used to 
manually refine the polypeptide chains of Hcp, VipA and VipB directly, using 
available or generated models as starting poin55. The models built from COOT 
were subsequently refined in real space with PHENIX56.
Molecular analysis. Interaction energy was calculated using PISA39. Secondary 
structure prediction was performed by Jpred57. The colouring of the EM maps, 
visualization of the atomic model and rendering of movies were performed in 
UCSF Chimera58.
Data availability. The EM maps have been deposited to EMDB (http://www.
emdatabank.org/) with accession numbers: EMD-3563 (subtomogram average 
of the wild-type extended sheath), EMD-3564 (subtomogram average of the 
wild-type contracted sheath), EMD-3566 (helical reconstruction of VipA-N3) 
and EMD-3567 (helical reconstruction of VipA-N2). Electron micrographs used 
for processing were deposited to EMPIAR (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/emdb/
empiar/) with accession numbers: EMPIAR-10085 (VipA-N2) and EMPIAR-10086 
(VipA-N3). Atomic coordinates were deposited to PDB (http://www.rcsb.org) with 
accession numbers: 5MYU (VipA-N2/VipB), 5MXN (VipA-N3/VipB/Hcp) and 
5OJQ (modelled structure of wild-type VipA/VipB/Hcp).
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Describe whether the experimental findings were reliably reproduced. &ŽƌĞĂĐŚĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚ͕ŶŽƚĞǁŚĞƚŚĞƌĂŶǇĂƚƚĞŵƉƚƐĂƚƌĞƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶĨĂŝůĞĚKZ
ƐƚĂƚĞƚŚĂƚĂůůĂƚƚĞŵƉƚƐĂƚƌĞƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶǁĞƌĞƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů͘
4.   Randomization





5.   Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to group allocation 




Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
6.   Statistical parameters 
For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or the Methods 
section if additional space is needed). 
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (Ŷ) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample 
was measured repeatedly. 
A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more 
complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. Ɖ values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted
A summary of the descriptive statistics, including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)




















`   Software
Policy information about availability of computer code
7. Software
Describe the software used to analyze the data in this study. Relion2, Dynamo, SPRING, EMIP, COOT, Rosetta, Phenix, MotionCorr, 
IMOD
For all studies, we encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Authors must make computer code available to editors and reviewers upon 
request.  The EĂƚƵƌĞDĞƚŚŽĚƐ guidance for providing algorithms and software for publication may be useful for any submission.
`   Materials and reagents
Policy information about availability of materials
8.   Materials availability
Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of unique 
materials or if these materials are only available for distribution by a 
for-profit company.
No unique materials were used
9.   Antibodies
Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated for use in 
the system under study (i.e. assay and species).
No antibodies were used
10. Eukaryotic cell lines
a.  State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used. No eukaryotic cell lines were used
b.  Describe the method of cell line authentication used. No eukaryotic cell lines were used
c.  Report whether the cell lines were tested for mycoplasma 
contamination.
No eukaryotic cell lines were used
d.  If any of the cell lines used in the paper are listed in the database 
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by ICLAC, 
provide a scientific rationale for their use.
No commonly misidentified cell lines were used
`    Animals and human research participants
Policy information about studies involving animals; when reporting animal research, follow the ARRIVE guidelines
11. Description of research animals
Provide details on animals and/or animal-derived materials used in 
the study.
No aminals were used
Policy information about studies involving human research participants
12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population characteristics of the 
human research participants.
No human research participants were involved
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Cryo-EM reconstruction of Type VI secretion system
baseplate and sheath distal end
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Abstract
The bacterial Type VI secretion system (T6SS) assembles from three
major parts: a membrane complex that spans inner and outer
membranes, a baseplate, and a sheath–tube polymer. The base-
plate assembles around a tip complex with associated effectors
and connects to the membrane complex by TssK. The baseplate
assembly initiates sheath–tube polymerization, which in some
organisms requires TssA. Here, we analyzed both ends of isolated
non-contractile Vibrio cholerae sheaths by cryo-electron micro-
scopy. Our analysis suggests that the baseplate, solved to an aver-
age 8.0 Å resolution, is composed of six subunits of TssE/F2/G and
the baseplate periphery is decorated by six TssK trimers. The VgrG/
PAAR tip complex in the center of the baseplate is surrounded by a
cavity, which may accommodate up to ~450 kDa of effector
proteins. The distal end of the sheath, resolved to an average 7.5 Å
resolution, shows sixfold symmetry; however, its protein composi-
tion is unclear. Our structures provide an important step toward
an atomic model of the complete T6SS assembly.
Keywords baseplate; contractile tails; cryo-electron microscopy; sheath; Type
VI secretion system
Subject Categories Microbiology, Virology & Host Pathogen Interaction;
Structural Biology
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Introduction
Bacteria use phage-related contractile nanomachines to kill competi-
tion or manipulate the surrounding environment (Nakayama et al,
2000; Heymann et al, 2013; Shikuma et al, 2014; Ge et al, 2015).
Evolutionarily related Type VI secretion system (T6SS) is used by
bacteria to deliver proteins into both bacterial and eukaryotic cells
(Mougous et al, 2006; Pukatzki et al, 2006; Hood et al, 2010;
MacIntyre et al, 2010; Durand et al, 2014; Ho et al, 2014;
Alcoforado Diniz et al, 2015; Hachani et al, 2016). The current
model of T6SS biogenesis and mode of action is largely based on
well-understood phage assembly (Leiman et al, 2009; Lossi et al,
2011, 2013; Ho et al, 2014; Zoued et al, 2014; Clemens et al, 2015;
Kudryashev et al, 2015; Cianfanelli et al, 2016). However, many
important features are unknown mostly due to the lack of high-
resolution structural information of T6SS.
The whole T6SS was first observed at low resolution using cryo-
electron tomography (cryo-ET) in Vibrio cholerae (Basler et al,
2012) and more recently in Myxococcus xanthus (Chang et al, 2017)
and Amoebophilus asiaticus (Bo¨ck et al, 2017). The system is
composed of a long sheath surrounding an inner tube attached to a
baseplate and anchored to a membrane complex that spans both
membranes (Brunet et al, 2014, 2015; Durand et al, 2015). T6SS
biogenesis starts by formation of the membrane complex composed
of TssJLM, which recruits TssK to connect a baseplate composed of
TssEFG, as well as VgrG/PAAR spike and effectors (Brunet et al,
2015; Durand et al, 2015). The baseplate then serves as a nucleation
platform for polymerization of the VipA/VipB (TssB/TssC) sheath
and the inner Hcp tube (Zoued et al, 2016). Additionally, while one
class of TssA proteins is required for baseplate assembly, another
class of TssA proteins was shown to first bind to the baseplate and
then stay associated with the distal end of the sheath during assem-
bly (Planamente et al, 2016; Zoued et al, 2016).
The V. cholerae sheath subunits are interconnected by a mesh of
VipA N-terminal and VipB C-terminal linkers (Kudryashev et al,
2015) similarly to T6SS sheath of Francisella novicida and R-type
pyocin sheath (Clemens et al, 2015; Ge et al, 2015). The sheath was
shown to assemble across the entire width of a cell, and this allowed
to use live-cell fluorescence microscopy to study its dynamics and
subcellular localization (Basler et al, 2012; Brunet et al, 2013; Gerc
et al, 2015; Zoued et al, 2016; Vettiger et al, 2017). In V. cholerae,
sheath assembly takes approximately 20 s (speed of assembly 30–
40 nm/s) and is followed by fast contraction in less than 2 ms (speed
of contraction higher than 800 lm/s) (Basler et al, 2012; Vettiger
et al, 2017). Rapid sheath contraction propels the tip complex at the
end of the inner tube formed from stacks of Hcp rings into the target
cell periplasm or cytosol (Vettiger & Basler, 2016). In contrast to
phages and many other contractile nanomachines, which translocate
proteins only once by a single sheath contraction (Nakayama et al,
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2000; Ge et al, 2015; Hu et al, 2015), the contracted T6SS sheath is
disassembled by a cytosolic unfoldase ClpV or ClpB to allow for
repeated protein secretion (Bo¨nemann et al, 2009; Pietrosiuk et al,
2011; Basler & Mekalanos, 2012; Basler et al, 2012; Kapitein et al,
2013; Fo¨rster et al, 2014; Brodmann et al, 2017).
The membrane complex seems to be stable at least in some
organisms (Durand et al, 2015; Santin & Cascales, 2017); however,
the whole T6SS was so far impossible to isolate from cells for
in vitro studies. This is likely due to the highly dynamic behavior
of T6SS, and it suggests that cell disruption triggers the sheath
contraction, which in turn may lead to baseplate disassembly.
Here, we analyzed both ends of a non-contractile T6SS sheath
mutant, which has three amino acids inserted into the N-terminal
VipA linker (VipA-N3) and was shown recently to co-purify with
many components of T6SS baseplate (Brackmann et al, 2017;
Wang et al, 2017). On one end, the sheath is attached to a 2.2-MDa
complex with flattened cone geometry and dimensions of
240 × 124 A˚. This complex resembles the phage T4 inner baseplate
with a central sharp spike and is decorated by six protruding
trimeric proteins. An extended-like sheath with a tube is docked
onto the baseplate, and the overall structure resembles a typical
contractile tail of bacteriophages. The opposite end of the sheath is
covered with a flattened starlike complex with dimensions
190 × 67 A˚ and an estimated mass of 540 kDa and could represent
either VipA/VipB sheath subunits without Hcp ring in an unusual
conformation, or a cap composed of twelve copies of TssA protein.
Together, our results indicate that blocking sheath contraction
allows isolation of a largely intact T6SS and this may provide a
path toward a detailed atomic model of the whole T6SS in a
“ready-to-fire” conformation.
Results
Analysis of protein complexes associated with the ends of
non-contractile sheaths
Non-contractile sheaths of V. cholerae were shown to be associated
with certain baseplate components (Brackmann et al, 2017). We
isolated the VipA-N3 sheath variant (3-amino acid insertion into the
N-terminal VipA linker, tagged with msfGFP) from cells and purified
it by ultracentrifugation as described previously (Kudryashev et al,
2015). Negative stain electron microscopy showed sheath assem-
blies of various lengths in apparently extended conformations
(Fig 1A). On average, 39% of these sheath assemblies were deco-
rated with distinct protein complexes at one of the two ends. Further
image analysis and averaging revealed that one end resembles a
phage-related baseplate and the second distal end has a distinct
structure resembling a cap (Fig 1A).
To increase the resolution, we analyzed the non-contractile
sheath sample by cryo-electron microscopy using Titan Krios and
a K2 Summit direct electron detector in counting mode, operated
at 300 kV and at a nominal magnification of 130,000×, correspond-
ing to a calibrated pixel size of 1.06 A˚. Overall, we collected 6,603
movies, performed specimen motion correction using MotionCorr2
(Zheng et al, 2017), and selected 21,446 particles from both ends
of the non-contractile sheath assemblies. 8,309 baseplates and
distal ends were identified after 2D classification, and 2,660
baseplates and 3,710 distal ends were further processed by
RELION1.4 (Scheres, 2012) to obtain 3D density (Appendix
Table S1). Based on available structural data of other contractile
tail-like structures (Schwarzer et al, 2012; Heymann et al, 2013;
Shikuma et al, 2014; Ge et al, 2015; Nova´cek et al, 2016; Taylor
et al, 2016), we applied a sixfold symmetry (C6) during refinement
of the baseplate and the distal end. The final resolution was esti-
mated to be on average 8.7 A˚ (local resolution distribution from
7.2 to 14.2 A˚) for the baseplate and 7.5 A˚ (from 6.7 to 13.7 A˚) for
the distal end (Fig EV1A). For the baseplate reconstruction, we
also tested threefold (C3) symmetry during the refinement step
using symmetry relaxation from C6 to C3. This resulted in a 11 A˚
resolution reconstruction (Appendix Fig S1A) with the same over-
all baseplate morphology, indicating that the C6 symmetry choice
is correct and helps to improve the final resolution of the baseplate
reconstruction.
The micrographs of non-contractile sheaths are mostly covered
with long sheaths (Fig 1B), and this decreases the number of clearly
observed sheath ends. It was recently shown that limiting Hcp avail-
ability in V. cholerae results in assembly of short, dynamic, and
functional sheaths (Vettiger & Basler, 2016). In an attempt to
increase the speed of data acquisition, we expressed limited amount
of Hcp from an inducible pBAD24-hcp plasmid in the VipA-N3-
msfGFP-expressing strain lacking both hcp1 and hcp2 genes
(Fig EV2). We then purified the non-contractile sheaths as previ-
ously (Fig EV3) and characterized the sample by mass spectrome-
try. This showed that the sheaths prepared from Hcp-limited cells
are associated with TssE,F,G,K, VgrG1/2/3, and PAAR (Fig EV3A
and B, Tables EV1–EV3) similarly to the previous preparations. We
collected 2,599 cryo-EM movies and selected 1,127 particles for the
baseplate and 2,114 for the distal end. Combining this dataset with
the dataset described above and selecting the best particles for the
final 3D refinement, the final resolution of the baseplate increased
from 8.7 to 8.0 A˚ (Fig EV1A), which improved overall interpretation
of the protein density map. The resolution of the distal-end recon-
struction did not improve, indicating dynamic nature of the
complex. However, we also detected aberrant sheath fragments
(Fig EV3C), which complicated single-particle analysis, and thus,
these samples failed to provide a major increase in data acquisition
rate.
Central spike and cavity for effector proteins
The cryo-EM reconstruction of the baseplate region revealed a 238-
A˚-wide sheath–tube assembly in its extended-like state attached to a
compact hexagonal flattened conelike baseplate with a sharp tip in
the center (Figs 1C and 2A–E). Overall dimensions of the baseplate
are 182 A˚ in the narrow part, 240 A˚ in the broad part below the
sheath–tube, and 195 A˚ in height including the protruding tip
complex (Fig 2A and B). The central tip protrudes ~40 A˚ below base
of the cone and clearly resembles a central spike present in all base-
plates of phages with contractile tails (Browning et al, 2012; Leiman
& Shneider, 2012; Schwarzer et al, 2012; Harada et al, 2013;
Shneider et al, 2013; Habann et al, 2014; Taylor et al, 2016).
The T6SS spike complex is proposed to be formed by a VgrG
trimer and a single PAAR protein (Leiman et al, 2009; Shneider et al,
2013). The central spike density has indeed well-resolved features in
the threefold symmetry reconstruction (Appendix Fig S1A). The
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available X-ray crystallographic structure of PA0091 VgrG-1 trimer
(PDB 4MTK) and PAAR monomer (PDB 4JIV) fits well into both
C3 (correlation coefficient (CC) = 0.93) and C6 reconstructions
(CC = 0.88) (Fig 3A and Appendix Table S2). This fit was used to
calculate the protein density volume-to-mass coefficient to estimate








Figure 1. Raw images and cryo-EM structures of T6SS baseplate and distal-end complexes.
A A raw negative-stained image of VipA-N3 mutant sheath (scale bar: 100 nm). Extended sheath, baseplate, and distal end are highlighted with white arrows. Right
insets: examples of T6SS assemblies of different lengths (shortest ~5 sheath rings, longest ~220 rings). Upper left insets: representative reference-free 2D class
averages of baseplate (right) and distal-end (left) particles, extracted from negative-stained images.
B A raw cryo-EM image of VipA-N3 mutant (scale bar: 50 nm). Baseplate reconstruction was calculated for area highlighted with red circles.
C Side, cutaway, and tilted views of the sheath–baseplate cryo-EM reconstruction. 3D visualizations were rendered using UCSF Chimera. Baseplate model colored
according to the local resolution variation, shown in the color bar on the right in Angstroms. Maps are shown at the contour level of 1.5r.
D Side, cutaway, and top views of the sheath–distal-end cryo-EM reconstruction. 3D visualizations were rendered using UCSF Chimera. Distal-end model colored
according to the local resolution variation, shown in the color bar on the right in Angstroms. Maps are shown at the contour level of 1.5r.
ª 2017 The Authors The EMBO Journal




























Figure 2. Overall dimensions, segmentation, and morphology of the baseplate and the distal end.
A, B Side and cutaway views of the sheath–baseplate cryo-EM reconstruction. The partially disordered connector density was replaced by the locally refined
reconstruction calculated separately. The map is segmented, and protein complexes are colored and highlighted with black arrows. One VipA/VipB sheath subunit
and one Hcp ring are outlined in blue.
C, D Side and bottom views of the putative baseplate density (1.15 MDa), highlighted in red in the sheath–baseplate cryo-EM reconstruction in (A, B).
E Tilted view of (A) with connector and spike densities highlighted with black arrows.
F Cutaway and tilted views of the sheath–distal-end cryo-EM reconstruction, locally filtered to the estimated resolution. The map is segmented and colored
according to putative protein complexes.
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T6SS effectors can be attached to the spike by several different
mechanisms (Shneider et al, 2013). Mass spectrometry analysis
identified T6SS effectors VasX and TseL associated with the non-
contractile sheaths (Tables EV1–EV3). However, the cryo-EM recon-
struction of VgrG/PAAR spike lacks any additional densities of
possible effectors, and no density is observed inside VgrG or Hcp
tube (Fig 3A and C–E). It is likely that each spike complex is deco-
rated with a different set of effectors, and thus, the structures of the
individual spikes are heterogeneous and the effector protein densi-
ties are missing after single-particle averaging. We estimate that the
volume of the internal cavity formed around the central spike by the
baseplate periphery is ~1,100 × 103 A˚3, which would be enough to
accommodate multiple effectors with the overall molecular weight
up to ~450 kDa, or three copies of ~150-kDa effector (Fig 3A).
Baseplate wedge and connection to the membrane complex
The central spike is surrounded by six copies of a structure resembling
a phage baseplate wedge (Leiman & Shneider, 2012; Bu¨ttner et al,
2016; Taylor et al, 2016; Fig 2) and is decorated by a protein density,
which is likely a connector between the baseplate and the membrane
complex (Fig 2A–E). Overall, the T6SS baseplate resembles so-called
minimal baseplate of contractile tail-like structures and is similar to
the T4 phage inner baseplate in its pre-injection state (Appendix Fig
S2; Leiman & Shneider, 2012; Taylor et al, 2016).
We estimate the molecular mass of a single baseplate wedge to
be 191.2 kDa and 1.15 MDa for the overall dome-shaped assembly
(Fig 2 and Table 1). Three conserved baseplate components, TssE,
TssF, and TssG, share structural homology with T4 inner baseplate
proteins: sheath initiator gp25, sheath platform gp6, and linker gp7
(Leiman et al, 2010; Taylor et al, 2016). Together, these proteins
have been proposed to form a wedge subunit intermediate with a
possible stoichiometry TssE–(TssF)2–TssG (Taylor et al, 2016).
Molecular mass of the TssE–(TssF)2–TssG complex of V. cholerae
based on their primary sequence is 189.2 kDa, which is in a good
agreement with the mass estimation based on the baseplate
reconstruction (Table 1).
Each baseplate wedge subunit is decorated with a ~85 A˚ long
and ~65 A˚ wide protein density forming a continuation of the base-
plate wedge flattened cone (Figs 2A, B, E and 4A, B, D). This
protein density was initially resolved to the local resolution of only
14 A˚, indicating that this protein complex or its domains are flexible
and may be partially disordered. Another possibility is that this
protein complex is occasionally present in less than six copies per
baseplate, potentially due to instability during purification and the
applied sixfold (C6) symmetry thus decreases the final resolution.
To account for possible protein flexibility and low occupancy, we
relaxed symmetry of the refined baseplate particles from C6 to C1
and performed 3D classification without alignment within a small
mask around this decoration protein. The best 3D class was subse-
quently used for further focused 3D refinement, which increased the
resolution to 10 A˚ and revealed clear trimeric features (Figs EV1
and 4A and B). Therefore, we estimate that this complex is
composed of trimer of a 58-kDa protein (Table 1).
TssK was shown to form trimers in solution, it binds membrane
complex proteins TssL/TssM as well as baseplate proteins TssF/
TssG, and its spot localization correlates with T6SS activity (English
et al, 2014; Brunet et al, 2015; Durand et al, 2015; Nguyen et al,
2017). Additionally, no wedge intermediate TssE–(TssF)2–TssG was
formed in the absence of TssK (Taylor et al, 2016). Taking these
previous observations into account, the trimeric protein density on
the periphery of the baseplate wedge is therefore likely formed by
the 50-kDa TssK protein (Table 1; Figs 2A, B, E and 4A and B).
Indeed, EAEC TssK protein structure (PDB 5M30) fits with a good
agreement into our reconstruction (CC = 0.92) except for disordered
C-terminal head domain (Fig 4B).
Each copy of the TssK protein complex has a threefold rotational
axis oriented with ~48° relative to the baseplate sixfold axis with a
left-handed twist and is thus similar to the domain IV of T4 peripheral
baseplate protein gp10 (Appendix Fig S1). We suggest that TssK is
likely interacting with TssG (MW = 38.4 kDa), which shares limited
homology with T4 gp7 protein forming a link between the inner base-
plate and the peripheral tail fiber network (Leiman et al, 2010; Taylor
et al, 2016). TssK is also connected to the inner part of the baseplate
◀
Figure 3. Central spike, tube, and sheath densities with a cavity for effector proteins.
A Cutaway view of the density corresponding to the baseplate and spike with fitted X-ray crystallographic structures of VgrG-1 trimer (PDB 4MTK) and PAAR monomer
(PDB 4JIV). Putative cavity for T6SS effectors is outlined in green.
B Side view of the density corresponding to the sheath next to the baseplate fitted with the atomic model of the VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN). In panels (B–D),
odd sheath rings are colored in red, even in blue. Sheath rings are numbered starting from the first ring next to the baseplate.
C Side cutaway view of the baseplate reconstruction with the fitted atomic model of VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN).
D Top cutaway views of (C) with the fitted atomic model of VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN).
E Slices through the raw sheath–baseplate reconstruction, as in (D).
Table 1. Assignment of T6SS baseplate and distal-end proteins based on volume-to-mass coefficient calculated for fitted X-ray crystallographic
structures of VgrG-1/PAAR (PDB 4MTK/4JIV).
Protein Copies per assembly MassEM, kDa
Massseq, kDa Function Homologues (T4)
TssE 6 192 for a single
wedge
16 189 for a single
wedge
Wedge gp25
TssF 12 67 Wedge gp6
TssG 6 38 Wedge gp7/gp53
TssK 18 58 50 Connector gp10
TssA1 or VipA/VipB 12 or 6 90 53 or 74 Cap or Topmost sheath –
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wedge, likely the TssF dimer, through two fingerlike links (Fig 4C and
D). Each link is about 22 A˚ long and 11 A˚ in diameter, suggesting that
it may be formed by an a-helix or a b-hairpin loop. Together, those
two connections would fix the TssK trimer to the baseplate wedge.
Sheath–tube attachment to the baseplate
The spike complex is predicted to be an extension of the Hcp tube,
which is surrounded by the VipA/VipB sheath (Wang et al, 2017).
Indeed, the central density resembles the structure of an Hcp tube
and seems to be uniform from the first ring docked on top of the
VgrG/PAAR spike (Fig 3C), suggesting that no additional proteins
are in between the VgrG trimer and the Hcp tube. This is in an
agreement with the fact that T6SS gene clusters lack orthologues of
tubelike proteins such as gp48 and gp54 found between the spike
and the tube in T4 phage (Taylor et al, 2016).
The structure of the extended sheath (PDB 5MNX) fits into the
density just above the baseplate with CC = 0.87 (Fig 3B–E and
Appendix Table S2), suggesting that this density represents the first
ring of the sheath. An almost identical density, representing the
second sheath ring, is 36.4 A˚ above and is twisted by 23.9 degrees,
which is similar to the helical parameters determined for the
extended sheath (37.8 A˚ rise and 23.5 degrees twist) (Wang et al,
2017). The density of the second ring correlates with the sheath-
tube ring structure to CC = 0.86, further rings then to CC = 0.89
(Appendix Table S2).
Differences in correlation coefficients may be explained by slight












Figure 4. Trimeric connector protein and its interaction with the wedge.
A Tilted view of the composite baseplate cryo-EM reconstruction. One connector protein is superimposed with the locally refined reconstruction shown in pink.
B Orthogonal side views and slices perpendicular to the threefold axis through the locally refined reconstruction of the trimeric connector protein density. X-ray
crystallographic structure of EAEC TssK protein (PDB 5M30) was fitted into connector reconstruction except for the disordered C-terminal head domain.
C Top and side slices through the raw sheath–baseplate reconstruction. Putative interface between connector and wedge highlighted with red arrows and circles.
D Side view of the sheath–baseplate cryo-EM reconstruction. The partially disordered connector density was replaced by the locally refined reconstruction. Putative
coiled-coil interface between connector and wedge highlighted with white circle. Putative localization of the baseplate proteins is indicated.
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second sheath rings adopts due to interactions with the baseplate
(Fig 5A and B). Those interactions could be important for prevent-
ing ClpV-mediated sheath unfolding before contraction (Wang et al,
2017). One interface between the wedge and the adjacent sheath is
between Domain 3 and the upper peripheral part of the wedge
formed by TssF and TssG (Figs 3C and EV4A and C). This would be
similar to T4 phage, where the external domain of the first sheath
subunit gp18 potentially interacts with gp6/gp53 wedge proteins
(Aksyuk et al, 2009; Taylor et al, 2016).
In the sheath, each subunit is connected by two b-stranded
linkers to two adjacent subunits in the ring closer to the base-
plate (Clemens et al, 2015; Ge et al, 2015; Kudryashev et al,
2015). Because of the structural homology between TssE and
sheath inner Domain 1, TssE was proposed to accept the linkers
from the first sheath ring and thus connect sheath to the base-
plate (Kudryashev et al, 2015) similarly to TssE homolog gp25 in
T4 phage (Taylor et al, 2016). However, the subunits of the non-
contractile VipA-N3 mutant sheath are connected to the previous
sheath ring only through VipB linker and the elongated VipA
linker connects to a neighboring subunit on the same sheath ring
(Wang et al, 2017). This also means that the first sheath ring
can only be connected to the baseplate by six linkers and not by
twelve as in the wild-type assembly or in the T4 phage
(Kudryashev et al, 2015; Taylor et al, 2016). Even though our
reconstruction lacks the resolution needed to resolve details of
sheath–baseplate connection, there is a density originating from a
sheath protomer likely corresponding to the VipB C-terminal
linker, which is most likely connected to TssE in the wedge
(Fig EV4). However, we would expect to detect a density corre-
sponding to TssE more clearly. It is possible that the absence of













Figure 5. Rearrangements of the sheath rings next to the baseplate and the distal end.
A Side view of the density corresponding to the sheath next to the baseplate fitted with the atomic model of the VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN).
B Same as (A), but with refitted sheath domain of the VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN). Differences between original and refitted sheath domains are outlined with
black circles and arrows. Ring numbers 1 and 2 correspond to the first and second rings above the baseplate wedge.
C Side view of the density corresponding to the sheath next to the distal end fitted with the atomic model of the VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN).
D Same as (C), but with refitted sheath domain of the VipA-N3 sheath–tube (PDB 5MXN). Differences between original and refitted sheath domains are outlined with
black circles and arrows. Ring numbers N and (N-1) correspond to the topmost ring and the previous ring.
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Overall structure of the distal end
In our reconstruction, the side of the non-contractile sheath that is
opposite to the baseplate is clearly distinct from the adjacent VipA/
VipB sheath and Hcp tube rings (Figs 1D, 2F–G, and EV5). The
sheath and tube densities were resolved to 7.5 A˚ resolution;
however, the distal-end density was partially disordered. This
density can be further split along the long sheath axis into two
layers. The first layer was resolved to 14 A˚ resolution (shown in red
in Figs 2E and EV5C), and the second layer was resolved to 10 A˚
resolution at the Hcp tube part and to 12 A˚ resolution at the VipA/
VipB sheath periphery (orange in Figs 2E and EV5C), while rings
below are resolved to 7.5 A˚ resolution as predicted by ResMap
(Fig 1D; Kucukelbir et al, 2014). Six sheath subunits can be fitted
into the layer that is next to the end of the regular sheath–tube poly-
mer with a correlation coefficient 0.86, suggesting that this layer is
composed of sheath–tube ring (topmost ring in Fig EV5C).
However, the overall topology is different as the sheath subunits are
rotated ~21 degree around the sheath axis and appear more flat-
tened compared to the other sheath rings (Fig 5C and D). The layer
at the very end of the complex is distinct and appears to be formed
by six 90-kDa large protein complexes (Table 1; Figs 2F and EV5).
In Escherichia coli, TssA forms dodecamers colocalizing with the
end of an assembling sheath that is distal from the baseplate, and it
was proposed to prime and coordinate sheath–tube polymerization
(Zoued et al, 2016). This suggests that the complex detected on the
very end of the sheath could be formed by a homolog of E. coli
TssA. V. cholerae has two TssA proteins, TssA1 (locus name
VCA0119) and TssA2 (locus name VCA0121). TssA1 is a close
homolog of the E. coli TssA as it is also composed of an ImpA_N
domain (PF06812) followed by T6SS_VasJ domain (PF16989) while
TssA2 only has the ImpA_N domain. TssA1 has a molecular weight
of 53.1 kDa and thus would likely form a dodecamer with a size
close to 640 kDa. The fact that only approximately 540-kDa complex
is detected at the end of the isolated sheaths could be explained by
low resolution and partial disordering of the protein complex.
However, the complex at the sheath end aligns poorly with the
structure of the E. coli TssA dodecamer (EMD-3282) (Fig EV5D and
E). This could be due to differences between TssA assemblies in
solution and bound to sheath or could represent an actual difference
in the overall structures of the V. cholerae TssA1 and E. coli TssA.
It is important to note that only small amounts of TssA1 protein
were detected in our sheath preparations (Datasets EV4–EV7), and
therefore, it is also possible that the distal-end density is composed
of sheath subunits (74 kDa each) organized into flat starlike
complex without the central Hcp hexamer. Indeed, sheath subunits
fit the density with CC = 0.82 (Fig EV5C). The complex at the distal
sheath end could therefore be a stable assembly intermediate rather
than a cap composed of TssA1 protein.
Discussion
Blocking sheath contraction helped to stabilize the T6SS and
allowed us to isolate sheath with an attached baseplate and possibly
a cap out of V. cholerae cells for high-resolution cryo-electron
microscopy analysis. Although the 8 A˚ resolution of the baseplate
reconstruction prevents precise segmentation of individual
components, the overall baseplate structure clearly resembles T4
inner baseplate and represents the simplest type of baseplates
conserved among other contractile tail-like systems (Leiman &
Shneider, 2012; Bu¨ttner et al, 2016; Taylor et al, 2016).
The previous cryo-ET studies of V. cholerae, M. xanthus, and
A. asiaticus showed that T6SS sheath–tube complex is connected to
the cell envelope through a cone-shaped density (Basler et al, 2012;
Bo¨ck et al, 2017; Chang et al, 2017). In our baseplate reconstruc-
tion, the periphery of the wedge likely composed of TssE/F/G is
decorated by six copies of a trimeric protein TssK. It remains to be
seen how six TssK trimers connect to the membrane complex with
an apparent fivefold symmetry (Durand et al, 2015); however, it is
possible that whole TssK or its parts are flexible and have certain
degree of freedom to move and adopt to a structure with a different
symmetry (Fig EV6). Recently solved structure of EAEC TssK
protein (Nguyen et al, 2017) indeed revealed partially disordered C-
terminal head domain, which indicates its flexibility. C-terminal
head domain has been shown to interact with cytoplasmic domains
of TssL and TssM proteins from membrane complex. The flexibility
of TssK C-terminus probably provides more degree of freedom for
the baseplate–membrane complex formation.
The signal to trigger sheath contraction is currently unknown for
T6SS; however, in phages, the conformational switch of the base-
plate triggers contraction of the assembled sheath, which then
pushes the rigid tube with the sharp tip through the target cell
membranes attached by tail fibers (Browning et al, 2012; Leiman &
Shneider, 2012; Hu et al, 2015; Taylor et al, 2016). The signal for
the phage baseplate component rearrangement comes from the
attachment of the tail fibers to a target cell (Hu et al, 2015).
Similarly, cell–cell contact could be a trigger for T6SS sheath
contraction. In that case, the membrane complex could induce
changes in TssK structure, which would propagate through its
interaction with TssE/F/G wedge to trigger sheath contraction.
However, live-cell imaging of T6SS sheath dynamics in V. cholerae
provided no evidence for a triggering mechanism based on cell–cell
contact (Basler & Mekalanos, 2012; Basler et al, 2012). Conversely,
it is possible that rearrangement of baseplate proteins prior to
sheath contraction changes TssK conformation, and this results in
opening of the connected membrane complex to allow passage of
the cargo-loaded spike and tube. Such membrane complex rear-
rangement was indeed proposed based on the structure of the
isolated TssJLM membrane complex (Durand et al, 2015).
The cavity around VgrG/PAAR spike is ~1,110 × 103 A˚3 large
and may accommodate up to ~450-kDa large proteins, or three
copies of up to ~150-kDa protein. This is consistent with sizes of
known effectors: 129-kDa VgrG-1, 113-kDa VgrG-3, or 155-kDa pair
VasX-VasW (Dong et al, 2013; Joshi et al, 2017). Since 77-kDa
VgrG-2 with no extension domain is required for T6SS assembly
(Appendix Fig S3; Pukatzki et al, 2007), there is also enough space
for effectors interacting with VgrGs, such as 72-kDa TseL (Dong
et al, 2013), in agreement with the model that many effectors bind
to the VgrG/PAAR spike (Fig EV6; Shneider et al, 2013). However,
the repertoire of secreted effectors is large (Durand et al, 2014;
Alcoforado Diniz et al, 2015; Hachani et al, 2016), and therefore, it
is likely that the overall shape of T6SS baseplate will vary between
organisms. This could be achieved either by changes in the angle
between TssF/G and TssK, or elongating the wedge or TssK assem-
bly with a help of flexible C-terminal head domain (Nguyen et al,
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2017). Our reconstruction also suggests that TssK protein may be
involved in recruitment of certain effectors to the spike. Addition-
ally, it is possible that some organisms evolved proteins that would
serve as extensions for the wedge and would thus further increase
the size of the baseplate cavity similarly to the variations in base-
plate sizes seen in phages (Fu et al, 2011; Schwarzer et al, 2012; Hu
et al, 2015; Bu¨ttner et al, 2016; Nova´cek et al, 2016; Taylor et al,
2016).
The cryo-electron microscopy reconstruction of the whole
baseplate, sheath–tube, and distal end presented here provides an
overall view of the system and will serve as a scaffold for placing
high-resolution structures of individual T6SS components or their
complexes. The approach used here can in principle be used to
further improve the final resolution by collecting a significantly
larger dataset. However, in contrast to phages, T6SS evolved into a
highly dynamic nanomachine undergoing constant assembly and
disassembly. Therefore, it is likely that the T6SS baseplate and cap
are partially unstable during isolation. Moreover, even when limit-
ing Hcp expression, most of each isolated T6SS complex is
composed of the extended sheath–tube polymer, which further
limits the number of particles that can be detected per single micro-
graph, thus complicating data collection. Additionally, particle
heterogeneity and dynamic nature of the distal end and possibly of
the baseplate decrease the final resolution and chances to resolve all
structural features, which prevent us to unambiguously assign
proteins to the densities. Nevertheless, a combination of mutagene-
sis, live-cell imaging, in situ cryo-electron tomography, and avail-
ability of atomic resolution models will eventually provide a
complete model of T6SS mode of action.
Materials and Methods
VipA/VipB sheath preparation
Sheath preparation was done as described previously (Brackmann
et al, 2017). Briefly, overnight cultures were diluted and regrown in
fresh LB to a final optical density at 600 nm of 1. Cells were
collected, resuspended, and lysed. After removal of cell debris, the
supernatant was subjected to ultraspeed centrifugation in order to
collect VipA/VipB sheath. The sample containing sheath was
washed and then used for SDS–PAGE.
Preparation of sheath from Hcp-limited cells was done with
following modifications: After reaching an optical density at 600 nm
of 1, arabinose was added to the cells in a final concentration of
0.02% to induce Hcp expression. Cells were centrifuged immedi-
ately for 6 min at 5,000 × g and room temperature, resuspended,
and lysed. Ultraspeed centrifugation and washing steps were
performed as described previously (Brackmann et al, 2017).
Fluorescence microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy and image processing were carried out as
described previously (Brackmann et al, 2017). Briefly, for hcp
complementation experiments, overnight cultures were washed
once in LB, diluted 1:100 into fresh medium supplemented with
appropriated antibiotics, and cultivated to an optical density (OD) at
600 nm of 1. Cells were concentrated to OD 10, subsequently
spotted on a LB 1% agarose pad containing 0.02% L-arabinose, and
covered with a glass coverslip. Bacteria were directly imaged for
30–40 min at 25°C. To carry out fluorescence microscopy experi-
ments, we used a Nikon Ti-E-inverted motorized microscope with
Perfect Focus System and Plan Apo 100× Oil Ph3 DM (NA 1.4)
objective lens. SPECTRA X light engine (Lumencor) and ET-GFP
(Chroma #49002) filter set was used to excite and filter fluorescence.
The setup further contained a sCMOS camera pco.edge 4.2 (PCO,
Germany) (pixel size 65 nm) and VisiView software (Visitron
Systems, Germany) to record images. Temperature was set to 30°C,
and humidity was regulated to 95% by an Okolab T-unit (Okolab).
Fiji (Schindelin et al, 2012) was used for additional image process-
ing as described previously (Basler et al, 2013).
Mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry was carried out as described previously (Brackmann
et al, 2017). Briefly, samples were dissolved in TN-buffer, reduced,
and alkylated. Proteins were digested overnight and supplemented
with TFA to a final concentration of 1%. Peptides were cleaned up
using PreOmics Cartridges (PreOmics, Martinsried, Germany)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. After drying the samples
under vacuum, the peptides were resuspended in 0.1% aqueous
formic acid solution at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. 0.5 lg of
peptides of each sample was subjected to LC-MS analysis as
described previously (Brackmann et al, 2017).
MS1 and MS2 scans were acquired at a target setting of 1E6 ions
and 10,000 ions, respectively. The collision energy was set to 35%,
and one microscan was acquired for each spectrum. All raw files
acquired by DDA were converted to mgf format using msconvert
(version 3.0, ProteoWizard, http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net/).
The files were searched against a decoy (consisting of forward and
reverse protein sequences) database of predicted protein sequence
of V. cholerae (Uniprot, Organism ID: 243277, download date 11/
07/2016, containing known contaminants, resulting in a total of
3,784 proteins) using Mascot (Matrix Science, version 2.4). The
search parameters were set as follows: full tryptic specificity was
required (cleavage after lysine and arginine residues unless followed
by proline); up to three missed cleavages were allowed; carbamido-
methyl (C) was set as a fixed modification; oxidation (M) and acetyl
(Protein N-term) were set as variable modifications; 10 ppm precur-
sor mass tolerance; and 0.6-Da fragment mass tolerance for CID
tandem mass spectra. After importing the result files to Scaffold
(http://www.proteomesoftware.com, version 4), the FDR rate was
set to < 1% for protein identifications by the local Scaffold FDR
algorithm based on the number of decoy hits.
Negative-stained sample preparation, data acquisition, and
image processing
An aliquot of 3 ll of sheath sample was applied onto freshly glow-
discharged carbon-coated 300-mesh copper grid, blotted, washed
with 10 ll of TN-buffer, blotted again, and stained with 2% uranyl
acetate for 10 s. 200 images were acquired using CM200FEG micro-
scope (Philips) on TVIPS F416 CMOS camera, operated at 200 kV at
a nominal magnification of 38,000×, corresponding to pixel size of
2.81 A˚. Contrast transfer function for each micrograph was esti-
mated using CTFFIND4 (Rohou & Grigorieff, 2015). 2,248 particles
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corresponding to the ends of extended T6SS assemblies were picked
using XMIPP manual picking utility within SCIPION framework (de
la Rosa-Trevı´n et al, 2016). Extracted particles were phase-flipped
and subjected for reference-free 2D classification without CTF
correction in RELION1.4 (Scheres, 2012).
Cryo-EM sample preparation and data acquisition
An aliquot of 3 ll of sheath sample was applied onto freshly glow-
discharged Quantifoil R2/1 holey carbon grids (Quantifoil Micro
Tools GmbH, Germany), blotted for 3 s, and vitrified using a
Vitrobot MK4 (FEI Corp., The Netherlands). The chamber was main-
tained at 4°C and 100% humidity during the blotting process.
Data of the isolated T6SS assemblies were acquired using Titan
Krios microscope (FEI Corp.) equipped with an energy filter (slit
width 20 eV) on a K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan Inc.,
USA) in counting mode, operated at 300 kV and at a nominal
magnification of 130,000×, corresponding to a calibrated pixel size
of 1.06 A˚, and a defocus ranging from 1.5 to 3 lm. 9,202 movie
series were collected automatically using the SerialEM software
(Mastronarde, 2005). For each movie, 40-frame exposures were
taken at 0.4 s per frame (16 s total exposure time), using a dose rate
of 5e-/pixel/s.
Image processing
Movie frames were aligned using MotionCorr2 (Zheng et al, 2017)
to correct for specimen motion. The averages of the aligned
frames were used for data processing within SCIPION 1.0.1 (de la
Rosa-Trevı´n et al, 2016). The contrast transfer function of each
micrograph was estimated using the Gctf 1.06 program (Zhang,
2016). Baseplates and distal ends were manually selected from
the micrographs using XMIPP manual picking utility in SCIPION
1.0.1 and extracted with a box size of 512 pixels. Particles were
binned to have the box size of 256 pixels, corresponding to the
pixel size of 2.12 A˚. 21,446 baseplate and distal-end particles were
classified into 20 classes using reference-free 2D classification with
RELION1.4. After 2D classification, a total of 2,660 baseplates and
3,710 distal ends were used for 3D refinement and classification.
Best baseplate and distal-end class averages were used for initial
volume estimation using XMIPP RANSAC protocol in SCIPION
(Vargas et al, 2014). Resulted volumes were low-pass-filtered to 60 A˚
and used as a reference model for 3D auto-refinement. C6 symme-
try was imposed during 3D refinement. Better-resolved rigid
sheath densities from baseplate and distal-end reconstructions
were used for the soft mask creation for subsequent focused 3D
refinement with small local angular sampling. Finally, refined
particles and model were imported into RELION2.1 (Kimanius
et al, 2016) for the auto-refinement using solvent-flattened FSCs.
This procedure is suggested for elongated particles, when the
protein complex represents a relatively small fraction of the
reconstructed volume. This procedure resulted in 8.7 A˚ resolu-
tion baseplate and 7.5 A˚ resolution distal-end reconstructions.
Tight mask around baseplate wedge and first sheath ring was
created and focused 3D classification, and further refinement of
the best class with 1,265 baseplate particles was performed with
RELION2.1, which resulted in resolution improvement from 8.5
to 8 A˚.
Straightforward baseplate reconstruction with C3 symmetry
resulted in a map with strong artifacts. These artifacts most likely
appeared due to the six-start sheath helix, occupying majority of the
volume inside the particle. Instead, symmetry relaxation from C6 to
C3 was performed with relion_particle_symmetry_expand utility
from RELION2.1, followed by masked 3D classification without
alignment. Smooth soft mask lacking sixfold-related features was
created around the baseplate region. The resulting 11 A˚ resolution
model showed the same features as a sixfold symmetrized model
and trimeric features of the VgrG spike. Local resolution variations
of the baseplate and distal-end maps were estimated with Resmap
(Kucukelbir et al, 2014).
To perform focused refinement of the connector protein region,
we low-pass filtered the refined baseplate map to 80 A˚ and gener-
ated a small mask around TssK region with Segger (Pintilie et al,
2010) in UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al, 2004; Goddard et al, 2007).
Mask was prepared for RELION2.1 with relion_mask_create with
extended width and soft edge of five pixels. The subsequent masked
3D classification without alignment and focused 3D refinement of
the best 3D class (Scheres, 2016) resulted in the connector protein
density of 10 A˚ resolution.
Models segmentation and interpretation
Baseplate and distal-end reconstructions were rendered, segmented,
and interpreted using UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al, 2004; Pintilie
et al, 2010). Volume-to-mass scale coefficient was calculated for the
proteins with available X-ray crystallographic structure (Leiman
et al, 2010).
Accession numbers
The EM map was deposited to EMDB (http://www.emdatabank.
org) with accession number for the single-particle reconstruction of
a distal-end EMD-3878, single-particle reconstruction of a baseplate
EMD-3879.
Expanded View for this article is available online.
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34❛♥1❧♦❝❛3✐♦♥ ❡✈❡♥31✳ ❚❤❡ ❊▼❇❖ ❏♦✉&♥❛❧✱ ✶✻✭✷✹✮✿✼✷✾✼✕✼✸✵✹✱ ❉❡❝❡♠❜❡4 ✶✾✾✼✳
❬✸✻❪ ❊❧♠❛4 ❙❝❤✐❡❜❡❧✱ ❆4♥♦❧❞ ❏✳ ▼✳ ❉4✐❡11❡♥✱ ❋4❛♥③✲❯❧4✐❝❤ ❍❛43❧✱ ❛♥❞ ❲✐❧❧✐❛♠ ❲✐❝❦♥❡4✳
❍✰ ❛♥❞ ❆❚. ❢✉♥❝3✐♦♥ ❛3 ❞✐✛❡4❡♥3 13❡♣1 ♦❢ 3❤❡ ❝❛3❛❧②3✐❝ ❝②❝❧❡ ♦❢ ♣4❡♣4♦3❡✐♥ 34❛♥1❧♦✲
❝❛1❡✳ ❈❡❧❧✱ ✻✹✭✺✮✿✾✷✼✕✾✸✾✱ ▼❛4❝❤ ✶✾✾✶✳
❬✸✼❪ ❉❛♠♦♥ ❍✉❜❡4✱ ▼♦❤❛♠♠❡❞ ❏❛♠1❤❛❞✱ ❘✉❜② ❍❛♥♠❡4✱ ❉❛♥✐❡❧❛ ❙❝❤✐❜✐❝❤✱ ❑4✐13✐♥❛
❉g4✐♥❣✱ ■1❛❜❡❧❧❛ ▼❛4❝♦♠✐♥✐✱ ●h♥3❡4 ❑4❛♠❡4✱ ❛♥❞ ❇❡4♥❞ ❇✉❦❛✉✳ ❙❡❝❆ ❝♦34❛♥1❧❛✲
3✐♦♥❛❧❧② ✐♥3❡4❛❝31 ✇✐3❤ ♥❛1❝❡♥3 1✉❜134❛3❡ ♣4♦3❡✐♥1 ✐♥ ✈✐✈♦✳ ❏♦✉&♥❛❧ ♦❢ ❇❛❝'❡&✐♦❧♦❣②✱
♣❛❣❡1 ❏❇✳✵✵✻✷✷✕✶✻✱ ❖❝3♦❜❡4 ✷✵✶✻✳
❬✸✽❪ ❚%❛❝② )❛❧♠❡% ❛♥❞ ❇❡♥ ❈✳ ❇❡%❦3✳ ❚❤❡ 5✇✐♥✲❛%❣✐♥✐♥❡ 5%❛♥3❧♦❝❛5✐♦♥ ✭❚❛5✮ ♣%♦5❡✐♥
❡①♣♦%5 ♣❛5❤✇❛②✳ ◆❛"✉$❡ ❘❡✈✐❡✇* ▼✐❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✶✵✭✼✮✿✹✽✸✕✹✾✻✱ ❏✉❧② ✷✵✶✷✳
❬✸✾❪ )❤✐❧✐♣ ❆✳ ▲❡❡✱ ❉❛♥✐❡❧❧❡ ❚✉❧❧♠❛♥✲❊%❝❡❦✱ ❛♥❞ ●❡♦%❣❡ ●❡♦%❣✐♦✉✳ ❚❤❡ ❇❛❝5❡%✐❛❧ ❚✇✐♥✲
❆%❣✐♥✐♥❡ ❚%❛♥3❧♦❝❛5✐♦♥ )❛5❤✇❛②✳ ❆♥♥✉❛❧ $❡✈✐❡✇ ♦❢ ♠✐❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✻✵✿✸✼✸✕✸✾✺✱ ✷✵✵✻✳
❬✹✵❪ ❯%3 ❆✳ ❖❝❤3♥❡%✱ ❆❧❡❦3❛♥❞%❛ ❙♥②❞❡%✱ ❆❞%✐❛♥❛ ■✳ ❱❛3✐❧✱ ❛♥❞ ▼✐❝❤❛❡❧ ▲✳ ❱❛3✐❧✳ ❊✛❡❝53
♦❢ 5❤❡ 5✇✐♥✲❛%❣✐♥✐♥❡ 5%❛♥3❧♦❝❛3❡ ♦♥ 3❡❝%❡5✐♦♥ ♦❢ ✈✐%✉❧❡♥❝❡ ❢❛❝5♦%3✱ 35%❡33 %❡3♣♦♥3❡✱
❛♥❞ ♣❛5❤♦❣❡♥❡3✐3✳ 6$♦❝❡❡❞✐♥❣* ♦❢ "❤❡ ◆❛"✐♦♥❛❧ ❆❝❛❞❡♠② ♦❢ ❙❝✐❡♥❝❡*✱ ✾✾✭✶✷✮✿✽✸✶✷✕
✽✸✶✼✱ ❏✉♥❡ ✷✵✵✷✳
❬✹✶❪ ◆❛5❤❛❧✐❡ )%❛❞❡❧✱ ❈❤❛♥❣②✉♥ ❨❡✱ ❱❛❧\%✐❡ ▲✐✈%❡❧❧✐✱ ❏✐❛♥❣✉♦ ❳✉✱ ❇❡%♥❛%❞ ❏♦❧②✱ ❛♥❞
▲♦♥❣✲❋❡✐ ❲✉✳ ❈♦♥5%✐❜✉5✐♦♥ ♦❢ 5❤❡ ❚✇✐♥ ❆%❣✐♥✐♥❡ ❚%❛♥3❧♦❝❛5✐♦♥ ❙②35❡♠ 5♦ 5❤❡
❱✐%✉❧❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ ❊♥5❡%♦❤❡♠♦%%❤❛❣✐❝ ❊3❝❤❡%✐❝❤✐❛ ❝♦❧✐ ❖✶✺✼✿❍✼✳ ■♥❢❡❝"✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ■♠♠✉♥✐"②✱
✼✶✭✾✮✿✹✾✵✽✕✹✾✶✻✱ ❙❡♣5❡♠❜❡% ✷✵✵✸✳
❬✹✷❪ ❊♠♠② ❉❡ ❇✉❝❦✱ ▲✐❡3❜❡5❤ ▼❛❡3✱ ❊❡❢ ▼❡②❡♥✱ ▲✐❡✈❡ ❱❛♥ ▼❡❧❧❛❡%5✱ ◆✐❝❦ ●❡✉❦❡♥3✱
❏♦③❡❢ ❆♥♥\✱ ❛♥❞ ❊❧❦❡ ▲❛♠♠❡%5②♥✳ ▲❡❣✐♦♥❡❧❧❛ ♣♥❡✉♠♦♣❤✐❧❛ )❤✐❧❛❞❡❧♣❤✐❛✲✶ 5❛5❇
❛♥❞ 5❛5❈ ❛✛❡❝5 ✐♥5%❛❝❡❧❧✉❧❛% %❡♣❧✐❝❛5✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ❜✐♦✜❧♠ ❢♦%♠❛5✐♦♥✳ ❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✐❝❛❧ ❛♥❞
❇✐♦♣❤②*✐❝❛❧ ❘❡*❡❛$❝❤ ❈♦♠♠✉♥✐❝❛"✐♦♥*✱ ✸✸✶✭✹✮✿✶✹✶✸✕✶✹✷✵✱ ❏✉♥❡ ✷✵✵✺✳
❬✹✸❪ ❊♥✐❞ ❚✳ ●♦♥③d❧❡③✱ ❉❛%❜② ●✳ ❇%♦✇♥✱ ❏✐❧❧ ❑✳ ❙✇❛♥3♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ ❈❛✐5✐❧②♥ ❆❧❧❡♥✳ ❯3✐♥❣
5❤❡ ❘❛❧35♦♥✐❛ 3♦❧❛♥❛❝❡❛%✉♠ ❚❛5 ❙❡❝%❡5♦♠❡ ❚♦ ■❞❡♥5✐❢② ❇❛❝5❡%✐❛❧ ❲✐❧5 ❱✐%✉❧❡♥❝❡
❋❛❝5♦%3✳ ❆♣♣❧✐❡❞ ❛♥❞ ❊♥✈✐$♦♥♠❡♥"❛❧ ▼✐❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✼✸✭✶✷✮✿✸✼✼✾✕✸✼✽✻✱ ❏✉♥❡ ✷✵✵✼✳
❬✹✹❪ ❊♠♠② ❉❡ ❇✉❝❦✱ ❊❧❦❡ ▲❛♠♠❡%5②♥✱ ❛♥❞ ❏♦③❡❢ ❆♥♥\✳ ❚❤❡ ✐♠♣♦%5❛♥❝❡ ♦❢ 5❤❡ 5✇✐♥✲
❛%❣✐♥✐♥❡ 5%❛♥3❧♦❝❛5✐♦♥ ♣❛5❤✇❛② ❢♦% ❜❛❝5❡%✐❛❧ ✈✐%✉❧❡♥❝❡✳ ❚$❡♥❞* ✐♥ ▼✐❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱
✶✻✭✾✮✿✹✹✷✕✹✺✸✱ ❙❡♣5❡♠❜❡% ✷✵✵✽✳
❬✹✺❪ ❏♦❛♥♥❛ ❉✳ ❚❤♦♠❛3✱ ❘✐❝❤❛%❞ ❆✳ ❉❛♥✐❡❧✱ ❏❡✛ ❊%%✐♥❣5♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ ❈♦❧✐♥ ❘♦❜✐♥3♦♥✳ ❊①♣♦%5
♦❢ ❛❝5✐✈❡ ❣%❡❡♥ ✢✉♦%❡3❝❡♥5 ♣%♦5❡✐♥ 5♦ 5❤❡ ♣❡%✐♣❧❛3♠ ❜② 5❤❡ 5✇✐♥✲❛%❣✐♥✐♥❡ 5%❛♥3❧♦❝❛3❡
✭❚❛5✮ ♣❛5❤✇❛② ✐♥ ❊3❝❤❡%✐❝❤✐❛ ❝♦❧✐✳ ▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛$ ▼✐❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✸✾✭✶✮✿✹✼✕✺✸✱ ❏❛♥✉❛%②
✷✵✵✶✳
❬✹✻❪ ❱\%♦♥✐h✉❡ ❙❛✉✈\✱ ❙5❡❢❛♥♦ ❇%✉♥♦✱ ❇❡♥ ❈✳ ❇❡%❦3✱ ❛♥❞ ❆♥❞%❡✇ ▼✳ ❍❡♠♠✐♥❣3✳ ❚❤❡
❙♦①❨❩ ❈♦♠♣❧❡① ❈❛%%✐❡3 ❙✉❧❢✉% ❈②❝❧❡ ■♥5❡%♠❡❞✐❛5❡3 ♦♥ ❛ )❡♣5✐❞❡ ❙✇✐♥❣✐♥❣ ❆%♠✳
❏♦✉$♥❛❧ ♦❢ ❇✐♦❧♦❣✐❝❛❧ ❈❤❡♠✐*"$②✱ ✷✽✷✭✸✷✮✿✷✸✶✾✹✕✷✸✷✵✹✱ ❆✉❣✉35 ✷✵✵✼✳
❬✹✼❪ ❙5❡✈❡ ❚♦55❡②✱ ❑❡✈✐♥ ❏✳ ❲❛❧❞%♦♥✱ ❙✉3❛♥ ❏✳ ❋✐%❜❛♥❦✱ ❇%✐❛♥ ❘❡❛❧❡✱ ❈♦♥%❛❞ ❇❡33❛♥5✱
❑❛53✉❦♦ ❙❛5♦✱ ❚✐♠♦5❤② ❘✳ ❈❤❡❡❦✱ ❏♦❡ ●%❛②✱ ▼❛%❦ ❏✳ ❇❛♥✜❡❧❞✱ ❈❤%✐35♦♣❤❡% ❉❡♥✲
♥✐3♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ ◆✐❣❡❧ ❏✳ ❘♦❜✐♥3♦♥✳ )%♦5❡✐♥✲❢♦❧❞✐♥❣ ❧♦❝❛5✐♦♥ ❝❛♥ %❡❣✉❧❛5❡ ♠❛♥❣❛♥❡3❡✲
❜✐♥❞✐♥❣ ✈❡%3✉3 ❝♦♣♣❡%✲ ♦% ③✐♥❝✲❜✐♥❞✐♥❣✳ ◆❛"✉$❡✱ ✹✺✺✭✼✷✶✻✮✿✶✶✸✽✕✶✶✹✷✱ ❖❝5♦❜❡% ✷✵✵✽✳
❬✹✽❪ ❑✐❡'❛♥ ❉✐❧❦-✱ ❘✳ ❲❡-❧❡② ❘♦-❡✱ ❊♥♥♦ ❍❛'6♠❛♥♥✱ ❛♥❞ ▼❡❝❤6❤✐❧❞ <♦❤❧-❝❤'=❞❡'✳
<'♦❦❛'②♦6✐❝ ❯6✐❧✐③❛6✐♦♥ ♦❢ 6❤❡ ❚✇✐♥✲❆'❣✐♥✐♥❡ ❚'❛♥-❧♦❝❛6✐♦♥ <❛6❤✇❛②✿ ❛ ●❡♥♦♠✐❝
❙✉'✈❡②✳ ❏♦✉#♥❛❧ ♦❢ ❇❛❝*❡#✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✶✽✺✭✹✮✿✶✹✼✽✕✶✹✽✸✱ ❋❡❜'✉❛'② ✷✵✵✸✳
❬✹✾❪ ❲♦✉6❡' ❙✳ <✳ ❏♦♥❣✱ ❈♦'✐♥♥❡ ▼✳ 6❡♥ ❍❛❣❡♥✲❏♦♥❣♠❛♥✱ <✐❡''❡ ●❡♥❡✈❛✉①✱ ❏♦-❡❢ ❇'✉♥✲
♥❡'✱ ❇❛✉❦❡ ❖✉❞❡❣❛✱ ❛♥❞ ❏♦❡♥ ▲✉✐'✐♥❦✳ ❚'✐❣❣❡' ❢❛❝6♦' ✐♥6❡'❛❝6- ✇✐6❤ 6❤❡ -✐❣♥❛❧
♣❡♣6✐❞❡ ♦❢ ♥❛-❝❡♥6 ❚❛6 -✉❜-6'❛6❡- ❜✉6 ❞♦❡- ♥♦6 ♣❧❛② ❛ ❝'✐6✐❝❛❧ '♦❧❡ ✐♥ ❚❛6✲♠❡❞✐❛6❡❞
❡①♣♦'6✳ ❊✉#♦♣❡❛♥ ❏♦✉#♥❛❧ ♦❢ ❇✐♦❝❤❡♠✐3*#②✱ ✷✼✶✭✷✸✲✷✹✮✿✹✼✼✾✕✹✼✽✼✱ ❉❡❝❡♠❜❡' ✷✵✵✹✳
❬✺✵❪ ❊❧❧✐♦66 ❈'♦♦❦❡✱ ❇'❡♥❞❛ ●✉6❤'✐❡✱ ❙6❡✇❛'6 ▲❡❝❦❡'✱ ❘♦❧❛♥❞ ▲✐❧❧✱ ❛♥❞ ❲✐❧❧✐❛♠ ❲✐❝❦♥❡'✳
<'♦❖♠♣❆ ✐- -6❛❜✐❧✐③❡❞ ❢♦' ♠❡♠❜'❛♥❡ 6'❛♥-❧♦❝❛6✐♦♥ ❜② ❡✐6❤❡' ♣✉'✐✜❡❞ ❊✳ ❝♦❧✐ 6'✐❣❣❡'
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✉,❛❧ ❝♦♠♣❡8❡♥❝❡ ♦❢ ❱✐❜,✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡,❛❡ ❛,❡ 0✉❜❥❡❝8 8♦ ❝❛8❛❜♦❧✐8❡ ,❡♣,❡00✐♦♥✳ ❊♥✈✐'♦♥✲
♠❡♥1❛❧ ▼✐❝'♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✶✹✭✽✮✿✶✽✾✽✕✶✾✶✷✱ ❆✉❣✉08 ✷✵✶✷✳
❬✸✶✺❪ ❱❡,❡♥❛ ❇❛❝❤♠❛♥♥✱ ❇❡♥❥❛♠✐♥ ❑♦08✐✉❦✱ ❉❛♥✐❡❧ ❯♥8❡,✇❡❣❡,✱ ▲❛✉,❛ ❉✐❛③✲❙❛8✐③❛❜❛❧✱
❙8❡♣❤❡♥ ❖❣❣✱ ❛♥❞ ❙8❡❢❛♥ a✉❦❛8③❦✐✳ ❇✐❧❡ ❙❛❧80 ▼♦❞✉❧❛8❡ 8❤❡ ▼✉❝✐♥✲❆❝8✐✈❛8❡❞ ❚②♣❡
❱■ ❙❡❝,❡8✐♦♥ ❙②08❡♠ ♦❢ a❛♥❞❡♠✐❝ ❱✐❜,✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡,❛❡✳ ,▲❖❙ ◆❡❣❧❡❝1❡❞ ❚'♦♣✐❝❛❧ ❉✐/✲
❡❛/❡/✱ ✾✭✽✮✿❡✵✵✵✹✵✸✶✱ ❆✉❣✉08 ✷✵✶✺✳
❬✸✶✻❪ ▲✐0❛ ❈✳ ▼❡8③❣❡,✱ ❙❛♥❞,✐♥❡ ❙8✉8③♠❛♥♥✱ ❚✐③✐❛♥❛ ❙❝,✐❣♥❛,✐✱ ❈❤❛,❧❡0 ❱❛♥ ❞❡, ❍❡♥08✱
◆♦c♠✐❡ ▼❛88❤❡②✱ ❛♥❞ ▼❡❧❛♥✐❡ ❇❧♦❦❡0❝❤✳ ■♥❞❡♣❡♥❞❡♥8 ❘❡❣✉❧❛8✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡✲
❝,❡8✐♦♥ ✐♥ ❱✐❜,✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡,❛❡ ❜② ❚❢♦❳ ❛♥❞ ❚❢♦❨✳ ❈❡❧❧ ❘❡♣♦'1/✱ ✶✺✭✺✮✿✾✺✶✕✾✺✽✱ ▼❛②
✷✵✶✻✳
❬✸✶✼❪ ❙❛♥❞,✐♥❡ ❇♦,❣❡❛✉❞✱ ▲✐0❛ ❈✳ ▼❡8③❣❡,✱ ❚✐③✐❛♥❛ ❙❝,✐❣♥❛,✐✱ ❛♥❞ ▼❡❧❛♥✐❡ ❇❧♦❦❡0❝❤✳ ❚❤❡
8②♣❡ ❱■ 0❡❝,❡8✐♦♥ 0②08❡♠ ♦❢ ❱✐❜,✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡,❛❡ ❢♦08❡,0 ❤♦,✐③♦♥8❛❧ ❣❡♥❡ 8,❛♥0❢❡,✳ ❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱
✸✹✼✭✻✷✶✼✮✿✻✸✕✻✼✱ ❏❛♥✉❛,② ✷✵✶✺✳
❬✸✶✽❪ ▼✐,❡❧❧❛ ▲♦ ❙❝,✉❞❛8♦ ❛♥❞ ▼❡❧❛♥✐❡ ❇❧♦❦❡0❝❤✳ ❆ 8,❛♥0❝,✐♣8✐♦♥❛❧ ,❡❣✉❧❛8♦, ❧✐♥❦✐♥❣ Z✉♦✲
,✉♠ 0❡♥0✐♥❣ ❛♥❞ ❝❤✐8✐♥ ✐♥❞✉❝8✐♦♥ 8♦ ,❡♥❞❡, ❱✐❜,✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡,❛❡ ♥❛8✉,❛❧❧② 8,❛♥0❢♦,♠❛❜❧❡✳
◆✉❝❧❡✐❝ ❆❝✐❞/ ❘❡/❡❛'❝❤✱ ✹✶✭✻✮✿✸✻✹✹✕✸✻✺✽✱ ❆♣,✐❧ ✷✵✶✸✳
❬✸✶✾❪ ❑❛,✐♥ ▲✳ ▼❡✐❜♦♠✱ ▼❡❧❛♥✐❡ ❇❧♦❦❡0❝❤✱ ◆❛❞✐❛ ❆✳ ❉♦❧❣❛♥♦✈✱ ❈❤❡♥❣✲❨❡♥ ❲✉✱ ❛♥❞
●❛,② ❑✳ ❙❝❤♦♦❧♥✐❦✳ ❈❤✐8✐♥ ■♥❞✉❝❡0 ◆❛8✉,❛❧ ❈♦♠♣❡8❡♥❝❡ ✐♥ ❱✐❜,✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡,❛❡✳ ❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱
✸✶✵✭✺✼✺✺✮✿✶✽✷✹✕✶✽✷✼✱ ❉❡❝❡♠❜❡, ✷✵✵✺✳
❬✸✷✵❪ ❉❛♥✐❡❧ ❯♥,❡-✇❡❣❡-✱ ❙❛-❛❤ ❚✳ ▼✐②❛,❛✱ ❱❡-❡♥❛ ❇❛❝❤♠❛♥♥✱ ❚❡-❡;❛ ▼✳ ❇-♦♦❦;✱ ❚-❛✈✐;
▼✉❧❧✐♥;✱ ❇❡♥❥❛♠✐♥ ❑♦;,✐✉❦✱ ❉❛♥✐❡❧❡ B-♦✈❡♥③❛♥♦✱ ❛♥❞ ❙,❡❢❛♥ B✉❦❛,③❦✐✳ ❚❤❡ ❱✐❜-✐♦
❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡ ,②♣❡ ❱■ ;❡❝-❡,✐♦♥ ;②;,❡♠ ❡♠♣❧♦②; ❞✐✈❡-;❡ ❡✛❡❝,♦- ♠♦❞✉❧❡; ❢♦- ✐♥,-❛;♣❡❝✐✜❝
❝♦♠♣❡,✐,✐♦♥✳ ◆❛"✉$❡ ❈♦♠♠✉♥✐❝❛"✐♦♥,✱ ✺✿✸✺✹✾✱ ❆♣-✐❧ ✷✵✶✹✳
❬✸✷✶❪ ❚❛❦❛❤✐❦♦ ■;❤✐❦❛✇❛✱ B-❛♠♦❞ ❑✉♠❛- ❘♦♠♣✐❦✉♥,❛❧✱ ❇❛-❜-♦ ▲✐♥❞♠❛-❦✱ ❉❡❜-❛ ▲✳ ▼✐❧✲
,♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ ❙✉♥ ◆②✉♥, ❲❛✐✳ ◗✉♦-✉♠ ❙❡♥;✐♥❣ ❘❡❣✉❧❛,✐♦♥ ♦❢ ,❤❡ ❚✇♦ ❤❝♣ ❆❧❧❡❧❡; ✐♥
❱✐❜-✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡ ❖✶ ❙,-❛✐♥;✳ -▲❖❙ ❖◆❊✱ ✹✭✽✮✿❡✻✼✸✹✱ ❆✉❣✉;, ✷✵✵✾✳
❬✸✷✷❪ ❏✉♥ ❩❤❡♥❣✱ ❖❦ ❙✳ ❙❤✐♥✱ ❉✳ ❊✇❡♥ ❈❛♠❡-♦♥✱ ❛♥❞ ❏♦❤♥ ❏✳ ▼❡❦❛❧❛♥♦;✳ ◗✉♦-✉♠ ;❡♥;✐♥❣
❛♥❞ ❛ ❣❧♦❜❛❧ -❡❣✉❧❛,♦- ❚;-❆ ❝♦♥,-♦❧ ❡①♣-❡;;✐♦♥ ♦❢ ,②♣❡ ❱■ ;❡❝-❡,✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ✈✐-✉❧❡♥❝❡ ✐♥
❱✐❜-✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡✳ -$♦❝❡❡❞✐♥❣, ♦❢ "❤❡ ◆❛"✐♦♥❛❧ ❆❝❛❞❡♠② ♦❢ ❙❝✐❡♥❝❡,✱ ✶✵✼✭✹✾✮✿✷✶✶✷✽✕
✷✶✶✸✸✱ ❉❡❝❡♠❜❡- ✷✵✶✵✳
❬✸✷✸❪ ❈❤-✐;,♦♣❤❡- ▼✳ ❲❛,❡-;✱ ❲❡♥②✉♥ ▲✉✱ ❏♦;❤✉❛ ❉✳ ❘❛❜✐♥♦✇✐,③✱ ❛♥❞ ❇♦♥♥✐❡ ▲✳ ❇❛;;❧❡-✳
◗✉♦-✉♠ ❙❡♥;✐♥❣ ❈♦♥,-♦❧; ❇✐♦✜❧♠ ❋♦-♠❛,✐♦♥ ✐♥ ❱✐❜-✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡ ,❤-♦✉❣❤ ▼♦❞✉❧❛✲
,✐♦♥ ♦❢ ❈②❝❧✐❝ ❉✐✲●▼B ▲❡✈❡❧; ❛♥❞ ❘❡♣-❡;;✐♦♥ ♦❢ ✈♣;❚✳ ❏♦✉$♥❛❧ ♦❢ ❇❛❝"❡$✐♦❧♦❣②✱
✶✾✵✭✼✮✿✷✺✷✼✕✷✺✸✻✱ ❆♣-✐❧ ✷✵✵✽✳
❬✸✷✹❪ ❆✈❛,❛- ❏♦;❤✐✱ ❇❡♥❥❛♠✐♥ ❑♦;,✐✉❦✱ ❆♥❞-❡✇ ❘♦❣❡-;✱ ❏❡♥♥✐❢❡- ❚❡;❝❤❧❡-✱ ❙,❡❢❛♥
B✉❦❛,③❦✐✱ ❛♥❞ ❋✐,♥❛, ❍✳ ❨✐❧❞✐③✳ ❘✉❧❡; ♦❢ ❊♥❣❛❣❡♠❡♥,✿ ❚❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝-❡,✐♦♥
❙②;,❡♠ ✐♥ ❱✐❜-✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡✳ ❚$❡♥❞, ✐♥ ▼✐❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✷✵✶✼✳
❬✸✷✺❪ ❆♠② ❚✳ ▼❛ ❛♥❞ ❏♦❤♥ ❏✳ ▼❡❦❛❧❛♥♦;✳ ■♥ ✈✐✈♦ ❛❝,✐♥ ❝-♦;;✲❧✐♥❦✐♥❣ ✐♥❞✉❝❡❞ ❜② ❱✐❜✲
-✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡ ,②♣❡ ❱■ ;❡❝-❡,✐♦♥ ;②;,❡♠ ✐; ❛;;♦❝✐❛,❡❞ ✇✐,❤ ✐♥,❡;,✐♥❛❧ ✐♥✢❛♠♠❛,✐♦♥✳
-$♦❝❡❡❞✐♥❣, ♦❢ "❤❡ ◆❛"✐♦♥❛❧ ❆❝❛❞❡♠② ♦❢ ❙❝✐❡♥❝❡,✱ ✶✵✼✭✾✮✿✹✸✻✺✕✹✸✼✵✱ ▼❛-❝❤ ✷✵✶✵✳
❬✸✷✻❪ ❆♥❞-❡✇ ❚✳ ❈❤❡♥❣✱ ❑❛-❡♥ ▼✳ ❖,,❡♠❛♥♥✱ ❛♥❞ ❋✐,♥❛, ❍✳ ❨✐❧❞✐③✳ ❱✐❜-✐♦ ❝❤♦❧❡-❛❡ ❘❡✲
;♣♦♥;❡ ❘❡❣✉❧❛,♦- ❱①-❇ ❈♦♥,-♦❧; ❈♦❧♦♥✐③❛,✐♦♥ ❛♥❞ ❘❡❣✉❧❛,❡; ,❤❡ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝-❡,✐♦♥
❙②;,❡♠✳ -▲❖❙ -❛"❤♦❣❡♥,✱ ✶✶✭✺✮✿❡✶✵✵✹✾✸✸✱ ▼❛② ✷✵✶✺✳
❬✸✷✼❪ ❋♦❙❤❡♥❣ ❍;✉✱ ❙❛♥❞-❛ ❙❝❤✇❛-③✱ ❛♥❞ ❏♦;❡♣❤ ❉✳ ▼♦✉❣♦✉;✳ ❚❛❣❘ ♣-♦♠♦,❡; B♣❦❆✲
❝❛,❛❧②;❡❞ ,②♣❡ ❱■ ;❡❝-❡,✐♦♥ ❛❝,✐✈❛,✐♦♥ ✐♥ B;❡✉❞♦♠♦♥❛; ❛❡-✉❣✐♥♦;❛✳ ▼♦❧❡❝✉❧❛$ ▼✐✲
❝$♦❜✐♦❧♦❣②✱ ✼✷✭✺✮✿✶✶✶✶✕✶✶✷✺✱ ❏✉♥❡ ✷✵✵✾✳
❬✸✷✽❪ ❏♦;❡♣❤ ❉✳ ▼♦✉❣♦✉;✱ ▼❛-✐❛♥♥❡ ❊✳ ❈✉✛✱ ❙,❡❢❛♥ ❘❛✉♥;❡-✱ ❆✐♠❡❡ ❙❤❡♥✱ ▼✐♥ ❩❤♦✉✱
❈❛;❡② ❆✳ ●✐✛♦-❞✱ ❆♥❞-❡✇ ▲✳ ●♦♦❞♠❛♥✱ ●-❛③②♥❛ ❏♦❛❝❤✐♠✐❛❦✱ ❈❧❛✉❞✐❛ ▲✳ ❖-❞♦h❡③✱
❙,❡♣❤❡♥ ▲♦-②✱ ❚❤♦♠❛; ❲❛❧③✱ ❆♥❞-③❡❥ ❏♦❛❝❤✐♠✐❛❦✱ ❛♥❞ ❏♦❤♥ ❏✳ ▼❡❦❛❧❛♥♦;✳ ❆ ❱✐-✲
✉❧❡♥❝❡ ▲♦❝✉; ♦❢ B;❡✉❞♦♠♦♥❛; ❛❡-✉❣✐♥♦;❛ ❊♥❝♦❞❡; ❛ B-♦,❡✐♥ ❙❡❝-❡,✐♦♥ ❆♣♣❛-❛,✉;✳
❙❝✐❡♥❝❡✱ ✸✶✷✭✺✼✼✾✮✿✶✺✷✻✕✶✺✸✵✱ ❏✉♥❡ ✷✵✵✻✳
❬✸✷✾❪ ▼❛'❡❦ ❇❛+❧❡'✱ ❇'✐❛♥ ❚✳ ❍♦✱ ❛♥❞ ❏♦❤♥ ❏✳ ▼❡❦❛❧❛♥♦+✳ ❚✐7✲❢♦'✲❚❛7✿ ❚②♣❡ ❱■ ❙❡❝'❡7✐♦♥
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Review
Using Force to Punch Holes:
Mechanics of Contractile
Nanomachines
Maximilian Brackmann,1,2 Sergey Nazarov,1,2 Jing Wang,1,2
and Marek Basler1,*
Using physical force to translocate macromolecules across a membrane has the
advantage of being a universal solution independent of the properties of the target
membrane. However, physically punching a stiff membrane is not a trivial task and
three things are necessary for success: a sharp tip, a source of energy, and the
ability to strongly bind to the target. In this review we describe the basic
mechanism of membrane puncturing by contractile nanomachines with a focus
on the T4 phage, R-type pyocin, and the bacterial Type VI secretion system (T6SS)
based on recent studies of the structures and dynamics of their assembly.
Punching Holes into Membranes
With the evolution of membranes as partitions of cells and their compartments, a new challenge
emerged: how can hydrophilic molecules be efﬁciently translocated across a barrier? Various
mechanisms have evolved, including contractile nanomachines, which are effective and powerful
systems for physically piercing membranes and allowing the translocation of macromolecules
such as DNA or proteins. All contractile nanomachines comprise three major parts: a baseplate, a
long tube with a sharp tip, and a contractile helical sheath that wraps around the tube and attaches
to the baseplate. The process of membrane penetration is initiated by rearrangement of the
baseplatecomponents with two consequences: initiationofsheathcontractionand opening of the
middle of thebaseplate to allow passageof the tip and tube.As the sheath irreversibly transitions to
its contracted state, it releases the tube by widening its inner diameter, while at the same time
shortening its length and rotating around its helical axis as it increases its overall twist. Since the
sheath is ﬁrmly attached to both the baseplate and the distal end of the inner tube, its contraction
results in a rotation and a translationof the inner tube through the baseplateand thus piercing of the
attached target membrane (see the scheme in Figure 1).
The most abundant contractile nanomachines are phages with contractile tails that punch
holes into bacterial membranes to deliver DNA into host cells [1,2]. R-type pyocins of Pseudo-
monas aeruginosa and related diffocins of Clostridium difﬁcile punch a hole into the bacterial
envelope to efﬁciently kill target cells [3–6]. Structurally related particles are also used to deliver
proteins into eukaryotic cells: Photorhabdus virulence cassettes [7], antifeeding prophages [8],
and metamorphosis-associated contractile structures of Pseudoalteromonas luteoviolacea [9].
All of these systems are assembled inside bacterial cells and are released to the environment
after cell lysis. An interesting adaptation of these contractile tails is the T6SS [10,11]. Bacteria
use the T6SS to puncture both bacterial and eukaryotic membranes and to deliver large
effectors across membranes to ﬁght their competition [12–14]. In this review we cover recent
advances in cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) and studies of the dynamics of T6SS assem-
bly, which have provided unprecedented insights into the mode of action of these sophisticated
nanomachines.
Trends
Many bacterial nanomachines share a
common ancestry and mode of action
with contractile-tailed phages.
Recent advances in cryoelectron
microscopy have allowed unprece-
dented insight into the structures of
R-type pyocin and the T4 baseplate
in both the pre- and post-contraction
state.
Studies on the structures and
dynamics of several components of
the Type VI secretion system (T6SS)
provide a detailed picture of T6SS’s
mode of action and assembly.
These recent studies unravel a unique
mechanism for the penetration of cel-
lular membranes.
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Baseplate
The complexity of contractile nanomachines is commonly located in the baseplate [15,16]. The
baseplate serves as a nucleation site for polymerization of the tube and sheath and a change in
structure of the baseplate triggers sheath contraction [1,15,17]. Most of our knowledge of
baseplate-like structures comes from extensive studies of bacteriophage T4, a model system
for all contractile-sheath-like complexes despite enormous structural complexity. Recently,
atomic-resolution maps of the T4 baseplate in both pre- and post-attachment states have been
derived from high-resolution cryo-EM maps [17]. T4 baseplate is a 6.5-MDa complex
comprising multiple copies of at least 15 different proteins organized into a central spike
complex that is surrounded by inner, intermediate, and peripheral sections of the baseplate.
Importantly, the components of the inner baseplate are conserved in tailed phages and other
contractile injection systems (Table 1) [1,17].
The T4 inner baseplate comprises a ring of 12 copies of core bundle gp6, six copies of sheath
assembly initiator gp25, six copies of core bundle clamp gp53, and six copies of core bundle
gp7, which is also part of the intermediate baseplate and a link to the peripheral tail ﬁber






































Figure 1. Scheme of Contractile Nanomachines. (A) The Type VI secretion system (T6SS) delivers effectors from the bacterial cytosol to the cytosol of a target cell.
Phage T4 delivers its DNA into the target cell and R-type pyocins generate holes in the cell envelope, comprising an inner membrane (IM) and outer membrane (OM), of
closely related species. (B) Close-up view of the baseplate of T6SS. TssK presumably attaches the baseplate to the membrane complex. TssF and TssG form a wedge
and a core bundle of the baseplate and TssE is a sheath initiator. The VgrG and PAAR proteins form the spike and spike tip complex and Hcp forms the tube. ClpV
(or TssH) disassembles the contracted T6SS sheath. Respective phage gene products (gp) are in parentheses.
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spike, and trimeric gp27 hub, is located at the front end of the tube and pierces the host cell
membrane during infection [17,18]. The central spike complex is also crucial for assembly of the
high-energy, dome-shaped baseplate, which is a precursor for tube and extended sheath
polymerization [1,15,19]. All T4 inner baseplate components except gp53 are found in
contractile injection systems [17].
Many critical T6SS components share remarkable structural and functional homology with
proteins of the membrane-piercing contractile tails of bacteriophages (Table 1). The ﬁrst such
homology was identiﬁed for the VgrG proteins, which are secreted by the T6SS and in some cases
carry C-terminal extension domains, which have been shown to be effectors [11,20]. VgrG
proteins form a trimer at the tip of the Hcp tube and are structurally homologous to the T4 spike
complex [21]. A PAAR-repeat protein, stabilized by a zinc ion, caps the VgrG trimer and forms the
tip, which pierces the target cell envelope [18]. The PAAR proteins are structural homologs of T4
phage gp5.4 protein [17,18]. Interestingly, both PAAR and VgrG proteins may bind effectors or
carryeffectordomains into target cells,which isconceptuallysimilar to the lysozymedomain onthe
gp5 spike protein that is required for T4 phage host infection [21,22,69].
One of the most conserved components of all contractile phages is also conserved in T6SS.
TssE is an homolog of T4 baseplate component gp25 [21,23] and, together with TssF, TssG,
and TssK, forms the T6SS baseplate [24]. The (TssF)2–TssG module may be similar to the T4
(gp6)2–gp7-like heterotrimer [17]. Therefore, these T6SS proteins could constitute a conserved
assembly intermediate that forms the core bundle, the trifurcation unit, and the sheath
polymerization platform (Table 1).
T6SS Membrane Complex
In T4 phage, the short tail ﬁbers are assembled from trimeric gp12, attached to trimeric gp10,
and connect the baseplate to the host cell surface by irreversibly binding to LPS [25], which is
important for efﬁcient infection of target cells [17,19]. By contrast, the T6SS baseplate is
anchored to the cell envelope from the cytosolic side by associating with a membrane complex
comprising TssJ, TssL, and TssM [26] (Figure 1). The details are unclear; however, the trimeric
TssK interacts with both the membrane-anchoring TssJLM complex and baseplate compo-
nents [27,28] and has been proposed to initiate T6SS wedge assembly, similar to the gp10
trimer in T4 [17,19]. TssK is ﬁrst recruited to TssL and together with TssG, which binds to TssM,
serves as the major connector between the baseplate and the membrane complex [24,27,28].
These interactions have to be as ﬁrm as the corresponding connections in phage T4–maybe
even stronger to account for the greater length of the T6SS sheath. Interestingly, there is a
symmetry mismatch between the ﬁvefold-symmetric membrane complex and the presumably
Table 1. Protein Composition of Various Contractile Nanomachines
Location/function Copies/Bp Phage P2 Phage T4 [17] T6SS R-type pyocin
Central hub
complex
Spike tip 1 gpV gp5.4 PAAR repeat PA0616
Spike 3 gp5 VgrG PA0616
Baseplate hub 3 gpD gp27 VgrG PA0628
Wedge Core bundle clamp,
sheath platform
6 gpI gp53 Part of TssF/TssG PA0627
Sheath assembly
initiator
6 gpW gp25 TssE PA0617
Core bundle, sheath
platform
12 gpJ gp6 TssF PA0618
Core bundle, link
to periphery
6 gpI gp7 TssG PA0619
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sixfold-symmetric baseplate [26]. It will be important to address how these two large
complexes connect to provide the strong attachment needed for successful piercing of target
membranes. An important step forward is the recent visualization of the intact T6SS in
Myxococcus xanthus by electron cryotomography [69].
Sheath–Tube Assembly
In all contractile tails, both tubes and sheaths are likely to be built via similar assembly pathways.
Despite the low sequence similarity among tube proteins, their structures are almost identical
among contractile tails (Figure 2) [3,10,21,29]. Tube proteins fold as b-sheet rolls ﬂanked by a
short a-helix and an extended loop. The monomers form hexameric rings that then stack head
to tail with a twist to form a helical tube. The main difference among the structures of tube
proteins is in the length of the loops connecting the b-strands of subunits, which may be
involved in ring stacking or, in the case of T6SS, effector binding. The secretion of small
effectors such as EvpP in Edwardsiella tarda [30] and Tse1-4 in P. aeruginosa [31,32] requires
direct interaction with the inner surface of Hcp hexamers.
In phages, the tube protein polymer serves as a template for guiding the assembly of the
extended sheath [33,34]. The atomic model of extended R-type pyocin showed that a positively
charged a-helix of the sheath (named the ‘attachment helix’) and a negatively charged patch on
the tube surface are likely to drive sheath–tube assembly [3]. The tube and the sheath have
identical helical symmetry in both T4 phage and R-type pyocin and it is likely that the T6SS
tube–sheath complex assembles similarly [69], although the Hcp may form tubes with no twist
in a crystal lattice [10,35]. Hcp is required for the assembly of extended T6SS sheaths [35,36];
however, a polymer resembling the contracted sheath can form in the absence of other T6SS
components [36–38]. Similarly, phage polysheaths self-assemble from the gp18 sheath protein
when overexpressed in Escherichia coli [39,40].
In many contractile nanomachines, the length of the sheath–tube is constant (Table 2) and is
regulated by a tape-measure protein [41–43]. Interestingly, the T6SS sheath can assemble across
the full size of bacteria without an apparent mode of regulation [26,44,45]. The sheaths of various
contractile nanomachines assemble as helical polymers of hexameric rings.
However, the helical parameters, rise and twist, per subunit, vary among sheaths (Table 2). All
contractile sheaths described at high resolution were shown to be related to each other (Figure 3A)
[3,46–49]. The smallest sheath subunit is found in R-type pyocin. It comprises two domains
(domain 1 and domain 2) that are highly conserved in contractile phages and the T6SS [1,47,49].
These domains form the inner layers of thesheaths. Domain 1 forms the inner most layer and starts
and ends with two b-stranded linkers that interconnect the sheath subunits (Figure 3B). Each
R-type pyocin








Figure 2. Tube Proteins Are Similar in
All Contractile-Tail-Like Structures.
The tube structures shown here are from
bacteriophage T4 (PDB: 5iv5), R-type
pyocin (PDB: 3j9q), and Type VI secretion
system (T6SS) Hcp1 (PDB: 1Y12) and
T6SS Hcp3 (PDB: 3HE3), both from
Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
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Table 2. Helix Parameters of Contractile-Tail-Like Structures
Contractile bacteriophage R-type pyocin T6SS Antifeeding prophage MAC
T4 [67] FKZ [68] Pseudomonas
aeruginosa [3]
Vibrio cholerae [49] Francisella novicida [48] Serratia entomophila [8] Pseudoalteromonas
luteoviolacea [9]
Tube protein gp19 ND PA0623 Hcp IglC Afp1 or 5 MacT1, MacT2
Sheath protein gp18 gp29 PA0622 TssB/TssC (VipA, VipB) IglA, IglB Afp2–4 MacS
Number of rings 23 44 27 Vc V 10 NDd
State Ea Cb E C E C E C E C E C E C
Diameter (nm) 24 33 25 32 18 24 20 26 ND ND 18 23 13 16
Rise/sub (Å) 40.6 (40.2) 16.4 36.7 17.9 38.4 16.2 ND 21.8 ND 20.8 81.4 ND ND ND















































subunit is connected with two neighboring subunits, which are located on the ring closer to the
baseplate. The ﬁrst subunit is on the same sheath strand and the second subunit is on the
neighboring strand. Together the three connected subunits form the 4-stranded b-sheet of
domain 1. Domain 2, which is exposed on the surface of the sheath, inserts into domain 1 [3]
(Figure 3). Phage sheaths often contain additional domains inserted into domain 2 [46,47].
By contrast, T6SS sheath subunits assemble from two proteins, TssB (VipA) and TssC (VipB),
which together fold into three domains. Domains 1 and 2 are highly similar to those of phage
sheaths; however, the third a-helical domain inserted into domain 2 is T6SS speciﬁc [38,48,49].
In most T6SS clusters, the two sheath proteins are encoded directly after each other and
domain 3 is formed from the TssB C terminus and TssC N terminus. This surface-exposed
domain 3 contains the binding site for ClpV, which is a T6SS-speciﬁc AAA+ unfoldase that
recycles the contracted sheath to allow the assembly of new extended sheaths [36,37,44]. A
split of the ancestral sheath-encoding gene is likely to have occurred during the evolution of
new functions required for the T6SS, such as unfolding by ClpV. Uncoupling the N terminus of
TssC from the C terminus of TssB may help to preserve the proper folding of existing domains
while accommodating the coevolution of TssC with its cognate ClpV [50,51].
Many T6SS clusters encode one protein or sometimes two that have been grouped into the
family of TssA proteins [52]. Whereas TssA is essential for T6SS activity in E. coli [53], its
deletion in P. aeruginosa causes only a reduction in T6SS activity [54]. Originally, all TssA
proteins were grouped in the same protein family because of the presence of a common
ImpA_N-domain (Pfam ID: PF06812), despite otherwise differing domain architectures [52].




































Figure 3. Sheath Proteins of Contractile-Tail-Like Structures. (A) T4 phage gp18 model (PDB: 3J2 M), Lin1278 of
prophage from Listeria innocua (PDB: 3LML), R-type pyocin sheath (PDB: 3J9Q), Type VI secretion system (T6SS) sheath
(Vibrio cholerae) (PDB: 3J9G), T6SS sheath (Francisella novicida) (PDB: 3J9O). (B) Connectivity of domain 1 (R-type
pyocin). This domain starts and ends with b-stranded linkers that connect three subunits together: subunit 1 with subunit 3
on the same strand but one ring closer to the baseplate and subunit 4, which is on the neighboring strand. Together the
three connected subunits form 4-stranded b-sheets of the inner domain (gray circle). After contraction, subunits on ring 1
are pulled closer to ring 2 but the connectivity is unchanged. Abbreviations: 1N, N terminus of subunit 1; 1C, C terminus of
subunit 1.
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E. coli TssA, which has an ImpA_N-domain and a C-terminal VasJ domain (Pfam ID: PF16989),
was shown to act as a primer for sheath polymerization and to remain associated with the
growing end of the sheath [53]. The location of E. coli TssA also suggests that it may form a cap
needed to propel the inner Hcp tube during contraction [53]. Despite low sequence homology,
the same study reported E. coli TssA to be a functional homolog of gp15 of phage T4, in which it
stabilizes the sheath in an extended conformation [53,55,56]. By contrast, TssA of the
H1-T6SS of P. aeruginosa is a baseplate component with low homology to gp6 of phage
T4 [54]. Twelve copies of gp6 in two different conformations are present in the inner baseplate
of T4 phage [17]. However, two other studies suggested that gp6 is a homolog of TssF in E. coli
[17,24]. Both characterized TssA proteins were shown to be dodecamers in solution by either
analytical ultracentrifugation or multiangle light scattering, and electron microscopy of the TssA
protein complexes further supports these ﬁndings [53,54]. Currently, no structural information
is available for the conserved ImpA_N domain and little is known about its role; however, an
atomic model has been proposed for most of the N-terminal portion of E. coli TssA
(VasJ-domain) [53]. Both E. coli and P. aeruginosa have a single tssA per T6SS cluster,
but the Vibrio cholerae T6SS cluster encodes two unrelated tssA genes; one contains a VasJ
domain similar to E. coli TssA. It will be interesting to see what roles these two different TssAs
play in the assembly of the V. cholerae T6SS. It is possible that VasJ-domain-containing TssAs
are involved in the priming and polymerization of the tube–sheath complex and TssAs that are
similar to the TssA of P. aeruginosa are baseplate components that remain attached to the
baseplate.
Contraction
The contraction of the T4 phage sheath was proposed to progress from the baseplate towards
the phage head in a wave of contracting sheath rings [57]. This is a transition from a high-energy
conformation with the sheath tightly wrapped around the inner tube to a short, low-energy state
while propelling the inner tube (Figure 4). The common ancestry of the sheath proteins suggests
that all sheaths undergo similar reorganization during contraction [1]. Domain 1 maintains
connectivity throughout contraction and is likely to provide stability to the sheath. Contraction is
 T4 bacteriophage R-type pyocin T6SS (Vibrio cholerae)(A) (B) (C)
Figure 4. Comparison of the Type VI Secretion System (T6SS) with the Phage-Tail-Like Contractile System.
(A) T4 phage extended state compiled with an electron microscopy map (emd_1126, emd_3374). T4 phage contracted
state (emd_5528). (B) R-type pyocin pre- and post-contraction states (emd_6270, emd_6271) both associated with the
baseplate (structure unknown). (C) T6SS extended-state sheath–tube complex (modeled on R-type pyocin), VgrG and
PAAR complex (modeled on PDB: 4IJV and 4MTK), baseplate (unknown), and membrane complex (emd_2927).
Contracted sheath (PDB: 3J9G).
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driven by solvation free energy gain due to increased intersubunit binding [3,46]. It was also
proposed that interactions between the inner domains of the sheath subunits could be
responsible for generating the pulling force needed for ring-by-ring contraction of the R-type
pyocin sheath [3]. The comparison of the extended and contracted sheath structures of R-type
pyocin suggests that the contraction of a single sheath ring generates 72 kcal/mol of energy [3].
Although the helical parameters of both extended and contracted sheaths vary among known
contractile-tail-like structures, rotation increases and rise decreases during contraction in all
structures. This results in movement and rotation of the inner tube during contraction (Table 2).
The speed of sheath contraction has so far been monitored only for T6SS by live-cell
ﬂuorescence imaging, and a single sheath has been shown to contract in less than 5 ms to
about 50% of its extended length [45]. Assuming that the T6SS sheath undergoes a transition
similar to that of the related sheaths, a 1-mm-long T6SS sheath may undergo ten rotations with
the inner tube in less than 5 ms (120 000 RPM) and push it by about 500 nm while releasing
over 15 000 kcal/mol of energy. Such an enormous amount of power is likely to be needed to
push large effectors across target membranes.
Disassembly
After sheath contraction the contractile tail is in a low-energy conformation. Since most
contractile nanomachines act outside cells without an additional source of energy, reassembly
to a high-energy state is impossible; thus, each tail acts only once. The exception is the T6SS,
which assembles inside bacterial cells. Almost all T6SS clusters encode the AAA+ protein ClpV,
which is crucial for T6SS efﬁciency but not strictly required for T6SS function [45,58]. Impor-
tantly, ClpV recognizes the N terminus of TssC and catalyzes sheath unfolding within tens of
seconds [37,44,59,60]. Since ClpV speciﬁcally recognizes only the contracted sheath [44], it
has been proposed that sheath contraction exposes the TssC N terminus on the sheath
surface [38,49,69]. However, the structure of the extended T6SS sheath is unknown and
therefore the exact mechanism by which ClpV mediates unfolding remains to be described.
Concluding Remarks
With recent atomic models of the T4 phage baseplate and R-type pyocin tube–sheath in
precontraction and post-contraction states [3,17], we are approaching a detailed mechanistic
understanding of the assembly and contraction of the most-studied contractile tails. It is
reasonable to expect that atomic models of related contractile nanomachines, including those
puncturing eukaryotic membranes, will become available in the near future. This will help us to
understand how the systems evolved to puncture various target membranes.
A similar level of detailed description of T6SS assembly is, however, challenging because the
system is highly dynamic and assembles inside bacterial cells, which complicates obtaining
structures with atomic resolution. Electron cryotomography has yielded low-resolution struc-
tures of the system [45,61,69] and the use of thin bacterial cells, or assembling the T6SS in
minicells together with subtomogram averaging, will be necessary to signiﬁcantly improve
resolution [62,63]. Medium-resolution tomography structures will be further used to ﬁt atomic
models of individual isolated proteins or their complexes obtained by other methods. However,
isolation of T6SS components natively assembled in an inherently unstable precontraction
state might require crosslinking or mutagenesis of certain T6SS components.
The function of the T6SS inside cells provides an opportunity to monitor its assembly and mode
of action by ﬂuorescence microscopy with temporal resolution approaching the millisecond
range and spatial resolution limited by live-cell-imaging technologies. Eight core T6SS com-
ponents [TssA, TssB (VipA), TssF, TssH (ClpV), TssJ, TssK, TssL, and TssM] have been
successfully fused to ﬂuorescent proteins and monitored in live cells [24,26,44,45,53,59].
Outstanding Questions
What are the basic principles behind
spatial and temporal regulation of
T6SS assembly?
What is the signal that triggers sheath
contraction?
What structural reorganization does
the baseplate undergo?
What is the fate of the baseplate and
membrane complex after contraction?
What are the main advantages of the
unique mode of action of T6SS com-
pared with other bacterial secretion
systems?
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Translocation of Hcp and VgrG between live cells was imaged indirectly [64]; however, with
progress on labeling and imaging techniques we might expect even more components to be
visualized directly. Importantly, imaging of T6SS dynamics will enlighten our understanding of
related contractile nanomachines, which are often too small to be visualized by ﬂuorescence
microscopy.
Future research will unravel additional strategies that contractile nanomachines utilize to
puncture membranes and will show how these sophisticated tools can be used for a wide
variety of functions. While many questions remain (see Outstanding Questions), with a better
understanding of the principles behind their assembly and mode of action we could begin
designing new systems for efﬁcient delivery of macromolecules into target cells. This may be
helpful for treating infectious diseases [4,65] or triggering signaling cascades in eukaryotic cells
[66] for various therapeutic purposes.
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